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Kappers Put Under
Home Quarantine
John Kappers, a PWA who suffers from multiple drug-resistant
tuberculosis, has been confined to his home indefinitely.
He and his attorney believe county health officials are retaliating
because of an article on his case in Southern Voice.
by CHRIS CASH
A DeKalb County judge last week ordered John
Kappers, a person living with AIDS who also has
multiple drug-resistant tuberculosis, confined indefinitely in his home—despite testimony from a
TB expert that Kappers presents no danger to the
public.
In response to the ruling, about 65 people gathered in front of the offices of the DeKalb County
Board of Health last Thursday to protest the decision, carrying signs and wearing buttons reading
"Free John." The protest was organized by ACT
UP and the AIDS Survival Project.
"It was the most blatant miscarriage of justice
that I have ever witnessed," Jeff Graham of ACT
UP told the crowd of demonstrators. "Using the
tools of fear and public panic, DeKalb County persuaded a misguided judge to lock up John Kappers
indefinitely."
"John is one of the most respected of the AIDS
community in Georgia, and if they can do it to him,
they can do it to you."
Kappers, who is the president of the board of
the AIDS Survival Project, believes that county
health officials sought to confine him because of
an article in the April 7 issue of Southern Voice
detailing the problems he has had with county health
officials since being diagnosed with MDR-TB.
"My health had not changed, so it seems more
than coincidental that they did this after the article
came out," Kappers said. 'They had said all along
that they didn't want any media to know, probably
because they didn't want it known they had made
mistakes."
Because of his health, the quarantine may mean
that Kappers, a long-term survivor of HIV, could
spend much of what time he has left confined to his
home.

"There were things I wanted to do before I died,
like go to Europe with Tim [Boyd, his partner] and
spend more time with my niece and nephew,"
Kappers said. "It feels cruel that they would take
that away from me. Some people may think being
confined to your home is not bad, but it's a prison,
whether it's a nice one or a dirty, nasty one. It feels
the same way. And I know I may not be around to
see the outcome of all of this. I need to use my
energy to stay alive, not to fight these people."
"I expected some fallout from [the article], but
nothing as punitive as this. But I don't regret the
article, and I'd do it again because they need to be
held accountable. They need a MDR-TB policy
that is rational so nobody else will have to go
through this."
MDR-TB is a form of tuberculosis that is resistant to two or more of the drugs normally used to
treat TB. It is difficult to treat, and in people with
compromised immune systems, it can be fatal.
On April 11, acting on a petition from the
DeKalb County Board of Health, Superior Court
Judge Daniel Coursey ordered Kappers confined to
his home. The judge's decision came after a hearing in which all the spectators and court officials
were required to wear masks.
The board of health maintains that Kappers, a
registered nurse who contracted MDR-TB while
working in the AIDS ward of a New York City
hospital, is a threat to public health. However, since
January, he has had more than a dozen tests showing that his tuberculous is not in an active, contagious state. Prevailing medical judgment for treatment of tuberculosis says that once an individual
has three negative sputum smears, the person can
be taken off respiratory isolation.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

In Our Own Unique Way
We Change The World
Every Day.
The 2nd Southern Voice Community Awards will honor just a few of the
individuals who have made our lives a little better. The community Award
nominees were chosen by SoVo readers for their contributions and they
deserve our support. So join us for an entertaining and inspiring evening that
will benefit two of our community's organizations: Atlanta Lambda and Pride.

The 2nd Annual Southern Voice

Community Awards Celebration
A BENEFIT FOR ATLANTA PRIDE & THE LAMBDA COMMUNITY CENTER

Saturday, April 23rd
Explore Zoo Atlanta 6:30 • Award Ceremony 8:00
Fabulous Entertainment • Hors d'oeuvres • Cash Bar • Casual Dress
Tickets are $20 per person in advance, $25 at the gate, and are available at:
Brushstrokes, Charis Books, Maddix Deluxe, Outwrite, Poster Hut,
Southern Voice and The Waterworks
Take your ticket stub to any of these bars after the awards for specials:
The Otherside, Revolution, Buddies, Bulldogs,
Burkhart's, The Heretic or The Metro
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Battle over Cobb Olympic events heats up ALFA votes
Relations chill after
to disband
Olympics Out of Cobb
Coaltion says ACOG agreed
to some of its demands but
ACOG says it didn't
by KC WILDMOON
Atlanta—Members of the coaltion fighting to get the Olympics out of Cobb County
thought they had reached an agreement last
week with the Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games on several of their key demands.
But just hours later, ACOG officials denied that they had agreed to anything, and
now members of the Olympics Out of Cobb
Coalition say they plan to turn up the heat on
ACOG and are threatening a massive civil
rights march in Atlanta in 1996 if Olympic
volleyball preliminaries are not moved out of
Cobb County.
Last Thursday at a press conference in
front of the ACOG offices, coalition members
announced that ACOG officials had made three
concessions—that they would provide sensitivity training for Olympic security officers,
adopt language banning discrimination based
on sexual orientation in contracts with Cobb
County and form a human rights advisory
panel to deal with issues of sexual orientation.
ACOG and coalition members still had
not come to agreement on their key demand—

that volleyball competition be
moved from Cobb because of the
county commission's resolution
last summer denouncing gays and
lesbians.
But an hour after the press conference ended, ACOG officials issued a statement denying that any
agreements had been reached, and
they called the coalition's announcement of agreements "totally
false and not indicative of good
faith negotiations."
"Today's statements by the
coalition were inaccurate in their
conclusion that the coalition and
ACOG had reached any agreement," ACOG's statement, which
was unattributed to any official,
said. "While it is still our hope
that this issue can be resolved, we
must emphasize that our objective,
first and foremost, remains to put
on the Games. To fulfill that primary goal demands that we keep
the needs of the athletes of more Lesbian Avenger Lisa Kung takes a torch into the
than 200 nations uppermost in our Marietta Square, completing a 21-mile torch run
minds, and that our decisions con- from ACOG's downtown offices in protest of the
tinue to be based on our timetable decision to hold Olympic volleyball in Cobb.
and no other."
Coalition members reacted quickly to tions," the coalition's statement read. "[The]
ACOG's unsigned statement, calling it "not remarks come from an organization that has
truthful."
misrepresented facts with regard to the vol"We question ACOG's faith in their rep- leyball venue in Cobb County on repeated
resentatives Shirley Franklin and David G. occasions."
Smith by not having them acknowledge agreeThe coalition, citing a Marietta Daily Jourments that had been reached in our negotiaCONTINUED ON PAGE 6

MCC Church founder endorses anti-Conn effort
Atlanta—The founder of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches
says the nation's largest predominantly gay/
lesbian religious group supports the drive to
get Olympic events moved from Cobb County.
Rev. Troy Perry, in Atlanta April 10 to
install Rev. Paul Turner as pastor of All Saints
MCC Church in Grant Park, also called on
gays and lesbians to spend no money in Cobb
County until commissioners there rescind their
resolution denouncing the gay "lifestyle."
Perry said he was concerned about the
safety of gay and lesbian Olympic athletes
who venture into Cobb County. "It's a life-ordeath issue," he said, adding that he sincerely
fears the possibility of violence at the Cobb
County site.
The news that Cobb County would host
the volleyball trials was met with shock across
the country, Perry said. "Why would the city

Rev. Troy Perry
of Atlanta agree to share the games with a
county (that promotes bigotry)?" Perry said.
He said he was particularly disturbed that

the resolution was adopted and supported in
the name of Christianity, which he said is
supposed to teach tolerance and brotherly love.
"Up until about 40 years ago, people quoted
the Book of Isaiah to uphold slavery," he said.
"If the word black or Jew had been substituted (for the word homosexual in the resolution), there would be a problem."
No date was given for the start of the
economic boycott, but Perry said he was certain participation would reach far beyond the
Atlanta metro area.
"We are not talking about hundreds or
even thousands of dollars," Turner said. "We
are talking millions of dollars."
The Los Angeles-based UFMCC is made
up of hundreds of MCC congregations across
the United States and around the world.
J.M. MALONE

Atlanta—Atlanta's oldest lesbian organization—and one of the nation's longestrunning—has voted to close its doors.
Twelve members of the Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance (ALFA) gathered
at the ALFA house on April 10, and, on a
9-2 vote, the organization's 22-year history came to an end.
"It wasn't a very long meeting," said
Rachel Barrow, who joined ALFA when
she came to Atlanta in 1984. "We had
some discussion about ending...we went
around the room and everybody said how
she felt, and then we voted."
What remains are some legal odds and
ends—dissolution of the non-profit organization that operated the group's extensive archives, completing the negotiations
for the sale of the periodicals portion of
the archives to Duke University, selling
the ALFA house and repaying the investors.
"And if there's any money left over,
we have to figure out what to do with
that," said Barrow.
Barrow added that the members of the
group will also have to decide what to do
with ALFA's lending library, and dispose
of a few other items in the house.
ALFA was formed in 1972 out of the
growing lesbian involvement in the
women's movement. Its original house on
Mansfield Street in Little Five Points, a
subsequent home on McClendon Avenue
and the current house on Clay Street were
the scenes of countless political strategy
meetings, consciousness raising groups and
women-only good times. But waning interest in the group forced the final vote.
"In general, [ALFA] needed to go because—for lack of a better word—it didn't
have a constituency," Barrow said. "There
was a handful of people, and it wasn't
meeting our needs, and not meeting the
needs of the community obviously, because
they weren't there."
"Why? I don't know," she continued.
"I don't know if the Reagan years burned
us out, or if it's part of that whole 'feminism is dead' thing. But it was clear that
our time had come and gone."
Atlanta's lesbian community will have
an opportunity to say good-bye properly to
an old friend. ALFA's famed Boogiewimmin are planning one last Azalea
Dance, the annual spring dance sponsored
by the organization. The event has been
set for June 11.
KC WILDMOON

Support group formed to meet needs of lesbian/gay teens
Atlanta—Growing up is never easy, but
growing up gay poses a new set of problems—
and fears—for teenagers.
Often ignored by older gay men and lesbians and stigmatized by family members,
these teens almost literally have no place to
go, nowhere to be who they really are.
For that reason, three Atlanta therapists
are starting a support group for teens up to
age 20, meeting weekly at the First Existentialist Congregation in Candler Park. Marsha
Springs and Rusty Moore, along with
Stephanie Swann, have dutifully sat at the
church since February 26, but the group hasn't
begun to gel yet.
"That's a testimonial to how afraid people
are," Moore said. "Teachers and clinicians

are afraid to identify people who are gay,
lesbian and bisexual because of a fear of what
might happen."
And the teens themselves are afraid too—
afraid that if family members knew where
they were going, they would be forced from
their homes.
"That's one of the biggest fears," said
Springs. "To disclose may very well mean
that you live on the street."
Springs served on a DeKalb County task
force that was charged with identifying the
needs of gay and lesbian adolescents. She was
shocked by what she learned.
"The suicide rate for gay and lesbian teenagers is two to three times higher than for
heterosexual kids," she said. "One out of ev-

ery three teen suicides is a gay kid."
Moore said that a study released during
the Bush administration with those figures
sent shock waves through the mental health
community.
"Everybody started saying 'Wow, we've
got to do something," he said.
But Moore and Springs weren't interested
in a therapy group. "That's a double stigmatization—to say if you're gay or lesbian then
you need therapy." Springs said. "So we decided to have a support group."
In Atlanta, the Atlanta Gay Center's Thursday night youth group is the only time and
place lesbian and gay kids can come together.
Springs and Moore wanted to add to that single
offering.

"What we're providing is a place that gay
adolescents can come to and be with people
who are accepting of them," said Moore.
For now, Moore and Springs set the tone
of the group. But as it grows, they'd like to
see the teens themselves take charge.
"I would like, once we get going, for the
kids to take over and decide what gets done,"
Springs said.
KC WILDMOON
The support group for gay, lesbian and
bisexual teenagers meets Saturdays at 11 a.m.
at the First Existentialist Congregation, 470
Candler Park Drive in Candler Park. Call
378-5570 for more information.
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lift rejects anti-gay measure
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The commissioners considered the case
of Williamson County, Texas, which nearly
lost a multimillion dollar Apple Computer
facility when it decided not to offer tax breaks
to companies that provide domestic partnership health care benefits to lesbian/gay employees. A compromise was reached in that
case, but Rowe said the commissioners were
unwilling to Limit companies wanting to do
business in Tift County.
"The resolution talks about protecting
'community standards' and 'traditional family structure,'" Rowe said. "Those are broad
terms that you can't define. And another
thing—they tried during Prohibition to legislate morality and couldn't do it. How could
we do it now?"
The resolution, Rowe said, would have
meant "infringing on people's rights of freedom to assemble, freedom of speech, and so
on.
Commissioner Hugh Webb cast the lone
vote in favor of the resolution. On April 4,
the resolution died in the Tifton City Commission when no commissioner offered a
second to the motion for passage.
KC WILDM00N

AIDS Athens hires first director

TRONCALLI SAAB

TRONCALLI INFINITI

Tifton—Another Georgia jurisdiction has
failed to follow Cobb County's lead in adopting an anti-gay/lesbian resolution.
On April 11, the Tift County Commission rejected an anti-gay measure by a vote
of 5-1.
Debate on the issue was fierce, according to Commissioner Harriette Rowe, who
opposed the measure. She said that Tom
Spampinato, the citizen who originally presented the resolution to both the county commission and the city commission in the
county seat, Tifton, spoke again in favor of
its passage.
Rowe said that Commissioner Brenda
Iglehart, a Methodist minister, questioned
Spampinato closely, asking him why the
commission should single out a specific
group for moral condemnation.
"Then she asked him if he voted for the
lottery," Rowe said. "He said 'I play the
lottery.' Boy, she let him have it then. He
put his foot in his mouth."
Rowe said also that the county attorney
advised against passing the resolution, arguing that the county didn't have enough
money in the budget to defend it on "political and legal" grounds.
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Athens—Responding to growth and demand for its resources and programs, ADDS
Athens has hired Iris Tropp as the first fulltime executive director in the agency's 7year history.
Tropp, 31, was formerly a patient representative on the AIDS unit at Interfaith Medical Center in Brooklyn. In 1987, Tropp began service work as a graduate student and
subsequently organized an HIV prevention
program for Manhattan high school students
through the HIV Center at Columbia University.

At AIDS Athens, Tropp says she hopes
to expand education and outreach programs.
"We need to develop an outreach mechanism for HIV prevention in the 10-county
area," says Tropp. "Outreach allows you to
disseminate effective messages."
For the past three years, Tropp has developed national, regional and local strategic planning workshops for school health
promotion programs, which include HIV prevention. She currently lives in Athens with
her husband, who is a research chemist at
the University of Georgia.

For lesbians caught in custody
fight, waiting is hardest part
Richmond, VA—Wednesdays are the
toughest for Sharon Bottoms.
Every Wednesday, she has to again get
used to giving up the son she lost custody of
because of her sexual orientation.
She only sees 2-year-old Tyler on Mondays and Tuesdays, then the boy goes back
to his grandmother, who sued for custody
because she doesn't approve of her
daughter's relationship with another woman.
"I miss everything about him," Bottoms
said. "I miss being a mother the most"
It's been a year since a judge took her
child away. Now, Bottoms waits with increasing anxiety for a Virginia Court of Appeals ruling that could return Tyler to her.
Tyler has lived with Bottoms' mother
since April 5, 1993, shortly after a juvenile
court judge declared Bottoms an unfit mother
because she is a lesbian. The decision was
upheld by a circuit court judge.
Her appeal was heard in February, and a
ruling could be issued at any time.
Lawyers for both sides say they'll take
the case to the state Supreme Court if the
appeal ruling goes against them.
In the meantime, anticipation rules every waking moment, despite Bottoms' best
efforts.
"I keep myself very busy," the 24-yearold Bottoms said in an interview at the suburban apartment she shares with April Wade.

"Our house stays very clean. I just do things
to try to keep it off my mind."
Scattered throughout the apartment are
many reminders: framed photos of Tyler, a
poster-board card from supporters in California stapled to his bedroom wall, a lace
doily with an ornate cutout of his name on a
living room table.
She's not the only one left to wait.
Bottoms' mother, Kay, is "getting apprehensive" and "wishes the decision would
come on down," said her attorney, Richard
L. Ryder.
The case made Sharon Bottoms a national figure in the fight for lesbian and gay
rights, a distinction she'd rather have gone
without Nevertheless, she is thankful for
the support she receives.
She shows three large manila envelopes
stuffed with mail.
"Every single one is positive," she said.
"And this isn't the half of it."
Wade, a 27-year-old health food store
manager, is barred from seeing Tyler. Friends
take in Bottoms and her son for their weekly
visits.
"I love him like he was my child," Wade
said.
Bottoms has a picture of Wade she shows
Tyler every week to try to keep his memory
of her alive.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Texas GOP Group Endorses Quarantine For AIDS:
Delegates at the Galveston County Republican Convention last month passed a resolution
recommending isolation and quarantine of people who are HIV positive, prompting a
rigorous condemnation from AIDS advocates and others across the state. At least three
people cancelled plans to staff polling places for last week's runoff election. "It sounds
like the Hitler doctrine is alive and well and apparently in the majority of the Galveston
County Republican Party," said David James, chair of the county's Democratic Party. "I
think the intent of it was to stress that action needs to be taken," said D.D. Haney, a
Republican candidate for county judge who told reporters he probably voted for the
resolution but couldn't recall with certainty. "It seems like overkill, but it's a way of
getting their attention."
Las Vegas Mayor Blasts Anti-Gay Activist: Las Vegas Mayor Jan Jones responded angrily to accusations by an antigay activist that she and other Nevada politicians promoted child molestation by supporting civil rights for gay men and lesbians. 'Take your hate and fear and take it
somewhere else," Jones told Lon Mabon,
head of the United States Citizens Alliance.
"The statements you made are not only inappropriate, they're wrong, they're cruel,
and they're hate and fear-mongering against
both the governor and myself." Mabon
gained notoriety last year when he founded
the Oregon Citizens Alliance and sponsored
the draconian Measure 9 in Oregon. Jones
and Nevada Gov. Bob Miller have been
very vocal in their opposition to an anti-gay
amendment petition drive started by Mabon
in Nevada.

Lon Mabon's hate campaign is facing stiff opposition from Nevada politicians.
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African-American Commission Seeks
To Heal Rift With Gays, Lesbians: The
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Washington state Commission on AfricanAmerican Affairs is working to forge closer
ties with gay men and lesbians after its decision not to take a position on a gay rights bill
defeated in the legislature last month. The commission plans to hold a forum on discrimination within the next few weeks as part of a campaign to reach out to gays, with an
emphasis on improving relations with black gay men and lesbians, said James Kelly, the
commission's chair. "This is an issue the commission wants to have an open dialogue
about in our community," Kelly said after a meeting with members of Brother to Brother,
an African American gay and bisexual support and advocacy group.
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Laguna Beach Keeps Scout Program, But Studies Action On Gay Ban:
Laguna Beach, Calif., has decided to keep its Police Explorer program while exploring
ways of its own to battle a Boy Scouts of America ban on gay members and leaders.
Councilman Robert Gentry said last week the debate was complicated because "we have
a very popular program in our community, and that program excludes a major segment of
our population." A city ordinance prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation.
The City Council voted unanimously to lobby the Boy Scouts to change its position
against gay men and to study setting up the city's own police intern program.

Man Testifies He Had Sex With Scout Volunteer Who Wants Gays Banned:
A man testifying in a civil case against the Boy Scouts ban on gays said he had sex with a
high-ranking Scout volunteer who had earlier testified that homosexuality is "contrary to
the laws of God." J. Mark Crouse said he met Christopher Leach at an adult bookstore in
1990 and saw him on and off for a month. Another man, Len Potter, testified that he saw
Leach at a gay X-rated video store about two years ago, "embracing another man, mutual
fondling, touching." Leach's attorney, Michael Edwards, called the two men's testimony
"slimy."

British Government Takes Gay Out Of Sex Ed: On two occasions last month, the
British government moved to stop discussions of gay sexual activity and oral sex from
school sex education, according to Reuters news service. The government withdrew what
it called a "smutty" teen sex guide on March 24 that gave details of gay sexual activity,
focusing on safer sex, and on March 23, Education Secretary John Patten called for an
inquiry into reports that a primary school in Leeds taught oral sex to children as young as
nine.

Police Investigating Phony HIV Notification Letters: Police in Grand Forks,
N.D., are investigating bogus letters warning people they might be infected with HIV. "It
could be considered terrorizing, which is a Class C felony, said Detective Rick Duquette.
At least three area residents received the letters on what appeared to be United Hospital
letterhead, he said. Hospital and health department spokespeople said that such notification would never be made in a letter. The letterhead was easily identifiable as fraudulent,
hospital officials said.
And...Philanthropist Joan Tisch, member of the board of Gay Men's Health Crisis,
wife of Loews Corp. president Preston Robert Tisch, has donated $1 million for an AIDS
program funded by the United Jewish AppeaVFederation of Jewish Philanthropies.. .Loyola
Marynount College, a Catholic college forced a student dance to raise money for
babies with AIDS off campus because of a plan to distribute condoms and safe sex
brochures at the dance...and some Church groups involved in a homeless shelter
network say they can't set aside their religious views on homosexuality when they
participate in the program, meaning gay families are not welcome in some church shelters
in Tacoma, Washington.
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Being HIV Positive, I know the
importance of reducing stress. I also know
that the prospect of selling a life insurance
policy can be a highly stressful experience.

Continued from page 3

That's why I formed Benefits for Life.
Based on the belief that your interests
should always come first, Benefits for
Life works with you to explore all the
available options and alternatives. And,
if the sale of your life insurance policy is
what you decide to do, we'll do all the
work necessary to obtain the highest
offer possible.

All at no cost to you.
Michael Tristan Gait
President and Founder

Benefits for Life was founded to
work on your behalf, with no
financial ties or affiliation with
any purchasing company. All
information is held in strictest
confidence, and you are kept
completely informed during the
entire process.
We feel that selling a life insurance
policy is a major decision and
suggest that you make an

informed choice. Whether it be a
group or individual, term or
whole life policy, you need to
know how to get the most out of
the process. We can help.
For FREE information, just call
and request a copy of
"The Process" for a better
understanding of selling your
life insurance policy.

'Benefits /or Xife"
141 West 28th Street. Suite 1102, New York, NY 10001 ■ 212-695-3121
A Viatical Settlement Broker

Fax 212-695-3203
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nal editorial that said ACOG agreed to the
Galleria Centre site in January of this year,
contends that the selection was finalized well
after the passage of the Cobb Commission's
highly publicized anti-gay/lesbian resolution,
while ACOG claims the decision was made
last spring before the commission's action.
Additionally, ACOG has publicly stated the
venue cannot be changed, although a contract
with the Galleria Centre has not yet been
signed.
"With this track record, the validity of
anything ACOG says to the media on this
topic must be questioned," the coaltion's statement continued. "ACOG has been entrusted
not only with the business of putting on the
games, but with the moral obligation of upholding Olympic ideals. It is apparent that
some of their leaders have lost sight of it."
Another meeting between the two groups
is currently set for April 20.
At least two large demonstrations against
the Cobb sight selection are now in the planning stages. Pat Hussain, part of the coalition
delegation that has been meeting with ACOG
officials, said that planning was already underway for a 1996 Atlanta demonstration. Further details will be released this June during
the Stonewall 25 celebration in New York
City, she said.
And Uri Vaknin of ACT UP/Atlanta announced that the group has called on other
ACT UP chapters around the country to mobilize for a demonstration in Atlanta next
spring.
The Olympics Out of Cobb movement has
continued to gather support from both national and local leaders. U.S. Rep. Pat
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Schroeder, D-Colo., sent a letter to International Olympic Committee president Juan Antonio Samaranch last week, urging the change
in venue because the county's anti-gay resolution "has given an unmistaken message to
Olympic contenders and fans who are gay
that they are not welcome."
Georgia U.S. Rep. Cynthia McKinney
weighed in with an offer to assist ACOG in
securing the Augusta-Richmond County Civic
Center for the volleyball games. And state
Sen. Ron Slotin, D-Atlanta, sent ACOG president Billy Payne a letter urging that ACOG
move the venue.
On April 9, the Lesbian Avengers sponsored an Olympic Torch Run employing 12
runners to make the 21-mile run from the
ACOG offices to Marietta Square. At the
square, some 50 people watched as the Avengers, in their trademark pyrotechnic display,
ate the flame.
'This is the last time the Olympic flame
will burn in Cobb County until the commissioners' anti-gay resolution is rescinded," said
Avenger Lisa Kung, who took the torch from
Tamara Wayland and carried it into the center
of the square.
Jim Struve of Front Runners took the first
leg of the run, Vh miles from ACOG's offices downtown through Midtown and up
Northside Drive toward Marietta. Olympics
Out of Cobb Coalition founder Jon-Ivan
Weaver carried the torch over the Chattahoochee River into Cobb County, where he
handed the flame over to David Mayersky of
the Cobb Citizens Coalition.
'The whole thing was very symbolic," said
Weaver. "With all the police escorts, I was
very aware of the danger of coming into Cobb
County, but I actually enjoyed it. I didn't know
I could run a mile." . .... .. u» ■-.
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ously responding to the hysteria that was in
the courtroom that day. If you have a judge
wearing a mask, it doesn't matter what eviContinued from page 1
dence you present. We will do everything we
An expert witness brought to the hearing can to free John."
Rowan believes that county health offiby Chip Rowan, Kappers' attorney, refuted
assertions by county health officials that cials advised Judge Coursey to cordon off
the elevator which Kappers used and to order
Kappers could be contagious.
"You're less safe on a MARTA bus than that all court personnel and visitors to wear
being around Mr. Kappers," said Dr. Vernon respiratory masks during the hearing. MDRHouck, recently retired Assistant Surgeon TB is spread the same way as non-resistant
General of the United States and a former TB, through droplets from coughing or sneezofficial with the TB division of the Centers ing, but is no more infectious.
For Disease Control. "The possibility of transFamily and friends of Kappers, who at
first refused to wear masks in the courtroom,
mission is very, very remote."
Both Kappers and Rowan are convinced were told they could not enter unless they did
that the county is attempting to cover up a so. However, they were told no masks were
series of mistakes made since they first con- available. Angry and frustrated, Boyd drove
tacted Kappers in January. At that time, one to Grady Hospital and purchased a box of
month after his diagnosis, Kappers had tested masks. It was more than an hour into the
negative three times. But county health offi- hearing before supporters were able to enter
cials placed him on home confinement any- the courtroom.
"That was just one of the many theatrical
way. That lasted until February, when he and
Rowan met with health officials and pointed tactics the county pulled during the hearing,"
out that DeKalb County may have been in Boyd said. "They did their best to create an
violation of the 14th Amendment and the atmosphere of panic so it would support their
Americans With Disabilities Act by confin- claim that John was contagious and dangerous. And they know better. They never treated
ing Kappers without a hearing.
Rowan agrees with Kappers that the peti- him that way before."
tion was brought because of the Southern
From behind a white mask, Dr. Lawrence
Voice article. He plans to file a federal law- Sanders, acting director of the DeKalb County
suit against the county within the next week. Board of Health, outlined his reasons for re"We had a working relationship prior to questing confinement. The issue, he said, was
the article," Rowan said. "Why didn't they not a lack of compliance by Kappers but the
call us or call John's doctor instead of filing a seriousness of the disease, the difficulty in
petition at 5:00 p.m. on a Friday afternoon treating it and its possible spread. Kappers is
requiring us to be in court on Monday morn- the first person in Georgia to be diagnosed
ing? Nothing had changed with John's health, with "Strain W," a type of TB resistant to at
and the ruling was not supported by the evi- least seven major TB drugs.
"Any transmission of this disease is a
dence. The evidence was overwhelming that
John is not contagious, so the court was obvi- direct threat to the health of the people of
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Kappers

Kappers with his mother outside of the hearing.
DeKalb County," Sanders said. "We prefer
to err on the side of caution because the disease is so difficult to treat."
Sanders admitted under cross-examination by Rowan that Kappers had no physical
symptoms of TB and had 12 negative smears.
But he argued that he still carried TB bacteria as determined by several positive sputum

cultures, a secondary test for the presence of
TB. His main concern, he said, was that the
rate of growth of the bacteria was increasing.
In New York City, which has been dealing with MDR-TB for three years, patients
are taken off of isolation after three negative
smears. But Sanders maintains that a culture
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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The Rodeo
Atlanta is hosting its
first-ever gay and lesbian
rodeo. Catch all the
details in the next
Southern Voice.
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Mayor Campbell's first actions are a mixed bag
During the Atlanta mayor's race last year,
the three principal candidates spent an impressive and unprecedented amount of time and
energy courting the gay/lesbian vote—and none
of them were more persistent that the man
who won, Bill Campbell.
We haven't heard much from Campbell
about gay/lesbian issues during his first four
months in office—but then, to be fair, he has
been hugely distracted by the city's incredible
sinking infrastructure. Now, there finally appears to be some movement, with his appointment two weeks ago of a gay/lesbian advisory
panel and an HIV advisory committee.
First, let's look the lesbian/gay panel.
Campbell has managed to appoint an eightmember group that is balanced by race and
gender, contains new faces as well as old and
includes people from the activist community.
This is a healthy sign. Given that the process
was closed and that people within the community who might have been interested in serving
were not invited to apply, the results were
surprisingly good. One can only wonder how
much better they would have been with an
open process.
In the interest of disclosure, it should be
noted that a Southern Voice advertising representative, Dixon Taylor, is a member of the
panel. Rest assured this will have no effect on
how the news side of the paper covers either
this group or the Campbell administration.
Under Southern Voice policy, advertising and
editorial functions operate independently of
each other.
Contrary to his campaign promises,
Campbell has also decided to jettison the gay/
lesbian liaison position in favor of assigning a
gay staffer, Phil McDonald, the task of overseeing the gay/lesbian advisory panel and the
mayor's dealings with the community.
McDonald was a fundraising advisor to the
Campbell campaign and also worked for former
U.S. Sen. Wyche Fowler.
Campbell calls this structure an "enhancement" on the concept of a liaison, and he may
be right that having a single person at City
Hall whose only function is to address gay/
lesbian issues would be overkill. There probably isn't enough work to justify a full-time

salary for such a person, and it does smack of
tokenism.
On the other hand, there does need to be a
person at City Hall whose primary task is apprising the mayor on gay/lesbian issues, who
then can be assigned other tasks within city
government. That is how Mayor Jackson's liaison, Marcia Okula, functioned. A legitimate
question is whether McDonald will be so involved in other duties that he will not have
time to be there to help the community when it
comes to gay/lesbian issues. Only time will
tell, of course, but in some quarters folks are
already kvetching about the potential for problems.
Campbell's HIV panel is getting wait-andsee responses in the HIV community. The 19member group seems, at least on paper, to
represent a broad cross-section of communities affected by HIV, as well as organizations
such as the Centers for Disease Control that
need to be part of the fight. That said, however, it is disappointing to see that with 19
appointments to make, no one from ACT UP/

Atlanta, which has been on the forefront of
AIDS advocacy and whose members have
much knowledge to offer, was appointed. The
panel is also pretty thin on people personally
living with HIV/AIDS.
All in all, the mayor's first actions, though
symbolic, do look promising. However, the
question many people within the community
have had all along about Campbell is whether,
when it comes time for his actions to match
his homo friendly rhetoric, the rubber will meet
the road.
He had his first opportunity recently to put
that question to rest, and, to extend the metaphor, he crashed and burned.
The mayor's refusal to endorse the effort
to move the Olympics out of Cobb County is
inexplicable and troublesome. He says he's
too involved in other issues and doesn't have
time to immerse himself in such a side controversy. But nobody was asking him to lead the
parade. All anybody wanted was a simple statement of support, similar to what has been given
by John Lewis and Cynthia McKinney. It
would have taken about 20 seconds, and it
would have fit in nicely with the mayor's repeated statements that he abhors discrimination of any kind.
When the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games decided to hold a golf competition
at an all-white county club in Augusta, thenCouncilman Campbell had a cow, and rightly
so. He gallantly led the charge to move the
venue.
Holding Olympic events in Cobb County
is every bit as much of a violation of the Olympic spirit as holding golf at Augusta National.
It is every bit as wrong. That the mayor doesn't
see this is greatly disconcerting. Supportive
statements and advisory panels are important
and appreciated, but standing up for the principle of non-discrimination is not negotiable.
Hopefully, Campbell's heart is still in the
right place and he was just listening to some
bad advice. And hopefully, he will soon join
Lewis and McKinney and come over to the
right side of the fight—before his relationship
with the lesbian/gay community begins to suffer, a la Maynard.

Abstinence leader says she's a victim of misinformation
Your article about me entitled "Anti-gay
activist may have misled committee on teenage sex bill" [SoVo, March 10] is another
example of the standard tactics used by aggressive gay activists to keep people from presenting reasonable opinions.
My testimony before the Senate Special
Judiciary Committee had absolutely nothing
to do with gays or lesbians and yet you erroneously label me "anti-gay/lesbian."
I spoke before that committee as a member
of Governor Miller's Sex Education Review
Committee. My testimony concerned the
changes made under [a state law] effective
April 1993. Under those changes, the definition of sex education/AIDS instruction must
now "emphasize abstinence from sexual activity until marriage and fidelity in marriage as
important personal goals."
Sen. Steve Langford, a member of the Special Judiciary Committee and the author of
[Senate Bill] 557, seems to be the only member of the committee to misinterpret my remarks, but then, he lost his very confusing
attempt to legitimize teenage sex. I have letters from other members of that committee,
including the chairman, which confirm my position before that body.
In today's climate, when casual sexual activity produces rampant STDs and HIV infection produces death, I question whether legitimizing consensual sex between minors is wise,

since only a strong abstinence message will
ensure our youth's emotion, mental and physical well being.
It is fatally unfortunate for our youth that
there is such a hostile attack on the one behavior which provides the only sure protection
against STDs, HIV/AIDS and the mental, emotional and physical distress cause by these diseases—abstinence.
I for one will not be intimidated by either
journalistic misinformation and vicious stereotyping or Sen. Steve Langford's accusations.
The truth is that premarital sex is extremely
risky at best and fatal at worst for anyone.
All of Georgia's children deserve to hear
that message loud and clear.
Linda Hamrick
Athens

Editor's response: In the story in question,
the allegation was made that Hamrick led members of a Senate committee to believe that she
was speaking on behalf of both the governor
and his sex education committee while arguing in favor of an amendment to Senate Bill
557.
The original bill would have raised the age
of consent from 14 to 16 but would have required a three-year difference in age before

statutory rape laws applied. It was attacked as
promoting promiscuity among teenagers. The
amendment Hamrick was supporting, opposed
by the bill's sponsor, Sen. Steve Langford,
would have changed the bill to make all consensual sex between teenager? a felony. Neither the bill nor the amendment ever became
law.
Our sources for this story included a media
observer who covered the hearing and Senator
Langford, who wrote Hamrick a stronglyworded letter afterward complaining that she
misled the committee. The governor's spokesman told Southern Voice that Miller did not
have a position on the amendment and that
Hamrick was not speaking on behalf of the
Miller administration.
As Hamrick states in her letter, the bill in
question did not specifically deal with gay and
lesbian issues. However, Hamrick has, in the
past, opposed efforts to teach acceptance of
gays and lesbians in public schools. She was
one of the leaders of an effort last year to force
the state Department of Education to rescind
proposed guidelines for teaching sex education. One of the main objections of opponents
was that the guidelines would have encouraged schools to discuss homosexuality with
neutrality.
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We will miss Harry Blackmun on the high court
"[Bowers vs. Hardwick] is not about a
'fundamental right to engage in homosexual
sodomy,'.. .Rather, this case is about 'the most
comprehensive of rights and the right most
valued by civilized man,' namely the right to
be left alone."
Those are the words of retiring Supreme
Court Justice Harry Blackmun, an 85-year old
man whose tenure on our nation's highest
court has transformed him from conservative
Republican into the strongest and most consistent voice of individual rights in our country. It is fitting that the recent news of his
retirement came on the gloomiest, dourest,
most oppressive day of our young spring season.
When Richard Nixon appointed Blackmun
to the Supreme Court, he was not a likely
candidate to become a champion of an
individual's right to privacy. But Roe vs. Wade
came along, where the Court decided to guarantee a woman's right to control her body,
and fate chose Blackmun to write the opinion.
Since then, his name has been vilified by the
anti-abortion right wing, and Blackmun himself has become a passionate defender not just
of his opinion, but of privacy rights generally.
For me, his lasting legacy will be his farsighted dissenting opinion in response to our
attorney general's crusade against gay sex.
Back in 1986, Michael Hardwick had been
arrested in his own Midtown bedroom for
violating Georgia's sodomy law, and Michael
Bowers chose to defend this law in court,
using everything from states rights to
Leviticus. In Bowers vs. Hardwick, the Supreme Court agreed with the attorney general,
upholding Georgia's right to make gay private consensual relations illegal.
Blackmun knew exactly what this case
meant: that a woman's right to control her
reproductive choices was absolutely connected
to a gay man's right to participate in consensual sexual relations. Quoting an earlier jus-

tice, Blackmun observed that "freedom to differ is not limited to things that do not matter
much. The test of its substance is the right to
differ as to things that touch the heart of the
existing order."
I remember reading these words and feeling a chill run through my body. Here's a
straight, white, male member of the Supreme
Court who gets it, who actually understands
and is willing to advocate for our right to
choose. The first time any unfriendly institution—whether it be a television show, a corporate benefits package or a court—finally
acknowledges your existence, that feeling of
ratification is electric.
The opinion goes on. '"The Constitution
cannot control... prejudices, but neither can it
tolerate them. Private biases may be outside
the reach of law, but the law cannot, directly
or indirectly, give them effect.' No matter
how uncomfortable a certain group may make
the majority of this Court, we have held that
'mere public intolerance or animosity cannot
constitutionally justify the deprivation of a

ZZY A BIGOT?
OFFICIAL MASCOT Of THE COBB COUNTY REDNECK OLTtlPICS

person's physical liberty.'"
To me, those words represent the clearest
expression of what kind of change we can
expect in our society, if we manage to change
it. It's easy enough to see that, for many people,
30 years of enforcement of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 has not had much effect in changing how bigots feel. They're still here, they
still hate, they're still working to undermine
efforts to make society more equitable.
But ultimately hearts don't have to change;
only behavior has to change. A person can
believe whatever he wants, but to function in
society, he can't call a black man "nigger"
and he has to hire and fire and rent in a colorblind manner. The law's function here is to
guarantee equal protection and give judicial
recourse when that protection is violated. It's
up to us to go about the hard work of changing hearts, one by one, day by day.
Word was that Blackmun himself was extremely uncomfortable with homosexuality.
But his sense of what America was about
forced him to support our rights as Americans
despite any prejudices or preconceptions he
held about us. Quite an example indeed.
Blackmun concluded: "I can only hope
that.. .the Court soon will reconsider its analysis and conclude that depriving individuals of
the right to choose for themselves how to
conduct their intimate relationships poses a
far greater threat to the values most deeply
rooted in our Nation's history than tolerance
of nonconformity could ever do. Because I
think the Court today betrays those values, I
dissent"
Blackmun's hope of reconsideration has
not yet come to pass. As history has since
unfolded, a nationwide grassroots call for a
March on Washington issued forth and a million people showed up to protest the five justices who voted against Blackmun's logic.
Many of our community institutions, this paper included, were founded out of the energy
generated by that 1987 march.
Back in Georgia, Michael Hardwick left
the state, while Michael Bowers, after going
on to perpetrate bigger and better bigotry (firing a lesbian attorney for holding a commitment ceremony), has left the Democratic Party,
hoping perhaps to eventually become
Georgia's first Republican governor since Reconstruction. Georgia's sodomy law still exists, and people still take potshots at the gay
community when they need to garner votes.
Where would we be if we had won that
case, if Blackmun's words had become not a
warning of dire consequence to come but the
law of the land? Specifically, it's impossible
to tell, but idealistically, we would be a step
closer to the society promised in our Declaration of Independence, with its guarantee of
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness for
all.
To get there, we will have to overcome
our society's fear of difference, its fear of
sexuality and its fear of men who love men
and women who love women—fears that been
used for centuries to keep people in their place.
Is our Constitution strong enough to give us a
framework for creating that type of change? If
not, then the time will come to declare the
United States and its experiment with democracy a noble failure, its promise ultimately a
sham and a farce. On that, the jury is still out.
For now, Blackmun's resignation silences
our country's most eloquent voice for the rights
of individuals. His dissent was one of the
most courageous acts to come out American
government in the last 25 years, and he has a
place on my small list of heroes. I hope whoever fills his high court seat realizes the size
of the footsteps that she or he will be asked to
fill.
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GLAAD
News
by CARL LANGE

PBS pulls Maupin's 'Tales'
PBS has pulled support for the sequel
to the highly successful and controversial
Armistead Maupin's "Tales of the City."
The airing of the series in January resulted in a massive protest by religiousright organizations. In Georgia, right-wing
legislators nearly killed funding for a $20
million dollar GPTV facility in reaction
to the series and did pass a non-binding
resolution urging PBS to never broadcast
"Tales of the City" again. Nationally, the
American Family Association sent a videotape of "excerpts" of 'Tales" along with
a list of its "[pjrofane and vulgar language" to all members of Congress.
According to Maupin, "Tales" received "the highest Nielsen ratings ever
recorded for a PBS drama series," and as
recently as a few weeks ago the sequel
was scheduled for production. PBS claims
the sequel was canned because of budgetary constraints and not due to political
pressure.
Finances are unlikely the real issue.
The highly profitable original series was
almost entirely paid for by Britain's Channel Four and the sequel would have been
half funded by Channel Four. The sequel
was to deal directly with gay rights and
Christian fundamentalist opposition to
gays and lesbians. "Clearly our public television system is running scared from a
handful of well-organized bigots, which
does not bode well for the future of artistic expression in this country," said
Maupin.
Write: Jennifer Lawson, executive vice
president for national programming and
promotions, PBS, 1320 Braddock, Alexandria, VA 22314; phone (800) 356-2626
or (703) 739-5000.

Lesbian and Gay Sierra
"Sierra" magazine is the first mainstream environmental magazine to publish an article concerning gays and lesbians in the environmental movement. "A
Club Without Closets," by associate editor, Mark Mardon, describes the work of
gays and lesbians in the environmental
movement and the formation of highly
successful Gay and Lesbian Sierrans
(GLS) sections within several California
chapters of the Sierra Club.
The formation of these sections has
met with much resistance and this MayJune article will likely draw numerous
complaints from conservative members
and donors.
Write both: Jonathan F. King, editorin-chief, and Carl Pope, executive director, at Sierra Club, 730 Polk Street, San
Francisco CA 94109; phone (415) 9235608; fax (415) 776-4868.

Vietnamese G/L Quarterly
The premiere issue of "Doi Dien," a
national Vietnamese lesbian/gay quarterly,
has just been published. For more information contact them at P.O. Box 730305,
San Jose, CA 95173.
This column is a product of the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/Atlanta, Incorporated. For more information about GLAAD/Atlanta write P.O. Box
55111, Atlanta, GA 30308; Voice: (404)
876-1398; Fax: (404) 876-4051; E Mail:
GLAAD ATL@aol.com
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Inside every smoker,
there is a non-smoker!
Tobacco kills 500,000 people every year. At Decatur
Hospital, we recognize addiction as a Family issue.
It not only effects you, but those who love you.
Become free from tobacco addiction with
your partner or with someone you care for.
Our 12-week program includes
•
Group Therapy
•
Stress Management and
Coping Skills
•
Relapse Prevention
•
Nutrition Education
•
Introduction to
Support Groups
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Breast cancer drug may
increase uterine cancer
Washington, DC—The Food and Drug Administration has upgraded warnings about the
cancer drug tamoxifen. While it does help
breast cancer, it also increases women's
chances of getting cancer of the uterus.
Women with breast cancer should not abandon tamoxifen, because its benefits still outweigh the risks, the FDA emphasized. But
women taking the drug—and those who have
taken it in the past—must be vigilant about
getting gynecological checkups and watching
for symptoms of uterine cancer, the agency
warned.
"Tamoxifen is a valuable treatment for
breast cancer, but it is important for women to
recognize that there are side effects," said FDA
Commissioner David Kessler.
"If symptoms appear, do not ignore them,"
added Dr. Gregory Burke, FDA's oncology
director.
FDA upgraded the warnings about side effects on the drug's labeling. Tamoxifen's
maker, Zeneca Pharmaceuticals, on April 8
sent letters to 380,000 doctors telling them of
the change.
About 60 percent of women who have surgery for breast cancer every year take
tamoxifen, Burke said. Studies show those
women have about a 38 percent better chance
of living disease-free for five years than breast

cancer patients who don't take the drug.
But two major studies of more than 5,000
women show those taking tamoxifen also face
a risk of uterine cancer that is two to three
times higher than in the general population.
FDA emphasized that women should not
take tamoxifen to prevent breast cancer unless
they are among the 11,000 enrolled in the
country's one clinical trial on the subject, an
NCI study at the University of Pittsburgh. New
enrollment has been temporarily suspended
while doctors reassess the tamoxifen-uterine
cancer connection.
Uterine cancer is relatively rare, with about
31,000 cases diagnosed last year. Symptoms,
most common in women over 50, include
bleeding between menstrual periods or after
menopause or unusual vaginal discharge. Endometrial cancer does have a survival rate of
83 percent.
N» ^
There are other worries abolit-tamoxifen.
Some new studies show the drug may increase
cancers of the gastrointestinal tract. More research is needed, but Zeneca included the preliminary data in its warnings to doctors.
And FDA emphasized that pregnant women
should not receive tamoxifen, because animal
studies show it could hurt fetuses.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NIH says routine screenings for
ovarian cancer no help
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Washington, DC—-Most women do not women who have no ovarian cancer," he said,
need routine screening for ovarian cancer and "and there are inherent risks in all unnecesmay risk unnecessary surgery if they insist on sary surgery."
Hall said many women apparently seek
undergoing unreliable tests, a National Institutes of Health panel found.
the tests because of publicity about actress
The tests are helpful only for those at high Gilda Radner's death from ovarian cancer in
risk of ovarian cancer, the medical panel said. 1989 at age 42. Radner's cancer was already
Women should ask their doctors to take a in the late stages when it was detected. It
careful family history to see if they are in the might have been caught earlier if she and her
doctor had been aware of her family's cancer
small high-risk group.
The panel reviewed studies that found rou- history—an aunt, a cousin and possibly a
tine screenings of women did not save lives, grandmother had ovarian cancer, her husband,
but did cause unneeded operations.
Gene Wilder, has said.
Scientists for years have stressed that the
The panel's consensus report, released
tests are unreliable for most women. Yet the April 7, also called for more research to depanel found more and more women fearful of velop an effective screening test. It recomcancer have been demanding the tests from mends that women have routine pelvic exams
as part of gynecological checkups, which intheir doctors.
Unfortunately, the blood test and ultra- clude Pap smears to detect cervical cancer. A
sound examinations commonly used often doctor who feels an ovarian lump or tendergive false alarms, said Bill Hall, spokesman ness during the pelvic exam might then recfor the NIH Consensus Development Program. ommend further tests.
"In many cases, surgeons are opening up
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Paying tribute to our heroes
Every society has its heroes, but I'll be
damned if I'll ever understand how we pick
them. What is it exactly that makes a hero out
of a fellow who gets paid millions of dollars
to play a game, even if it's a game he's very,
very good at? Or a guy who sits at a desk and
sends younger men off to a desert or jungle
somewhere to shoot and bomb a bunch of
other young men? I can think of lots of words
for such people, but "hero" is not one of
them.
Matthew Sharp, on the other hand, is a
hero.
Chances are you've never heard of Matthew; he's not exactly a media star. He manages Healing Alternatives, the AIDS buyers'
club here in San Francisco. He's also an active member of ACT UP/Golden Gate, usually juggling three or four major activist
projects at a time. Right now, for example,
he's heading a committee monitoring research
on an important class of new drugs known as
protease inhibitors—trying to establish contact with drug companies and researchers,
make sure that the most promising drugs move
into trials quickly and that those trials are
designed intelligently and with the real-world
needs of patients in mind. He's also spearheading efforts to fight several ghastly HIV
testing bills in the state legislature and fend
off a new round of cuts to the city's health
budget.
Matthew also has full-blown AIDS. His
T-cell count hovers just slightly above his
age. Like many, he is constantly juggling an
array of treatments—conventional, experimental and alternative—desperately trying to
hold together what's left of his immune system until something better comes along.
A few weeks ago Matthew gave me a ride
home from a meeting we'd both attended,
and as we drove we chatted about AIDS,
politics, medicine and all sorts of things. Without a clue that he'd said anything special, he
made a comment that completely blew me
away.
"The problem with having AIDS," he remarked, "is that I spend so much time at the
doctor's that it gets in the way of the time I
need to devote to activism."
It took a while for the meaning to sink in.
Here's a man with an illness that could very
well kill him in a matter of months, a man
who has every right to think of nothing but
his own survival and the things that might
bring him some enjoyment during what time
he has left. Instead he devotes dozens of unpaid hours a week to projects that may help
others but probably won't do a damn thing
for his own chances, and complains that his
illness gets in the way of doing more.
That, I submit, is the definition of the
word "hero."
Matthew will no doubt be as embarrassed
as hell that I've written about him this way,
but it's overdue. I spend a lot of time in this
space complaining and, sadly, there has never
been a shortage of things to complain about.

But amidst the horror and tragedy and stupidity of this thing we call AIDS, this plague
has called forth some of the most amazing
examples of generosity, dedication and selflessness that humanity has ever been lucky
enough to witness. I am in awe of people
like Matthew Sharp, and we don't spend
nearly enough time telling the world about
them.
A few, like the luminous and irreplaceable Michael Callen, manage to achieve at
least a small measure of the recognition
they deserve. But most labor in anonymity,
getting no reward at all save the thanks for
the few who see their work first hand.
I myself have witnessed enough honestto-God heroism to know it's being repeated
thousands of times in thousands of places
all over this country. The heroes I know are
mostly activists, struggling to get new treatments tested and tested well, obtain adequate funding for health care and prevention and countless other things, and fight
off the stupid and punitive legislation that
the cretins in Congress and state legislatures keep trying to pass.
But there are even more heroes doing
less dramatic work. They are the people
who deliver hot meals to homebound PWAs
who might not otherwise get to eat, who
drive the sick to the doctor, and who do the
thousands of other little things that make
life just a little bit more bearable for someone fighting a deadly disease.
The names that follow will probably
mean nothing to you. Chances are you've
never read or heard about them. They are
just some of the people that I have been
lucky enough to know who have made incredible sacrifices in order to bring this
catastrophe to an end and make life a little
better for those who are ill. Many are dead.
Some of the others are sick. As you look at
their names, know that for each of them
there are a thousand more not listed whom
I've never had the honor to meet.
Wade Richards. Mark Kostopoulos.
Carey Bobier. G'dali Braverman. Larry
Day. Rebecca Denison. Daniel Johnston.
Chris Brownlie. Bill Oxendine. Phil Sheley.
Connie Norman. Aldyn McKean. Wayne
Karr. Kate Krauss. Tony Arn. Rick Turner.
Rob Nemchik.
I've been through a wave of deaths
lately, but even when the grief and shock
and anger get overwhelming I know how
lucky I am to have had my life touched by
these individuals. They have taught me more
about what is noble in the human spirit than
I ever thought I would know.
If you can't make your own list, go to
your local PWA coalition, AIDS service
organization or ACT UP chapter and soon
you'll know more heroes than you can
count.
Hang around and you might even become one yourself.
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HIV planning council announces
Ryan White allocations
Atlanta—Atlanta's total allocation of Ryan
White CARE Act funds for 1994 represents a
nearly $2 million increase over its 1993 allocation, although the city's $4 million supplemental grant was short of the $6 million requested by the HIV planning council.
Jeff Cheek, who oversees the Ryan White
allocations in Fulton County's HIV planning
office, said the monies will be well spent.
"All in all, we're pretty excited," he said.
"It's allowing us to expand our services."
Atlanta received $3.4 million from the fund
in "formula" allocations, given to 34 cities
based on need. The $4 million supplemental
grant comes through a competitive process.
"When you look at the total award, and
rank us compared to all cities, we're 9th," said
Cheek. "In terms of how hard we've been hit
by AIDS, we're consistendy 10th Or 11th. Our
overall funding is pretty much on par with our
overall caseload."
"The federal government requires that
supplemental money doesn't supplant what's
been put in previously [by local governments],"
he added. "For us, we've been putting in nothing, and we're still putting in nothing."
The planning council met shortly after the
announcement of the grant awards to deter-

mine the final allocation to local agencies.
Formula allocations go for continuation of services, while the supplemental monies go for
new or expanded services.
The planning council awarded $365,420 to
the State of Georgia to bolster the Dept. of
Human Services' AZT program for indigent
citizens, money which should help a program
annually plagued by lack of funds.
The largest grants went to Grady Hospital's
Infectious Disease Clinic, which received a
total allocation of $3,322,581 for primary
health care services.
Other funds were allocated to: Visiting
Nurses Association, $325,496; Southside
Healthcare, $618,438; Project Open Hand,
$290,523; Outreach, Inc., $201,730; AID Atlanta, $927,372; DeKalb Board of Health,
$333,600; Fulton Health Department,
$377,627; Positive Impact, $35,824; Mercy
Mobile, $40,000; AIDS Education Services
for Minorities, $52,508; AIDS Survival Project,
$29,518; Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network,
$14,533; Our Common Welfare, $25,819;
Peachtree Hospice, $31,755; and Sisterlove,
$51,928. The remaining $361,150 goes to the
HIV planning office for administration.
KC WILDM00N

Clinical trials of antisense compound to
begin in Birmingham.
Worcester, Mass—Hybridon, Inc. has announced that it has received approval from the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration to commence Phase IA clinical trials of its antisense
oligonucleotide, GEM 91, for the treatment of
HIV infection and AIDS. The initial trials, to
be performed at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, will study the pharmacokinetics
and safety of a single dose of GEM 91 in
volunteers. Patient enrollment and dosing are
expected to begin shortly.
GEM 91 clinical trials are already underway in France. In the Phase IA study there to
date, 23 HIV-positive patients have received
doses of GEM 91. The drug was well tolerated
by all patients with no clinically significant
side effects.
The study at the University of Alabama
will be coordinated by Dr. Robert Diasio, Chair
of the Department of Pharmacology and Director of the Division of Clinical Pharmacology, and by Dr. Michael Saag, Associate Director of Clinical Care, AIDS Clinic. Dr. Diasio
said, "GEM 91 represents a new therapeutic
approach in the treatment of AIDS. We are
enthusiastic about the start of these trials."
GEM 91 is an antisense oligonucleotide

designed to bind selectively with a conserved
site on the gag messenger RNA which codes
for a protein essential to HIV replication. In
various in vitro tests, including tests of AZTresistance and other primary human isolates in
cell culture, GEM 91 has demonstrated significant inhibition of replication of HIV.
Hybridon is continuing its research on additional antisense oligonucleotides for the treatment of AIDS and HIV infection.
"Based on in vitro testing of GEM 91, and
because GEM 91 has a different mechanism of
action than AZT, ddl and ddC, we believe that
the likelihood that a resistant virus will develop as a result of a mutation may be significantly lower for GEM 91 than for AZT, ddl
and ddC," added Dr. Sudhir Agrawal,
Hybridon's Chief Scientific Officer and Vice
President of Discovery who was responsible
for the research that led to the development of
GEM 91.
Antisense technology involves the use of
synthetic segments of nucleic acid (DNA or
RNA) called'oligonucleotides to regulate the
production of disease-associated proteins at
the genetic level.
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by JIM KANE
Have we been "running on" about the
value received from our association with
Front Runners? A look at history may explain this attention to a running club.
Its beginning, like that of many gay organizations, was in San Francisco. A couple
of people interested in running met and
started running. It was another interest, however, and a different setting that was the
framework for the Lavender U Joggers.
The what? In the early '70s, an experimental college, Lavender U, organized a variety of workshops and classes for gays and
lesbians. Jack Baker and Gardiner Pond
originally intended to finish furniture, not
races. They began a furniture restoration class
at Lavender U. As they learned, 10 weeks of
restoring furniture didn't provide the luster
that classmates wanted, so they reorganized
and went running. The 1974 running class
inspired the formation of the Lavender U
Joggers.
The interests of the class and needs of
the community set the direction for the club,
as it does so today. Lavender U lasted four
and a half years, but after it died, the jogging class ran on.
In 1978, adopting the name of a popular
book about gay runners coming out, the Front
Runners club was in business. The club's
contribution to gay history is significant. On
July 27, 1980, the group's cosponsor, The
Advocate magazine, held the first Gay Run.
The relationship ended in 1983, but in about
a dozen cities, Front Runners continue to
sponsor Pride Run/Walks that collectively
draw thousands of participants.
Front Runners became the first gay club
to join the Amateur Athletic Union, which
later became The Athletic Congress, the organization that sanctions road races across
the nation. Several of the elite runners of the
New York Roadrunners, which sponsors the
New York Marathon, started the second and
now largest Front Runners club in New York
City.
The Gay Games were an idea of San

Franciscan Tom Waddell. Front Runners
took the lead in organizing the first and second Gay Games marathons.
Atlanta's group began in 1989 with the
efforts of Shelton Haynie and Scott Gove.
The 100 members in Atlanta help to organize one of the country's largest gay pride
run/walks.
Front Runners groups take the lead in
more than just athletics. Freedom of association, friendship, self-esteem, pride and
AIDS all are issues that club activities center upon. Raising money and awareness for
the gay and lesbian community are focal
points for Front Runner clubs across the
globe.
San Francisco and its first furniture finishers deserve great credit for meeting important community needs. The lead of the
Lavender U Joggers has inspired Front Runners from Atlanta to Tokyo and Seattle to
Sydney, organized in more than 50 cities.
Across the nation, thousands of dollars
raised by Front Runners will pour into charities because of the dedication of groups
worldwide. Groups including Project Open
Hand, Common Ground and other community services benefit and happen because of
your freedom to associate and willingness to
do so. They benefit from your participation
in any group organized upon individual contributions to collective goals.
The founders of Lavender U may not
realize it, but their desire to finish furniture
has turned out to be a beginning, not a finish, for thousands in the gay and lesbian
community. Come join and strengthen yourself and your community.
This is part of series of columns written
by members of Front Runners Atlanta, which
meets for runs and walks at 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays and on Saturdays at 8 a.m. in
the parking lot below the tennis courts in
Piedmont Park For more information, call
621-5007.
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We came, we marched, we partied—but what did we really do?
The 1993 March on
Washington was
empowering for those
who had never been to
a national march before.
But one year later, it hasn't
created the waves of energy
and activism generated by
previous marches.
by CHRIS CASH
A year ago this coming Monday, more than
a million gays and lesbians marched on Washington.
If you had forgotten that fact, you're probably not alone. Unlike marches in 1979 and
1987, last year's march does not burn in the
memory of many people as the defining moment of what it means to be gay—or lesbian or
bisexual or transgendered—even though the
1993 march drew bigger crowds than the two
before it.
In spite of those numbers, the 1993 march
did not create the waves of activism generated
by previous marches. And there are more than
a few people, especially in light of the gays in
the military fiasco, who now feel the time,
energy and money spent to bring all those
people to Washington, D.C. was a waste.

More than one million gays and lesbians crowded the Mall.
"I really was disappointed in the march,"
said James, a 34-year-old gay man from Atlanta. "I went to the march in '87, and I expected that same spirit It wasn't there, and I
felt let down."
"I don't want you to use my last name
because some friends of mine would be mad at
me for saying this, but it seemed most people I
knew only wanted to stay up all night in the
clubs around DuPont Circle and buy thousands of dollars of freedom rings and dog tags."
Of course, James' experience was not that
of everyone who participated in what they saw
as an historic event—especially those who had
never been to a national march. For those
people, it was the first time they knew what it
felt like to be in the majority.
"It changed my life," declares University

of Florida student Maggie Burns. "I had never
seen so many gay people in one place at one
time. We owned the city that weekend. I felt
safe and powerful, and I brought that feeling
back home with me. Things here in Gainesville
don't seem so oppressive to me anymore."
That type of sentiment is what marches are
all about, says Adantan Pat Hussain, who
served a director of outreach for the 1993
March on Washington Committee. She believes
those sorts of transforming experiences are
proof that last year's march was not a waste of
resources as some critics claim.
"We received a letter from woman in
Sheridan, Montana," Hussain explains. "She
said she was the 'only one' there and she
couldn't come to the march. She asked if we
would we put up her pictures of queer cow-

boys and cowgirls, and we did."
"The march was not a waste. We spent the
time and the money but it wasn't wasted."
Some of the naysaying of the march may
stem from a lack of concrete evidence that it
accomplished anything politically. It certainly
had no effect on the outcome on the fight over
the military ban. Anti-gay initiatives continue
to crop up all over the country.
The marches in 1979 and 1987, although
smaller in numbers, created waves of energy
and activism both in local communities and on
a national level. Project Open Hand, ACT UP
and Southern Voice are just three examples of
organizations that sprang up in Atlanta after
the 1987 march. And national groups such as
the Human Rights Campaign Fund and the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force got huge
shots in the arm in terms of membership and
contributions.
The 1993 march seems to have generated
much smaller waves.
"The 1987 march resulted in an explosion
of community organizations and political development," said Cathy Woolard, deputy director of public policy for HRCF. "I don't
have the feeling that last year's march had that
same effect."
However, things were significantly different in 1987. Ronald Reagan was in the White
House, and gays and lesbians had a well-defined enemy to fight—an enemy who had never
even said the word AIDS, much less brought
his power to bear against it.
By 1993, Bill Clinton, a man the lesbian/
gay community had worked hard to elect, was
in the White House. When gays and lesbians
marched on April 25, the military decision
was yet to be made, and hopes were still high
that Clinton would to the right things—about
—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^™™^
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AIDS and about discrimination, both in the
military and in other areas. Instead of the sense
of urgency and intensity felt in 1987, a party
atmosphere prevailed.
"The '93 march had far more of a party
atmosphere than the one in '87," Woolard says.
"But the trend for marches, including Pride
marches and other big community events, is to
have more of a party feel because I think more
and more people have come out and there is a
more celebratory aspect than there was in earlier years. I expect we'll see more of the same
at Stonewall 25 in June."
And to some, partying means more than
just going to the clubs and having a good time.
For Lisa Kung of the Atlanta chapter of the
Lesbian Avengers, "partying" is a political
statement just as important as the demand for
equal rights.
"What struck me the most at last year's
march was we were overwhelmingly well-behaved," says Kung. "There was a self-conscious buttoning-down attitude about it. I like
to see people be comfortable enough to have a
good time. We need to stop thinking that if we
are good homosexuals they will stop bothering us. Our politeness is a symptom that we
are afraid of the straight power structure, that
we don't think we are OK being who we are. I
much prefer going to a march that is a party."
Kung's attitude is reflected in the most
public and critical attack on the 1993 March
on Washington, which came from a Chicago
group called QUASH (Queers United Against
Straight-acting Homosexuals). Although it is
not known exactly who QUASH is, they sound
a lot like the Lesbian Avengers.
QUASH published a four-page newspaper
entitled "Why I Hated The March on Washington." The cover photo is of two women—
lipstick lesbians some would say. One is depicted as saying "I hate Barney Frank, I hate
Torie Osborne, I hate Cybil Shepherd." The
other woman raises a question. She asks, "Were
there a million people? Maybe. But who gives
a shit?"
The newspaper attacks the 1993 march on
every level from the absence of a civil disobedience action to the button-down patriotic tone
they say dominated the week of events. But
they reserve their strongest attack for those
gay men and lesbians who insist on acting like
straight folks.
"Say, are you a 'good queer' or a 'bad
queer'?" one articles asks. "Were you one of
the people who booed the Asian-American
woman who spoke out against racism at the
March on Washington? Do you run to the
dance floor when Ru Paul sings but resent
affirmative action? Do you call women "bitch,"
"fish" and "ho" just like straight men? Are
you more concerned with professional networking, your condo and work outs than the AIDS
crisis? You're such a good queer!"
Kung pointed out that in most marches
there is a tension between "those people who
are there to have a good time and those who
see the event as a public relations act." And
although it may seem like a "cop out" to some,
the public relations aspect of the 1993 march
brought increased visibility—visibility that
Hussain feels is critical to the health of the
community.
"I've seen a significant increase in gay
businesses and of big advertisers in glossy gay
magazines," Hussain explains. "Something has
told them that there is money in our community. The tremendous networking that went on
as a result of the march has given us a national
face and more visibility and more connectedness among ourselves. The networking has
also helped us to launch a more organized
response to the attacks of the radical right, too.
We don't meet every Sunday in church like
they do, and yet we have been able to respond.
We could be in a heap on the ground, but
we're not."
Asked if there should be another march on
Washington, Hussain says no. The
community's attention, she believes, should
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now focus on the passage of a gay and lesbian
civil rights bill.
"We don't need another march right now,"
she said. "Bill Clinton has taught us a very
important lesson, and that is this—it doesn't
matter who is sitting in the White House if we
can't put a civil rights bill on their desk. Until
we put people in Congress who will pass a bill
to guarantee our rights, then it doesn't matter
who is president I hope our next march will
be a celebration of the victory of having that
bill passed."
Cathy Woolard hopes that celebration is
close at hand. Introduction of federal legislation into Congress for equal rights for gays
and lesbians is imminent, she believes—legislation that would overturn anti-gay rights initiatives popping up across the country.
"We have been intensely working on the
language of this bill for months and it could be
introduced any day, but I can't say exactly
when. I think our chances of passage are good,
but that depends on how we respond as a community. Congress could be pushed to sponsor
this bill by their constituents, meaning gays
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Atlanta's contingent showed its pride.
and lesbians in their districts calling and writing and asking them to sponsor it."
"Congress won't pass it just because it's
the right thing to do. We learned that from the
military issue. If we don't get it now, before

the end of the first term of the Clinton administration, then we run the risk of not getting it
for a long time to come. I think passage of the
bill needs to be the focus of our big events for
the rest of this year."
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company dedicated to

all, you bought life

HELP IMPROVE
YOUR LIFE.

providing terminally

value, our substantial resources

insurance forpeace ofmind. Now

ill people with the

enable us to offer fair andgener-

it can buy peace ofmindforyou.

resources to make life easier.
We do this by enabling you
to sellyour life insurance policy.
Though we consider numerous
factors to determine a policy's

ous amounts.
HOWIT WORKS.
The transaction is quick, easy
and confidential Wetakecarecf

For more information, call
us at 800420-1420. It's time you
got what you 're entitled to.

Life Entitlements

your insurancepayments and pay
A Viatica! Settlements Company

FOR MORE IN FORMATION WRITE: LIFE ENTITLEMENTS,
SUITE 5270, FOUR WORLD TRADE CENTER, NEW YORK, NY 10048

OR CALL: 800-420-1420
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Anti-gay group says Head Start is promoting homosexuality
Cottage Grove, OR—The Oregon Citizens Alliance has a new target for its antigay/lesbian campaign—Head Start, the federally-funded education program for disadvantaged children.
Patty Duncan, a county director for the
OCA in Cottage Grove, charged that the
local Head Start was promoting homosexuality through an anti-bias curriculum. Head
Start officials denied that the 149-page curriculum, a teacher's resource guide, promoted anything other than tolerance for
America's diverse population.
"The board is unanimous in its support
of our curriculum," said Hugh Prichard, chair
of the Cottage Grove Head Start board, which
reviewed the book after the attack. "We are
not promoting homosexuality."
Head Start is aimed at low-income chil-

dren from birth to age five. Since its inception in 1965, it has served nearly 14 million
children. In Oregon, Head Start offers classes
to nearly 25,000 preschool children. Nationwide, the program serves 714,000.
Head Start officials said they would not
remove the book, published by the Washington, D.C.-based National Association for
the Education of Young Children. Part of
more than 100 books and resource materials
for teachers and others who work with very
young children, the book's aim is to help
teach children about the nature of bias based
on race, religion, gender, handicap, economic
condition and sexual orientation of the child's
family.
"It is a high-quality tool to help educators not discriminate against children," said
Barbara Wilier, public affairs director at

NAEYC. "Our goal is to promote the fair
and equal treatment of all children, regardless of their background."
At the press conference, Duncan said that
the book proved the OCA's often-stated position that "the government is promoting homosexuality."
The Head Start board called a parents'
meeting March 22 to discuss the curriculum
and also reviewed the process by which it
was selected.
"The OCA called parents and told them
to pressure us, but we've had precious few
calls," said Prichard. "But you're in such a
weak position. They say things in a press
conference that are not at all true and get
lots of press. Then when you stand up to
correct them, you get much less."
A commercial real estate broker, Prichard

said he was disgusted by the OCA's hit-andrun tactics.
"The entire tactic is about saying something volatile and disappearing," said
Prichard. "All they are interested in is winning elections in rural areas."
OCA-driven anti-gay/lesbian rights initiatives will be voted on in Cottage Grove
and a host of other Oregon counties will be
voted on May 17.
No matter how much flack he gets, however, Prichard vowed that the local Head
Start Board would not back down.
"It has certainly educated me," said
Prichard. "But it's OK if they want to pick
on me. I'm a worthy opponent."
DELL RICHARDS

a PEACH of a DEAL
on a PEACH of a CAR
in a PEACH of a TOWN
5!

ATLANTA'S only
Mercedes-Benz Dealer
Inside the Perimeter
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Mel White and trio BETTY
to headline HRCF dinner
Mel White, the former ghostwriter for
several prominent religious right figures who
has now become an advocate for gay/lesbian rights, will be the keynote speaker at
the 1994 Southeast Human Rights Campaign
Fund Dinner, to be held in Atlanta on May
14.
The featured entertainer for the evening
will be BETTY, the lesbian singing group.
The Atlanta Blue Notes Orchestra will also
entertain.
White, whose three-decade struggle to
deal with his sexuality is chronicled in his
new book "Stranger at the Gate," spent much
of his career working for fundamentalist
Christian groups and leaders. He ghostwrote
books for Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson and
Billy Graham.
But after coming to terms with being
gay, White decided to speak out after Falwell
and Robertson began actively targeting lesbians and gays. He was the subject of a
recent profile on the CBS news magazine
"60 Minutes."
White currently serves as dean of the
Cathedral of Hope, an MCC church in Dallas, Texas believed to be the largest gay and
lesbian Christian congregation in the world.
This year's HRCF dinner will be held
Saturday, May 14 at the Thomas R. Murphy
Ballroom of the Georgia World Congress
Center in downtown Atlanta. Dinner cochairs
are Robert Gleadall and Rebecca Sherrill.
Cocktails and a silent auction begin at 6:30

When we
designed the engine,
we had no idea
we were building
a tax shelter.

Mel White
p.m., with the dinner and annual awards presentation getting underway at 8 p.m.
The HRCF is the nation's largest gay
and lesbian political organization. It contributes money to candidates for federal office, as well as lobbying members of Congress and federal officials. The Atlanta dinner is one of a series held across the country
that raises money for the organization.
Tickets are $150 per person prior to May
1 and $175 after May 1. For ticket information, call (404) 840-6969.

GOOD JOB

Sanctuary

Find the right person
for the job with
Southern Voice
' Classifieds
876-1819'

is found here (even in our
temporary meeting space).

No matter how you feel about gas taxes, fuel efficiency
is a good idea. That's what our engineers were ■TJJS
thinking when they designed the SWI (28 city jA
MPG/37 highway MPG)° and every other Saturn, SATURN ~
Anything to make your life easier. Short of doing your taxes.
"EPA-estimated, manual transmission. MS.R.P. of the 1994 SWI is $12,025 including retailer preparation
and transportation. Tax, license, and options additional. © 1993 Saturn Corporation.

SUNDAY, 9 and 1T a.m.
(♦Signing for the hearing impaired
and Children's Sunday School)

Metropolitan
Community Church

SATiRIM,

Saturn of Gwinnett

Saturn of Chamblee

2520 Pleasant Hill Rd.
497-8770

5764 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
451-8188

A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY.
A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.

PHONE: 325-4143
1379 Tullie Rd. (N. Druid Hills at I-85)

Introducing
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WORD GAYME
A Gov Themecl Crossword Puzzle
You'll find it weekly at the end of our Directory!
'■<■.*■■
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TO ADD €XCIT€M€NT
We're giving away two tickets
to the HRCF Dinner May 14
(a $300 value)

Send us your answers to the word goume puzzle and we will
draw the winner From those with correct solutions.
Mail to Southern Voice. PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316 or FAX to (404) 876-2709.

Part of the Hix Green Family

Rent A
Cellular
Phone!

BEEPERS
BRAVO PLUS*

As low as: *6W per month
Rental Options:
NEC Carphone*
$6.95
NEC Transportable" $6.95
NEC Handheld
$8.95
• Installation extra " Battery and Charger extra

$79.95

* Brand New* 16 Memory*
w/Hght lock and vtoe

BRAVO EXPRESS $99.00
• Brand New* Memory*
w/cloclc ighr, lock and vtoe
Pius Acttvafton
■MMMMMMiMm

Terms
• 24 month rental
• Offered only to customers
Authorised Agent for
with no deposit requirement
• Subject to credit approval
• Must be activated and
Installed through
A I R T 0 U C H"
Daecom

Cellular

The new munc far PicTH

Dae Com Cellular
"<%fljf|"Page-Tel Beepers
Call Theresa Bredwefi at
Office: 404/662-0041 • Pager: 404/9050855
5059 Jimmy Carter Blvd. Norcross, GA 30093
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Oregon's warrior lor equality

4th Annual

Front banners Utlanta

Charles Hinkle, an attorney
and ordained minister, is
leading the charge against the
Oregon Citizens Alliance

by DAVID BATTERS0N
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Run/Walk

ATLANTA

Co-Sponsored by Southern Voice

Saturday-Sam, |june |ll, |1994
Grant IPark

Comept, Design © l??4 Ritk Robbim Design

Registration Form
Please fill out one for each person and wail by May 20th. Copies of t hi
form are acceptable.
Please Print Clearly

N,
Address,

_City/State/Zip_

Phone

_Sex/A ge

Race Participant
O Runner
O Walker

T-Shirt Size
O Small (pre-registration only)
O Medium

O Large
O X-Large
Registration
$12.00 pre-registration postmarked by May 20th.
$15.00 for entries postmarked after May 20th
and race day.

Portland, OR—When Lon Mabon of the
Oregon Citizens Alliance launched his antigay/lesbian rights campaign in Oregon, little
did he know what a warrior he would face in
the months and years to come.
That tough, smart opponent is Charles
Hinkle, the lead attorney in the American
Civil Liberties Union of Oregon's ongoing
legal challenges to OCA-sponsored measures.
As David Fidanque, executive director
of the ACLU, puts it, "We all owe him—big
time."
Hinkle and another ACLU attorney,
Katherine McDowell, are coordinating the
largest team of attorneys ever assembled by
the Oregon ACLU to work on litigation. In
every jurisdiction where an anti-gay rights
measure has been passed, the ACLU team
has filed a legal challenge.
As a result, most of the measures that
passed in Oregon have been stopped by successful court challenges or by stipulated judgments signed by several of the municipalities.

Charles Hinkle leads the legal team that
has challenged every anti-gay initiative
passed by Oregon voters.
Hinkle has practiced law since 1971 with
a prominent downtown Portland law firm.
He currently serves on the board of governors of the Oregon State Bar and is an adjunct professor of constitutional law at
Portland's Lewis and Clark Law College.
He is also an ordained minister in the United
Church of Christ.
Hinkle has long been active in the fight
for lesbian/gay equality in Oregon, testifying in favor of gay rights bills as far back as
1973.

Gifts

Entry Fee
Additional Donation Total,

_(inclosed)

Decorative
Accessories

'

Participant's Signature

If under 18, Parent or Guardian's signature

Cards & Party
Supplies

Make checks payable and mail to:
Front Runners Atlanta, PO Box 14252
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
(For more information please call 404.621.5007)
.

1 hereby signify that 1 understand that Project Open Hand/Atlanta, Common Ground, Front
Runners Atlanta, run sponsors, the city where 1 run and all other organisations and persons
connected with this event are not responsible for injuries which 1 may suffer while taking
part in this event or as a result thereof. In this connection, 1 hereby wave any claim for
damages to my person or property.
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Studio Packages
Starting at
Only $29.95
Atlanta's Leading
1 Hour Photo Lab
Next To Blockbuster
Gay Owned and Operated!

985 Monroe Drive A 875-9334
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"These ballot measures have had some
beneficial effects," says Hinkle. "They've
brought a lot more gay and lesbian persons
into the political process. They've challenged
the gay and lesbian community, and brought
more people into public view as gays and
lesbians. So it hasn't been an entirely negative impact."
"Certainly the gay/lesbian movement is
much more visible than it was 10 years ago,
and partly we have the OCA to thank for
that. A lot of people have come a long way
in their attitude toward homosexuality in the
last few years, and maybe the OCA is partly
responsible for that."
Hinkle says he believes that leaders of
the OCA started their anti-gay campaign not
just to gain converts but to build money,
power and influence.
"The OCA leadership consists of a small
handful of people who are not stupid. They
know that many of the things they say about
gays and lesbians are false—they must know
that because they are not stupid people. They
know that the nondiscrimination laws do not
protect gay and lesbian persons, yet they
allow their campaigns to spread false information about affirmative action and how gays
[and] lesbians have a special priority in job
competition and so forth. I think that's a
very strong indication that their real effort
here is to build their own power base."
"In some of my debates with Lon Mabon,
I've asked him, 'What are you scared of,
Lon? What are you really concerned about?
How does a gay couple, a lesbian couple or
a prominent gay man...how does that
threaten your family values, or your family?' And of course, he never has any answer for that, because there isn't any answer

Seeking Hair Stylists
and Apprentice

APRIL

for that. There is no threat to their family
values or their way of life."
"Lon Mabon is a man who was not very
successful in his prior life, as far as holding
a job or running a business. He has finally
found something to make a living, and he's
just milking it for all that it's worth. He's
like other demagogues from other times and
places—and I think he is a demagogue. [He]
is exploiting the same kind of prejudice that
could be seen a generation ago against Catholics and Jews."
So what can people outside of Oregon
do to help the fight against the OCA's campaign?
"I think the best support is to keep the
networks going, through some of the national organizations—both the legally-oriented ones like Lambda [Legal Defense
Fund] and the more politically-oriented ones
like the Human Rights Campaign Fund or
the Victory Fund. But no matter how sympathetic people who are outside the gay/
lesbian community say they are, there is no
substitute for having gay and lesbian persons themselves in elected office. That's why
I support the Victory Fund to support gay
candidates and lesbian candidates for public
office wherever we can."
"I think we have to keep our arms outstretched to anyone in any part of the country who is fighting this fight, whether or not
we believe in every tactic or pronouncement
that they make. Obviously, we are not all
going to agree on every tactical or strategic
issue. I think the different gay and lesbian
organizations each have a distinctive, a positive and a contributing role to play in our
struggle."
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YOU DESERVE THE BEST!
LINCOLNS:
Town Car
Continental
Mark VIII

'94 Villager GS

Frank Jackson Lincoln/Mercury
Recipient
"Distinguished Award for Quality 1993"

ASK FOR

NORMA KLINE

$5.00 OFF FIRST HAIRCUT
LURLK-INS UU6LCOM6!
752V2 N. Highland
(Near St. Charles Five.)

876-6840

cr

iOe ^uy & c5e/I

1055 PONCE de LEON AVE
( next to plaza drugs)

Well donate $100
&;

"Eleven years of sales and leasing experience."

397-1514

in your name to Project Open Hand,
the AIDS Survival Project (formerly
NAPWA) or to your favorite charity
when you finance your new home or
refinance your existing home through us.

(404) 668-9600 ext. 225

Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and
jumbo loan programs for the
purchase of a personal residence,
second home, or investment property.

J

Todd Sharley
984-3245

MORTGAGE
UNDERWRITERS, INC

Georgia and South Carolina Residential Mortgage Licensee

Arkie Clark
Senior Loan Officer
984-3245
899-5788 (pgr)

A mortgage service for
homeowners, buyers
and real estate agents
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WE'RE GOING TO SHOW YOU
SOMETHING MOST DEALERS
DOH'T DARE SHOW...

The Lowest Price!
Every Vehicle Clearly Marked

■ NO HASSLE
■ NO PRESSURE
■ NO HIGH PRICES

America's Best Selling Vehicles
W DODGE Jeep & Eagle
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Kappers

hood of transmission.
"All we can really say is that there are
Continued from page 7
more bugs in that particular specimen,"
is the definitive test, and the rate of growth of Valway said. "Every case is judged on an
the bacteria in Kappers' cultures is increas- individual basis, but smear negative and culing, which he linked to an increased risk of ture positive people can transmit disease. I'm
infectiousness.
not treating the person, so I can't say if they're
"The last sputum culture grew out in four infectious, but it (a positive culture) is someweeks. That's less than the time of two previ- thing the people treating the patient would use
ous cultures and that shows the load of active as an indicator."
TB is increasing in Mr. Kappers," Sanders
Rowan says he knows that Kappers' case
asserted. "That represents a possible threat to is not a "popular" one with many people. The
the safety of others."
panic surrounding MDR-TB is similar to that
That assertion was disputed by Houck.
of AIDS in the early 1980s, he says, and until
"Sputum cultures do not determine how people become more educated, the hysteria
infectious a person is," he said. "They only will continue.
tell you if bacteria is present and what type of
"There's a lot of misunderstanding and
bacteria it is."
misinformation," Rowan said. "DeKalb
An affidavit submitted by Dr. David County is doing nothing to educate the public
Sencer, director of the CDC from 1966-1977, about this. They are only creating an atmobacked up Houck's testimony.
sphere of panic and fear."
"With respect to infectivity, it is of little
Kappers, meanwhile, remains at home,
significance whether an individual has had hoping he will live to see the outcome of the
negative sputum cultures followed by posi- lawsuits Rowan will soon bring against the
tive cultures, so long as the sputum smears county and Sanders. Those close to Kappers
remain negative. Nor is it significant whether fear confinement will take its toll on his health.
it takes six weeks for (TB bacteria) to grow
Debbie Dillon, a friend for 15 years, was
on a culture or four weeks." Sencer went on to with him the evening he was served with the
say that he felt Kappers should not be iso- subpoena to appear in court.
lated, as it was not warranted and was "con"I've never seen John like that. He tries to
trary to good public health policy."
stay strong for us and not let us see things, but
County attorneys John Weintraub and Lisa that night he just laid in his room crying,"
Stuckey reiterated in their closing statements Dillon said. "He wouldn't get up. He told me
that as long as TB bacteria were present in his he didn't know if he had it in him to fight
sputum, and that those bacteria were growing anymore, and that's not like John. He's alat a faster rate, Kappers was contagious and ways been a fighter, for himself and for other
the county preferred to "err on the side of people with HIV. I think he'll bounce back—
caution" in the matter. Weintraub also warned he always has. But I'm scared."
"It can't do anything good for him," Boyd
of an "epidemic like New York's" if precautions were not taken.
conceded. "He had been doing so well in the
Rowan argued that sputum cultures alone last few months, and that's because he stays
could not determine infectiousness, countered active. We see friends a lot, he goes to pottery
that his client was not a direct threat and that classes and to his meetings. Now that he can't
the county had been unable to prove that he do that, I don't know how he will stay optiwas.
mistic and strong."
At the end of the hearing, Judge Coursey
Kappers' mother was among the 65 demdid not deliberate on the evidence. After clos- onstrators at the DeKalb County Board of
ing statements, he said the issue was a "diffi- Health. Accompanied by Kappers' two siscult one" but he immediately ruled in favor of ters, she silently walked the circle among
chants of "Free John" and "Dr. Sanders can't
the county.
Public reaction to the, ruling has been you see, your ignorance is killing me." It was,
mixed. While many see Kappers' confinement she said, her first demonstration.
as a violation of his rights, others, including
"It feels good to be here because I'm dosome in the HIV and medical communities, ing the right thing," she said. "These people
believe every precaution should be taken to are crazy. What they are doing to John is
prevent the spread of Strain W, even though unheard of. I feel like I'm living in a foreign
Kappers only represents a theoretical and re- country instead of the United States."
mote chance of infection.
In a telephone conversation after the hearA second protest of the decision to quaring, Dr. Sarah Valway, chief of epidemiology antine John Kappers will be held Thursday,
of the TB division of the CDC and an expert April 21 at noon at the offices of the Georgia
in MDR-TB, agreed that a faster rate of growth Department of Human Resources at 2
of bacteria meant more were present, but she Peachtree Street downtown. The building is
could not say if that meant an increased likeli- close to the Five Points MARTA Station.

GOOD CROWD
^..iv/iere art
takes on
many forms
Unique Gifts,
Contemporary Furnishings and Art
404-874-1855 or 1-800-497-7765
RIO MALL 595 Piedmont Ave., Ste. A-217 Atlanta, GA 30308

Announce it in the Southern Voice
Classifieds and you're reaching
the right people. 876-1819
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Bruno Gomez Jr.
Bruno Gomez Jr., 37, departed this life on
April 8. He was a great DJ, bench aerobics
instructor, water skier, occasional performer
for fundraisers and should-be winner of Miss
Pool Slut '93. Many thanks to Mr. Geckler
and the IDC/Grady staff for such kind, gentle
care.
He is survived by his partner of six years,
Donnie Bentley, two sisters Sally and Marie,
and numerous friends.
Your love, friendship, sick humor and
laughter will be sorely missed. We will await

your reincarnate
blond/blue
musclebound
surfer.
Parting is all
we know of
heaven and all we
need of hell.
Donations in
Bruno's name
can be made to Project Open Hand or AID
Atlanta.
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a lesbian organization
promoting social and
business networking
presents...
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A One Year Celebration
ofthe

MARCH ON
WASHINGTON

Video Showing:
Sonya Claire Thompson
Sonya Claire Thompson, 31, was taken in
a traffic fatality on March 30.
A Marietta native, Sonya returned in 1992
to the Atlanta area after a four-year residence
in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
A memorial service was held Wednesday,
April 6, at the First United Methodist Church
in Marietta. Appropriately, the minister's eulogy equated Sonya's life to the rainbow.
Sonya always wanted to see those around
her enjoying themselves and she could make
a party out of the most mundane event. She
never met a stranger, and once she considered you a friend, her caring, generosity and

"A Simple Matter of Justice

love were boundless.
She was our
best friend. She
always knew the
"right buttons to
push" to make us
laugh, make us
cry...and make
us mad as hell.
Her life was full, a rollercoaster of adventure. We miss her.
Please, for those who love you, wear your
seat belt.

the official March on Washington video
AWARDS FOR:
Best Pictures of the March on Washington
(Best Crowd, Celebrity, Adanta Group,
Landscape/Monument, March/Action Photos)
Best Dressed "M,O.W." Woman - the woman
with the most M.O.W. clothing flc accessories

DOOR PRIZES AND FUN, FUN, FUN
April 26, Doors Open at 6:30pm, Program Begins at 8:00pm

To place an obituary

**A Women only event please**

Southern Voice publishes obituaries of members of the gay and lesbian
community as both news and a community service, free of charge. To report a
death call 876-0789 or write:
Southern Voice, 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306
Please include a name and phone number for verification.

RED RIBBONS
ARE NOT ENOUGH!
Red ribbons offer no monetary donations to the
fightagainstAIDS.WithaREMEMBRANCETAG,
you can remember the one you love while contributing to the defeat of the virus.
These military-style dogtags represent the war
against AIDS and are inscribed with "ALWAYS
REMEMBER" along with the name of someone you
want to honor and a significant date.
$14.95 includes: stainless steel dogtag with silencer, 24" chain, keychain, personalization & date,
shipping/handling & donation to AIDS charity.
Send us: your name, address, phone*, name
of person (limit 15 characters) you want to
remember & significant date. Include a
check or money order for $14.95 (NY & NJ
residents must add sales tax!) & mail to:
TAG TEAM PRODUCTS, INC., 1454
Rockaway Pkwy, Box # 273, Dept. SV,
Brooklyn, NY 11236. Generic tags inscribed
with ALWAYS REMEMBER THOSE AFFECTED BY
AIDS also available • Print very clearly • 6-8
weeks delivery • Use separate pages for each tag

Dedicated To Saving You
Money In A Time Of Need

??

Deceased
Pet Care
Memorial Gardens
and Crematory
Because Your Pet

is a
Member of the Family

• Office • Cemeteries •
• Crematory • Showroom •
24 Hour Service
4991 Peachtree Rd.
Chamblee
457-7659

Colony Square Hotel • Cash Bar Avail. • Hors d'oeuvres
Members $10.00, Guests $13.00. $2.00 late fee for any reservation
received after Fri., April 22, 5:00 p.m. Parking w/validated ticket $2.00

Call 662-4353 for further information

Man Shall Not
Lie With
Man
That's What The Torah Says —
But What Does It Really Mean?
Congregation Bet Haverim Invites You To

Society Membership:
$45 Lifetime Fee

Reinterpret Leviticus 18:22
Rabbinical Student Karen Landy, Leader
Karen Landy, Last Fall's High Holiday Leader, Returns To Bet Haverim To Lead
Us In A Reconstructionist / Lesbian & Gay Perspective On This Passage

Friday Shabbat Services
8 p.m., Fri., April 22

Torah Study

For Free Recorded Information Call 333-6456
Direct Cremation - $595. Complete
Immediate
Service Available
24 Hrs / 7 Days
Call 433-7227

Benefits to Membership
Periodic Newsletter • Heritage Planning Guide
• Pre-Planning • Choose only what you want
• Guides to Cremation and Memorialization

10:30 a.m., Sat., April 23

Grant Park Cookout
4-7 p.m., Sat., April 23

Havdalah At Grant Park
7 p.m., Sat., April 23

Congregation Bet Haverim
A Reconstructionist Synagogue Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community
Events At 701 W. Howard Ave., Decatur (Atlanta Friends Meetinghouse) Unless Otherwise Noted

CALL 642-3467 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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OCCASIONS
ANNIVERSARIES
Hank Maddox and D.J. Prince celebrate
14 years together on April 21.

Legacy™ L Wagon

Uptown, but
not uptight

On April 26, Leon Allen and Winston
Johnson celebrate 30 years of love, caring
and commitment. Leon and Winston met
in Jacksonville, Ha. in 1964 and moved
to Atlanta in 1967. And they would like
their friends to know that even though
they hate disappointing them, dinner and
dancing at Morrison's won't take place
until their 40th.
Hank Maddox and D.J. Prince have an
anniversary on April 21.

BIRTHDAY
Bella is celebrating a birthday on April
19. Her sisters called in to send their love.

Leon Allen and Winston Johnson will
celebrate a 30-year milestone.

When you 've got a special occasion,
send it to Southern Voice/Occasions,
POBox 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316,
call (404) 876-0789, or fax to
(404) 876-2709. Please include a
phone number for verification.

Where in town can you get a great deal?
Cabriolet

CRAIN-DALY
Chevrolet • Geo • Volkswagen • Subaru

^5
BARGAIN

CORNER

Respect for Our Customers/Excellence in Service

Atlanta's Oldest Volkswagen Dealer—
Atlanta's Newest Chevy Geo Dealer

404.261.7500
2980 Piedmont Road NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30305

Nouu located at Banner Ford
Mid to late Model Cars and Trucks ot Great Prices!
Financing Available
Call Scott Grove at 633-3847 • 1665 Scott Boulevard

Transforming Lives Through Adoption.

Hey there,
watcha
waitin* for?
M

Have you
always wanted a
i6~. child in your life?
W It is possible. Callus;

Family Partners World Wide, Inc. • 872-6787
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When time's running short
and so is your money...
Discover financial freedom with Funds for Life.
We've helped many people across the country
face the financial challenge of living with an
incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance policy so
that you can have your money now ... when you
really need it. And because we are self-capitalized,
funds for life are available immediately.
Together we can realize your dreams of better quality
health care and more fulfilling experiences of life.
For information call 1-800-456-8799.
Your call will be confidential.

LIFE FUNDING
CORPORATION

Funds For Life.

Member of the National Vialkal Association (NVA) Member of the National Association of People With AIDS (NAPWA)
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE A SUITE 220 A ATLANTA, GA 30350

(404) 518-8830 A (800) 456-8799 A FAX: (404) 518-9663

Lations en Action, Atlanta's new organization for Hispanic gays and lesbians, recently gathered together a group of members, friends and supporters
for an afternoon picnic in Piedmont Park.

Bet Haverim sponsors weekend of
study of passage in Leviticus
Congregation Bet Haverim, a Reconstructionist synagogue serving the lesbian and gay
community, will host a weekend of events
April 22-23 studying the widely-quoted
Leviticus passage "Man shall not lie with
man."
Rabbinical student Karen Landy will lead
services and Torah study of this problematic
verse. Events include Friday Shabbat services
at 8 p.m. on April 22, Torah study at "10:30
a.m. on Saturday and Havdalah at 7 p.m. on
Saturday. Landy led Bet Haverim's Holy Holiday services last fall and is a student at the
Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in Philadelphia.

The weekend's focus will be on examining Leviticus 18:22 in its historical context
and reinterpreting the verse in today's world,
said Landy. She will also speak about the
Reconstructionist interpretation of this
Leviticus passage and the movement's role
as a progressive force for gays and lesbians.
Friday services and Saturday Torah study
will be held at the Friends Meetinghouse in
Decatur at 701 W. Howard Ave., and
Havdalah will be at a pavilion in Grant Park.
All events are open to the public. Call Bet
Haverim's information line at 642-3467 for
more details about weekend activities or contact Haven Hawley at 872-1792.

COMMUNITY
MORTGAGE
SERVICES. INC

Leather Association Women of Wisdom
hosts bar night
plan camping trip
The National Leather Association/Atlanta
Chapter will hold its next bar night at the
Eagle (back bar) on Friday, April 29 from
7:30 p.m. until 11:30 p.m. Western/leather
attire is requested, in keeping with SECRA's
rodeo weekend. Drawings for prizes will be
held throughout the night.

WOW (Women of Wisdom) announces
their sixth annual tri-state camping trip at
Apple Tree campground August 5-7. Three
days of wilderness, Whitewater and women.
Not to mention the ghost stories by campfire
and our famous "snipe hunt." For more information, call Kathy at (803) 831-7864 or
Donna at (704) 483-0951.

^four Financial Plan
Should Be As Unique
As ^bur Family.
An American Express company

© 1993 IDS Financial Corporation.

Families today are as unique as their
individual members. At IDS we realize
that one-size-fits-all financial plan
simply doesn't meet most people's needs.
That's why we've developed financial
planning to meet the specific needs of
both traditional and non-traditional
families. Call today for a free
introductory consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.
Margaret M. Graff
Personal Financial Planner
(404) 876-0132, fax 876-0152
117 5th Street, NE, Atlanta, GA 30308

We have 15 years
experience in all
aspects of real estate.
• New Construction
• Self Employed, FHA/VA
• Jumbo/No Cost Refinance

$100 DONATION
to Jerusalem House at
closing with this coupon

Professional & Efficient Service is Our Guarantee...
Michael & Valerie Miller and Michael Staffieri
410-4950 & 250-7707(pgr)
GA Residential Mortgage Licensee
-V

f lanning or\ qardernnqWie SpHng?
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the Guru of)
Gardmnq
f 404) 874-5619

854 Highland Ave., NE • Atlanta, GA 30306
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-8pm. Sat 8am-6pm, Sun Uam-6pm

Midfown's best choice for your gardening needs.
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Merge your Elements
Massage by CORTEX

Dedicated to providing you with
quality cars and service.
New & Used Cars • Full Service
Parts • Body Shop

451-2700
t ortex isa contemporary hair studio that
practices apure and healthy approach to helping
you achieve your own individualstyle.
Ourprofessional staff invitesyou to see and
feel the difference.

IV2 miles inside i-285
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
We appreciate your business.

*?>t60t a, tettet fo &uvuf *%<Md<z...
My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was
highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional,
courteous, and very respectful of
the presence of my female life
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis
could relate to me more
comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has. I appreciated
her availability at Curry Honda.

During my two days of
business at your dealership, I
was aware of two other samesex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your
dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for
providing quality gay personnel
such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek

"Pwfa&iattal wutict fat, tpwi eutiomotfoe need*.
404/874-6913
1177 Virginia Avenue • Atlanta • Georgia 30306
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ENSUIAL
CELEBRATION
Atlanta Ballet brings
back the acclaimed
"Carrnina Burana"

by BRIAN COCHRAN
In a roundabout way, Atlanta Ballet principal dancer Thomas Shoemaker seemed destined to
someday dance the part of the Roasted Swan in "Carmina Burana," the ballet's latest production.
The original choreographer of the piece, Fernand Nault, of Les Grands Ballet Canadiens in
Montreal, used a basement rehearsal space in Louisville, Kentucky, to set the ballet—the very
same space, in fact, where Shoemaker began his own career in dance.
To make the story even more interesting, Atlanta Ballet Master Mannie Rowe was the first
dancer to perform the role of the Roasted Swan in Montreal and came to Atlanta in 1984 to set the
first production of the ballet by a professional company in the United States. Shoemaker first
danced the part here in 1991.
The role originally was intended to be done by a female dancer, en pointe, but was eventually
turned into the exact opposite—a sweaty, athletic, even painful (for the performer) piece. Shoemaker finds it ironic that the part of the Swan is often considered the centerpiece of the ballet.
"There are four principal male dancers who are working their butts off out there, but the swan
usually gets the glory," he says ruefully.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 26

Principal dancer Thomas Shoemaker takes on the physically-demanding role
of the Roasted Swan.
>:jgg#W#

CariTlilia Blirana) a performance by the Atlanta Ballet,
runs April 28 through May 8 at the Atlanta Civic Center. Saturday May 7 is
Southern Voice night, with all tickets for the 8 p.m. performance half price.

PBS pulls the plug on funding "More Tales of the City"
Has fundamentalist thunder over the recent airing of "Tales
of the City," in Georgia and elsewhere, prompted the Public
Broadcasting Service to drop plans to produce a sequel?
Armistead Maupin, the San Francisco author who created
Mrs. Madrigal, Mouse and all the other quirky, lovable characters who inhabit 28 Barbary Lane, believes the controversy
is the reason PBS announced last week that it was pulling out
the production of "More Tales of the City." PBS officials
deny the charge.
"For them to deny that they're running scared at this
point is preposterous...I think that's exactly what they're
doing," Maupin told the San Francisco Chronicle. He said
PBS had been enthusiastic about "More Tales" until religious conservatives blasted the original series, which ran as
part of the acclaimed "American Playhouse" anthology—
and was the most highly-rated dramatic miniseries to air on
PBS in more than a decade.
"Tales," about life in 1970s San Francisco, contained
adult language, brief nudity and scenes of drug use. But what
seemed to set off the fundamentalists most of all was the
series' positive portrayal of gays, lesbians and the transgendered, including a passionate kiss between two male characters.
Some PBS stations aired an edited version of the series or
chose not to air it all. When Georgia Public Television decided to air an unedited version of 'Tales," a political furor
ensued in the legislature, led by Lt. Gov. Pierre Howard, that
nearly killed a proposal to fund a new GPTV production

Author Armistead Maupin (center, surrounded by the
cast of "Tales of the City") believes that the fundamentalists' reaction drove PBS' decision not to fund a
sequel.
facility.
The Tupelo, Miss.-based American Family Association,
headed by the Rev. Donald Wildmon, last month urged its
members to protest the government's funding of PBS, call-

ing it the "Homosexual Pride Tax-Funded TV Network."
However, PBS executives say they decided against backing "More Tales of the City" not because of the criticism but
because PBS can't afford to finance the production.
"Provocative programming is nothing new to PBS," said
spokesperson Karen Doyle said. "Doing a popular program
doesn't mean we're going to do it again and again."
Lindsay Law, executive producer of "American Playhouse," says his budget was cut from $6.6 million this year
to $2.2 million next year. "Playhouse" will lose all of its PBS
funding in 1996, although it has formed a partnership with
Samuel Goldwyn Pictures to produce movies for eventual
PBS broadcast.
Plans called for PBS to produce "More Tales" in conjunction with Britain's Channel 4, which financed nearly all
of the original series. The sequel was planned as a 6-hour
series with an $8 million budget.
Law said PBS' enthusiasm for "More Tales" has waned
since January, when "Tales" aired, but added he has not
heard that the series' content hurt its chances for backing.
But the loss of PBS funding may put the production of "More
Tales" in peril.
'The money side is easy to figure out. I'm not going to
have any money, so how can I do it?" he said.
However, Channel 4 said it would try to find a new
American partner for "More Tales."
RICHARD SHUMATE
and ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Carmina Burana
for the senses."
Sensual it definitely is, with suggestive
and often lascivious themes about love and
sex. Which begs the question—how is it that
these monks knew so much about the pleasures of the flesh?
As Nault has advised the corps de ballet,
perhaps that is the real irony of the piece.
Denied these carnal delights, they turned to
writing about them instead of experiencing
them. The music to the ballet, supplied by
German composer Carl Orff, is often so serious and dramatic that it masks the original
intent of the monks, to be irreverent and often
ridiculing of the church and its rituals. Orff s
music made him an international name, though
"Carmina Burana" is general considered his
only major work.
With a giant chorus, full orchestra and
virtually every member of the Atlanta Ballet
on stage, "Carmina Burana" has become an
Atlanta favorite. Shoemaker says that many
ballet first-timers come because they have
heard about the production from someone else.
"We try to keep it fresh each time," he says,
"both for returning and new audience members."
If all goes well for Shoemaker and
Manosa, "Carmina Burana" will become a
mainstay for even more ballet companies.
Shoemaker believes it belongs in the classical repertory, alongside Giselle, The Nutcracker and Swan Lake.
"The biggest thrill and honor for me and
Maiqui is to be chosen by Fernand to set the
company. With his permission, we'd like to
continue doing this all over the world," he
says.

Continued from page 25

We £i/c?
If your love life has been hibernating, maybe it's time you found
someone special in the personals. All kinds of warm, cuddly singles
are looking for someone just like you.
So find yourself a honey. Try the personals today.

To listen and respond to ads, call

1-900-370-4099
Call costs $1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over.
Touch tone phones only.

He should know—he has danced both
parts. "It's nice to be able to enjoy the
audience's appreciation of the role, after dancing one of the principal roles, too," he adds.
The role has its pitfalls, too. He has sustained
major bruises after being suspended on a "spit"
for several minutes during a performance,
sometimes hanging by just an arm.
The choreography of "Carmina Burana,"
by Nault, reflects the very masculine/very
feminine slant the auteur usually takes. Men
are men and women are women in Nault's
work, and the costumes used in the production reflect that intention. Women wear silk,
men are in velvet doublets in an effort to keep
the sexes defined, unlike many modern ballets, which stress androgyny.
The choreography is also romantic and
expressive, something that can also be lacking in modern work, which can be more athletic and technically oriented. Shoemaker, who
works in this production with his wife, prima
ballerina Maiqui Manosa, also of the Atlanta
Ballet, bemoans the lack of romanticism in
some modern work. As he says, "We prefer
more of an overall challenge rather than a
technical challenge. If the piece lacks expression, we can't bring human elements that we
take from our lives to the stage."
"Carmina Burana" certainly has no lack
of human elements. Taken from 13th Century
poems found in Munich in the late 1800s on
the walls of a Benedictine monastery, the basis for this ballet has been called "exuberant
paganism" and "downright irreverent and blasphemous." Shoemaker calls the ballet "a feast

APRIL 28 ■ MAY 8

ATLANTA CIVIC CENTER

elebrate the sacred and the worldly as the Atlanta Ballet presents the powerful and
provocative classic, Carmina Burana. Based on the sensuous love poems discovered in a
12th-century Benedictine monastery, this lavish spectacle incorporates all the arts - a
150-voice live chorus, the Atlanta Ballet Orchestra, and the entire company of dancers.
A perfect ending to the ballet season.

Southern Voice light
Tickets 1/2 Price!
Saturday, May 7,
8:00 p.m. performance only
FOR TICKETS CALL 817 S700
ASK FOR CODE L
Thursday, April 28 at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 30 at 2:00 & 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 1 at 2:00 p.m.

Friday, May 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 7 at 2:00 & 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 8 at 2.00 p.m.
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FORTICKETS TT

2- NotionsBanlc
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CALL 817-8700 ™
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THURSDAY

SISTER'S TIME. An audio
magazine featuring the
rhythms of African women's
health. 6-7pm, WRFG, 89.3

N
FM.
GAY GRAFFITI. Out and
loud lesbian and gay radio. 78pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.
SHELLY ROBERTS. SoVo
columnist and dyke humor
author reads and signs at

:

I

Charts, 1189 Euclid, 7:30
pm. 524-0304.

presents Shakespeare's tale
of the ultimate arch villain. 7
Stages Backdoor Theatre,
Wed-Sun 8pm. $8-$10. 2505016.

LAUGHING MATTERS.
Comedy improv troupe
performs Thurs & Sat at
Manuel's, 8pm. 717-4714.
CAT ON A HOT TIN
STREETCAR. Thru July 27.
Agatha's Mystery Dinner
Theatre mixes metaphors and
murder with a new show
Tues- Sun at 7:30pm (7pm on
Sun). $33-$38 includes five
course meal. 875-1610.
EMORY SPRING DANCE
CONCERT. The Emory
Dance Co. presents "Patterns
of Influence" 8pm tonight
thru Sat. $5.50-53.25. Mary
Gray Munroe Theater. 7276187.
INTERIORS TODAY.
Tonight Bill Stewart. GPTV
Ch 8. 8:30 pm. Also Sun
4pm.
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FRIDAY

RICHARD HI. Thru May
15. Play Ground Theatre Co.
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SOAP. Comedy Central has
the controversial 70s TV
series. 2pm & 7:30pm, MonFri.
ATLANTA SYMPHONY.
Thru Apr 23. Japanese violin
virtuoso Midori performs
selections from Mozart,
Beethhoven, and Dvorak with
Jiri Belohlavek conducting.
8pm. 892-2414.
TREASURES FROM THE
AFRICAN KINGDOM OF
BENIN. Thru Apr 24. Royal
treasures of brass, ivory,
terracotta and wood from the
ancient kingdom are on view
today at the High Museum.
898-9284.
MARVIN'S ROOM. Thru
Apr 24. The Gainesville
Theatre Alliance presents
Scott MacPherson's comic
look at dealing with illness.
$5-10.(404)535-6224.
Gainesville Collge
Performaing Arts Theatre in
Oakwood.
LET'S PLAY TWO. Thru
Apr 24. Horizon Theatre
company presents a witty
romantic comedy about love
and baseball. Th & Fr 8pm,
Sat 8:30pm, Sun 5pm. $8$16. 584-7450.
STARTING MONDAY.
Thru Apr 24. Onstage
Adanta's premier of Anna
Commire's drama about
friendship, love, life and
death is held over. 420
Courtland St. Thur-Sat 8pm,
Sun 5pm. $12-15. 897-1802.
A LITTLE NIGHT
MUSIC. Thru Apr 24. A
musical adaptation of Ingmar
Bergman's "Smiles of a
Summer Night" at the
Neighborhood Playhouse.
430 Trinity PI in Decatur.
8pm Th-Sat, 2pm Sun. $1016.373-5311.
RED HOT AND COLE.
Thru May 1. The Dorsey
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Theatre presents the timeless
music of gay composer Cole
Porter in a sensational
musical revue. Fri & Sat
8pm, Sun 3pm. $17. 3593
Clairmont Rd., 633-1234.
HOUSE OF BALLS. Thru
May 1. A wickedly funny,
adults only play hits the stage
at 7 Stages, about an aspiring
politician and a few things in
his path toward becoming
governor. Wed-Sat 8pm, Sun
5pm. $12-20. 1105 Euclid in
L5P. 523-7647.
DREAMGIRLS. Thru May
1. Jomandi brings the Tony
Award winning hit to the
14th St. Playhouse. $9-25.
876-6346.
THE BOYS FROM
SYRACUSE. Thru May 1.
The Alliance brings zootsuiting music to the
mainstage in this revival of
the Rodgers and Hart musical
based on Shakespeare's
"Comedy of Errors." $13-34.
892-2414.
MAN AND SUPERMAN.
Thru May 1. George Bernard
Shaw comes to Actor's
Express. Actually, his play
does—a batUe of the sexes
between a voluptuous,
conniving woman and a
genius of heroic proportions.
$12-$ 15. Th-Sat 8pm, Sun
7pm. 221-0831.
A HIGHER PLACE IN
HEAVEN. Thru May 15.
Another world premiere from
Atlanta playwright Pamela
Parker—the touching story of
a South Georgia family
bridging the gap between old
and new South. Neighborhood Playhouse, 430 W.
Trinity PI in Decatur. ThuSat7pm, Sun 3pm. $9-12.
373-5311.
LAUGHING WILD. Thru
May 15. The Alliance
presents Christopher
Durang's satirical comedy.
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Tu-Sat 8pm, Sun 2:30 &
7:30pm. $20-25. 898-1127.
CYMBELDME. Thru May
22. The Shakespeare Tavern
presents a Shakespeare
Romance, the story of two
lovers and the perils they
endure. 499 Peachtree. ThuSat 7:30pm, Sun 5:30pm. $815. 874-5299.

JOURNEY TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE SEA.
Thru May 28. A visual treat
from puppeteer Jon Ludwig,
follows a fanciful crab on his
adventures as he accidentally
falls into a submarine. Ctr.
for Puppetry Arts. 873-3391.
ITALIAN AND NETHERLANDISH DRAWINGS.
Thru May 29. Old master
drawings from the Steiner
Collection. High Museum.
AFRICAN AMERICAN
ARTISTS EXHIBITION.
Thru June 11 at ART Station
in Stone Mountain. The
fourth annual exhibit is
currated by photographer
Ronnie Phillips. 469-1105.
GERTRUDE KASEBIER
PHOTOGRAPHS. Thru
June 11. A contemporary of
Alfred Steiglitz, Kasebier
also photographed American
Indians in Buffalo Bill's
Wild West Show. High
Museum.
METAPHYSICAL
METAPHORS. Thru June
12. An exhibit on the unseen
forces of nature at the High
Museum.
DISTURBING THE
PEACE: WOMEN,
SUFFRAGE & POLITICS.
Thru July 16. An exhibition
exploring the battles women
fought to win the right to
vote. Atlanta History Center
Downtown, 140 Peachtree.
814-4150.
JOHN GEORGE BROWN.

ON THE EDGE: IMPROVISATION IN MUSIC. A
two part evening sponsored
by Image Film/Video about
improvisational music around
the world. Parts 3 & 4 will be
shown next Friday. 8pm.
High Museum.
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SATURDAY

THE SO VIES. The 2nd
Annual Southern Voice
Community Awards at Zoo
Atlanta. Hop around the Zoo
from 6:30 with music, and
then settle in for the awards
at 8pm, hosted by Cathy
Woolard and our own editor
Richard Shumate. And
there's entertainment too! Tix
are $20, available at SoVo
offices, Charts, Outwrite, and
Brushstrokes.
OUTLOOK. Radical talk for
revolutionary intellectuals—
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Thru July 31. Five paintings
of the elderly are the focus of
"John George Brown: The
Dignity of Years," at the
High Museum. 892-HIGH.
DON'T ASK DON'T
TELL. Apr 28-June 19. A
festival of Queer Theater and
performance in celebration of
the 25th anniversary of
Stonewall, presented by
Manbites Dog Theater in
Durham, NC. Various
venues, (919) 220-6779.
EARTH DAY. Apr 30.
AT&T and Planet Green
Foundation present an
environmental day at Stone
Mountain Park, with Mary
Chapin Carpenter, Nanci
Griffith, Kristen Hall, Indigo
Girls and Cynthia McKinney.
$17.50 at TicketMaster
locations. Park gates open at
10am.
WOMEN'S MUSICAL
EXTRAVAGANZA. May 7.
A benefit for battered women
in Norfolk, VA, featuring
Karen Williams, Deidre
McCalla, and Lana Puckett &
Kim Person. 8pm, The Wells
Theatre. (804) 392-5681.
MICHELLE SHOCKED.
May 13. At the Variety
Playhouse, 1099 Euclid. $14
adv/$16 door. 524-7354.
SUZANNE
WESTENHOEFER. May
14. Another lesbian comic!
You may remember her from
Comedy Central's "Out
There." Also at the Variety.
$12&$R
ART AND SOUL. May 21.
Pearl Productions and
Creative Ventures launch an
art show at East Lake Park in
Birmingham, featuring and
highlighting women artists
from around the region.
Deadline for entering in May
14.(205)940-7481.

feminist, Afro-centered and
pro-gay radio on AM, with
Alicia Banks. New time:
5pm-8pm, WIGO, 1340AM.
CAMPAIGN SKILLS
TRAINING SEMINAR.
The Georgia Women's
Political Caucus hosts a two
day seminar to teach women
how to run campaigns. 8am4:30pm today, 8am-l:30 pm
tomorrow at 191 Peachtree.
$45. 346-3088 or 593-3999.
RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL. Thru June 12. The
annual trek back to the goode
olde dayes begins today. Just
off 1-85 at exit 12, the
medieval town is open from
10:30am to 6pm Sat & Sun.
Don't miss Steve Hoddy's
Birds of Prey show. $9.95
+tax for adults, $4.95 + tax
for children. 964-8575.
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SUNDAY

LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The musical
and literary voices of African
women, with host Alicia
Banks, who offers a unique
perspective that includes the
lesbian point of view. Mam.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
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MONDAY

STILL AIN'T SATISFIED.
Music and interviews from a
lesbian perspective. Cool
music for any queer or
interested other. 7-9pm,
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian and
gay cable program featuring
interviews, news, arts &
entertainment and more.
10:30pm and again, Wed
5:30pm. Cable Ch. 12.
DYKE TV. Activist
television from a dyke
perspective. 9:30pm, People
TV. Cable Channel 12. Also
airs Tues, 5:30pm.
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TDESDAY

MR. GEORGIA USA
CONTEST. Special guest
Hot Chocolate returns from
Vegas for this BIG contest at
Backstreet, 10pm. Also on
hand—Ashley Kruz, Tina
Devore, Shawnna Brooks,
Darryl Lanza, and Charlie
Brown.

program spotlighting great
women of opera and
literature. Simulcast on Peach
State Radio. 9pm GPTV Ch.
8.

PICTURED:

2,

WEDNESDAY

POSITIVE LIVING. This
locally produced show about
people living with AIDS airs
twice every week on People
TV Ch. 12,2:30pm and again
on Sat, 10pm. Also airs on
City Ch. 6, Thur 5pm.
JESSYE NORMAN: LIVE
FROM LINCOLN
CENTER. The legendary
opera star is featured in a

ABOVE: Hudson Adams is
King Richard HI in Play
Ground's Theatre Co.'s
production of the
Shakespeare play opening
Apr 22 at 7 Stages Backdoor
Theatre. Photo hy Shawn
Dowdell
LEFT: "Hungarian Horseman'' by Roelant Savery is
one of 85 rare drawings now
on display at the High
Museum dating from the
16th-18th centuries.
BELOW: Steve Hoddy's
Birds of Prey Show is just
one of the special happenings at the Renaissance
Festival, opening April 23
thru June 12.
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SoVies are set for Saturday
Will Raven, famous for her
flames, make off with it? Or
hey, y'all, will DeAundra Peek
sneak through? Or maybe the
voters will go for Lauren
LaMasters or Terri Corazon?
Perhaps Peg will be able to add
another notch to her couch?
One of these entertainers
will be named as Glamour Goddess of Drag Saturday night during the second annual Southern
Voice Community Awards. And
that's just one of 17 exciting
categories in which SoVies will
be awarded during the gala,
which benefits the Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee
and the Atlanta Lambda Community Center.
The event begins at 6:30
p.m. at Zoo Atlanta, with hors
d'oeuvres, cash bar cocktails
and zoo roaming. The ceremony
begins at 8 p.m., with hosts
Cathy Woolard of the Human The Armorettes, who brought down the house at the
Rights Campaign Fund and last Southern Voice Community Awards, will be back
Southern Voice editor Richard for an encore.
Shumate. Entertainment will be
provided by African-American lesbian Chris- to a person of color who has made outstanding
tian rap sensation L.C., the Armorettes and community contributions. These awards are
local favorite Angela Motter. Sound is by Don chosen by Southern Voice.
Rushton, and dress is casual.
Tickets are $20 and are available at
The highlight of the evening will be the Brushstrokes, Chads Books, Maddix Deluxe,
presentation of awards given in memory of Outwrite Books, Poster Hut, The Waterworks
John Howell and Venus Landin. The Howell and at the offices of Southern Voice. Advance
award will honor a person who has made long- purchases are encouraged, but tickets will be
term contributions to Atlanta's lesbian/gay available at the door for $25.
community. The Landin award will be given

i world of quality merchandise at great prices is yours at Georgia Antique Center &
sL\
International Market This combination seven-days-a-week antique and gift center and
**m ^V weekend flea market showcases an assemblage of 200 merchants, restaurants and
furniture, jewelry, collectibles, gold, silver, Oriental rugs, pottery, rare coins, books and more. You'll
find one of ^Atlanta's most varied selections of unique findings from around the world. It's
conveniently located on the 1-85 Access Road, just north of 1-285. From Atlanta, take
Northcrest-Pleasantdale Road Exit 36 and go north on the Access Road.

446-9292
66241-85 Northeast Expwy. Access Rd.

Some merchants open daily; market open
Fri., noon to 7pm; Sat., 10 am to 8 pm;
Sun., noon to 7pm
Credit cards accepted by most merchants.
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Celebrity^designed jackets will go on the auction block
The DIFFA Collection is part of a
national tour to raise money to fight AIDS
by BRIAN COCHRAN
Tired of your old blue jean jacket? Want to support a good
cause while participating in your favorite indoor sport (shopping, what else)?
Check out The DIFFA Collection, which will make its
Atlanta appearance April 24 at the Apparel Mart. The benefit
will feature one-of-a-kind denim jackets customized by stars
of sports, interior design, entertainment and fashion. Most
importantly, proceeds from the sales of the jackets, as well as
gate receipts, go towards projects that support and encourage
AIDS care, education, treatment
and prevention awareness.
The DIFFA
DIFFA (The Design IndusCollection
tries Foundation for AIDS) was
the brainchild of a group of
is Sunday, April 24
New York design professionbeginning at 6:30pm
als led by textile manufacturer
at the Apparel Martin Pat Green and furniture manudowntown Atlanta.
facturer Larry Pond in response
to the AIDS epidemic. The
Dress is black tie or
original intent of the group was
creative formal.
to respond to a problem they
Tickets start at $50.
perceived then as "short-term."
In the past 10 years, the organization has grown and branched out into other cities in a
direct reaction to the spread of the disease itself. There are
now 15 DIFFA communities across the country.
DIFFA has mobilized the design industry in the fight
against a disease which has devastated its ranks, having claimed
the lives of talents such as Perry Ellis, Willi Smith and Angelo
Donghia, in addition to numerous others who will never have
the opportunity to achieve their kind of success. The group

Elton John is one of the celebrity jacket designers
whose work will be on display.

strives to give its funds to organizations and causes that are
promising but unproved, which would otherwise be avoided
by traditional foundations, mirroring the industry's own innovative nature.
As of 1992, one out of every $30 given for AIDS by
foundations was given by DIFFA.
As you might expect, past efforts by DIFFA to raise money
have been nothing short of spectacular. Since the group receives no endowment, it raises funds by producing splashy
affairs that are social events as well as benefits. Past efforts
have included Metropolitan Home show houses, Love Ball, A
Masked Ball, A Votre Sante and The Dallas Collection. As
Atlantans should already know, "Heart Strings" was also a

ECEPTI0NIST/ADMINISTRAT1VE ASST
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Southern Voice is seeking a skilled
individual to be a receptionist/
administrative assistant. Must have
excellent phone, interpersonal, typing
and clerical skills. Southern Voice is
an equal opportunity employer.
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DIFFA production.
And with any luck, "The DIFFA Collection" in Atlanta
will bridge the dollar gap resulting from the absence of "Heart
Strings," which has now become an educational program in
schools.
"Part of the appeal of this tour is that the money raised in
each city remains in that city," says Steve Burruss, the national tour producer. "By getting involved at a grassroots
level, we're hoping to send a message that, through organizations such as ours, it's possible to make a difference in the
lives of those in need in one's community."
In addition to Atlanta, The DIFFA Collection will be produced (or has already been produced) in Dallas, Houston,
Phoenix, Detroit, Boston, Seattle and Los Angeles. For the
collection, 100 original, wearable works of art have been
created by international fashion names such as Moschino,
Karl Lagerfield and Michael Kors; sports figures, including
David Justice, Evander Holyfield and Martina Navratilova;
and entertainment names such as Elton John, Amanda Bearse
(the out-of-the-closet star of Fox's "Married With Children"),
Brett Butler and Indigo Girls—all of whom have connections
to Atlanta.
Local fashion and interior design stars such as Bill Hallman,
Susan Van Horn and Marvin Gardens are also involved. Guests
will be able to participate in both live and silent auctions in
order to snag the creation of their choice.
Beyond the auction itself, the main event of the evening
will be a runway fashion show produced and directed by
international model Jan Strimple. In a tribute to Ziegfeld Follies director Ho Ziegfeld, who always included a fashion
show in his extravaganzas, the DIFFA Collection will feature
a "Calendar Girls" number, with each model representing a
month of the year.
Costume designers Ret Turner, who has designed for the
Academy Awards show, Daniel Orlandi, an Emmy award
recipient, and hot New York designers Byron Lars and Christine Francis Roth are among those selected to create complete
costumes to augment the jackets that have been designed for
the "Calendar Girls" scene.

94 COROLLA
A/C, Power Steering, Power
Windows, Carpet Floormats &
Much Much More.

Resume to Personnel,
1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30306.
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California company plans
to make gay/lesbian sitcom

Atlanta's Horn
Recreation
Headquarter
As Shown

Compare at $2,499.

maining episodes of the 30-minute weekly
show.
"After honestly portraying gays and lesbians, the next goal of the show is to enlighten and educate the community at large
through positive examples and the sensitive
handling of such diverse subjects as women's
health issues, AIDS, workplace conflicts, and
violent hate crimes," said Larry Dusich, proLong Beach, CA—A California produc- ducer and director for half of the episodes.
tion company has announced plans to pro"It's important to include factual inforduce a new gay comedy/drama series that it mation to educate the viewer about relevant
hopes to air in markets around the country. issues when they can be wrapped up in a
The AEGEA Company says the series, critical storyline," commented Joe Thomptitled "Belmont Beach," will depict the day- son, producer and director for the remaining
to-day lives and loves of the predominantly half of the episodes. "And this approach
gay and lesbian characters, many of whom adds a completely new dimension to the tralive in the same condominium building in a ditional sitcom usually seen on television
today. In fact, many of the situations come
California seaside town.
"It's time to show gay and lesbian char- from the life experiences of people in our
acters as they really are, with the same likes community, so there's always an element of
and dislikes, hopes and dreams, and suc- dramatic truth in the stories, no matter how
cesses and problems as everyone else," says funny it might be."
The company is still seeking additional
Don Bledsoe, executive producer. 'To that
end, we've assembled a team of gay and funding, and casting for the 10 major roles
lesbian writers to ensure that the stories show has begun.
a sensitivity to issues which gays and lesbiAnyone desiring to see the show aired in
ans encounter in their daily lives."
"Belmont Beach" is designed to be a their area should contact: Don Bledsoe, The
situation comedy with dramatic moments. AEGEA Company, P.O. Box 91299, Long
The company has outlined 3 episodes and Beach, California 90809, or call (310) 494completed scripts for the first three shows. 6765.
Writers are working on scripts for the re-

"Belmont Beach " will
center around a group of
characters who share a
seaside condo complex
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FEATURES....
• All leather drop pockets w/ irons.
• Natural Slate Bed, Professional
Three Piece for Precision Play.
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Nylon Blend for Years of Play
• Full Profile Cushions, Gum Rubber
for accurate rebound and Ease of Play
• Luxurious Walnut Finish, Durable
Scratch and High Gloss Finish for long
life
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Unmasking the authoritarianism that shapes people's lives
that a person need not be
completely selfless to be
moral. That information
comes at the turning point
of the book which analyzes
what the authors call "The
Morals Wars."
The first part of the
book addresses the most
obvious forms of authoritarian hierarchy in religion:
MASKS OF
cults and gurus. According to Alstad and Kramer
AUTHORITARIAN
"the guru/disciple relationPOWER
ship contains an essential
assumption that makes it
particularly susceptible to abuse: namely, that it is possible for
a person to be totally immune from the corruptions of power."
In fact, an entire chapter of this section of the book is devoted
to "guru" Jim Jones and the mass suicide he supervised at
Jamestown.
But this book does not stop with the obvious. "The greatest struggle on the planet today is for the minds of people,"
according to Alstad and Kramer. "We call this struggle the
morals wars because the conflict is about morality and its
foundations."
Here they define the "old moral order" and what they call
a new morality that privileges the ways people care about each
other. According to the authors: "Those in this [new morality]
camp would include as paramount issues all or most of the
following: overpopulation; ecology and the portent of ecological suicide; the leveraging of the human capacity for violence to where it is species-threatening; the increase in discrepancy between haves and have-nots worldwide; the historic omission of half the species (women) from the construction of the public forms of social power."
The book identifies many forms of authoritarian hierarchy
involved in the struggle for peoples' minds. Starting with
fundamentalism, which applies to almost every religion from
Islam to Christianity, they identify the authoritarianism inher-

Authors of "The Guru Papers"
hope their new book will help
people free themselves

Ifuru

by DEBBIE FRAKER
Authoritarian hierarchies have a subtle and often unrecognized pervasiveness in our society.
That's the thesis with which "The Guru Papers" starts.
And authors Joel Kramer and Diana Alstad seek to illustrate
just how pervasive those authoritarian structures are.
"Our fantasy is to put the perception of authoritarianism
on the map," says Alstad. "We're trying to decode it so it frees
people more from being manipulated by it"
Toward that end, the book is a start. Though the lesbian
and gay community is not specifically addressed, the book
presents an analysis of many of the societal systems that
oppress this community and others.
Alstad and Kramer start with Webster's definition of authoritarian as "characterized by unquestioning obedience to
authority."
"We broaden the meaning to include belief systems that
are unchallengeable, and the idea that someone or something
other than the individual necessarily knows what's best, or
right, or proper for a given person," they add.
In "The Guru Papers," the authors say that authoritarian
hierarchy exists at this time in history as an undercurrent
subtly affecting all of our lives. The very concept of "morality" has been infused with assumptions from centuries-old
religious beliefs and traditions. It is this "old moral order" that
permeates our laws, our traditions and even our subconsciousness.
At its core, this old morality privileges selflessness over
its polar opposite: self-centeredness.
The dominant message of the book, however, seems to be

ent in unquestioned faith. They identify Satanism as a sort of
rebellion against the authoritarian tyranny of "goodness." But
even the concept of worshiping Satan is, again, identified as
inherently authoritarian.
A relatively large section of the book discusses addiction.
The authors analyze addiction as a reaction to authoritarian
hierarchy, but they put little confidence in the current most
popular ways to treat addiction.
"The 12 Steps are authoritarian insofar as they are
unchallengeable rules to live by," they say. But the authors do
not claim to offer any other "simple cure," nor do they suggest
that people should drop out of 12-Step programs. "People do
what they must to function and survive," they insist.
Finally, the concept of "unconditional love" is presented
as a subtly manipulative attempt at control. The authors explain that love is never truly selfless or unconditional, and we
need not have an unrealistic expectation that it should be.
Attempts to make love "unconditional" only set up conditions
or expectations that the lover cannot fulfill. Alstad commented
in an interview that "unconditional love is a recipe for abuse."
Alstad and Kramer do not see the "morals wars" as a
benign attempt at manipulation. "If humanity is to evolve into
a viable relationship with itself and the planet, the morals wars
cannot be taken lightly," they say. "The conundrum humanity
faces is this: We are on a sinking ship, but the only materials
we have to build a ship that will float come from the ship
itself."
While discussing the book, the authors repeated several
times that letting go of our society's authoritarian systems is
necessary for survival. Unfortunately the authors do not have
a vision of how this sea of change will be accomplished, but
then they do not claim to present the solution. Instead, what
they offer is a different way of looking at the problem.
"If we are to survive, what is needed are people who have
realistic hope for a better future and who value themselves
enough to care about others and the world at large," they say.
When asked about the realistic potential for taking
authoritarianism completely out of the society, Kramer answered that a friend once told him "if what you're truly
interested in is change, then optimism is your best strategy."
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Books series for young adults
explore gay and lesbian lives
Chelsea House Publishers
to produce biographies
of prominent gays and
lesbians and a series
on lesbian/gay issues
New York—A New York publishing house
has introduced two new books series designed
to comprehensively cover gay and lesbian
topics for young adults.
Chelsea House Publishers, a leading publisher of young adult and juvenile nonfiction
in the United States which specializes in
multicultural studies, is putting out a 30-volume series called "Lives of Notable Gay Men
and Lesbians" and a 25-volume series entitled "Issues in Gay and Lesbian Life."
The publishers say the books were developed in response to the expressed concerns
of educators, counselors, librarians, healthcare professionals, parents and adolescents
about the dearth of material for young adults
on gay and lesbian topics.
The biographies in the "Lives" series tell
of individuals of exceptional accomplishment
from the worlds of literature, art, science,
politics and sports. Unlike most general biographies, these books discuss, rather than
omit, how each person's gay experiences affected his or her life.

Now available in the "Lives" series is
"James Baldwin" by Randall Kenan, author
of "A Visitation of Spirits" and "Let the Dead
Bury Their Dead," runner-up for the National
Book Critics Circle Award and winner of a
1993 Lambda Literary Award.
The next four biographies, which will be
released in June, examine the lives of Willa
Cather, Oscar Wilde, John Maynard Keynes
and Sappho.
Others who will be profiled, at the rate of
one a month, include Jane Addams, Liberace,
Alvin Ailey, Carson McCullers, Harvey Milk,
Marlene Dietrich, Gabriela Mistral, E.M.
Forster, Martina Navratilova, Federico Garcia
Lorca, Mary Renault, Lorraine Hansbery,
Baynard Rustin, Edith Head, Rock Hudson,
Bessie Smith, Gerturde Stein, Andy Warhol,
Elton John, Walt Whitman, k.d. lang, Tennessee Williams, T.E. Lawrence, Virginia
Wolfe and Audre Lorde.
The "Issues" volumes will provide readers with up-to-date, scholarly, informative and
readable introductions to the most important
topics in gay and lesbian life. Topics that will
be explored including coming out, AfricanAmerican gay and lesbian culture, AIDS, gay/
lesbian spirituality, race and class in the gay/
lesbian community and homophobia.
Both series are being produced under the
guidance of author Martin Duberman.
For more information, call (800) 848BOOK.
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A guide to telling mom while keeping your sense of humor
Columnist and author Shelly Roberts
will be in Atlanta this week to
promote her newest book

by KC WILDMOON
So maybe Shelly Roberts came a little late to this lesbian humor thing—well, maybe just the lesbian part. How
do you follow "A Business Woman's Guide to Surviving
Middle Management" and "I'm Sorry, But I Don't Speak
Hexadecimal"?
Easy. With a nationally syndicated column, "Cleaning
Out My Closet" (every other week here in Southern Voice)
and two books—"The Dyke Detector," every dyke's guide
to how to tell if one is or isn't, and her latest work, "Hey
Mom, Guess What? 150 Ways to Tell Your Mom," a selection of choice (and a few not-so-choice) times to tell your
maternal parental unit that you are, in fact, gay.
"I'm getting people, as I often do, to laugh at what's
scary," Roberts said from her home in South Florida. "At
the end of the book there's a little box that says 'paste your
picture' here, and it says 'Hey Mom, guess what?' under
it."
The book is illustrated by Melissa Sweeney, who pens
the "Switched at Birth" cartoons that are syndicated in
lesbian/gay newspapers across the country, including Southern Voice.
According to Roberts' book, way number 150 to tell
mom is to give her the book. That's also the advice Roberts
gave a recent caller to a radio interview who asked, "How
do I tell my daughter I know?"

®0®0

Inline Skates

"I'm not getting any
hate call-ins," Roberts says
of the interview shows
she's been doing to promote the book. "Just
people who say 'I'm pretty
sure my daughter is—how
do I tell her?'"
So just when do you
tell you mom?
"Never tell her at an
NRA convention," Roberts
says. "But just after you've
won the lottery is a pretty
good time."
Or if you're mom is a
bank teller, how about asking if she has change for a
three-dollar bill? Or maybe
you could just give her a
surprise membership to PFLAG.
"It's a poke at the next
universal for us—either
telling your parents or
Shelly Roberts advises against telling Mom at an NRA convention.
not," Roberts says.
columns."
Roberts will be in town next week promoting her book,
Roberts will also be at the Southern Voice Community
and she will be highly visible, beginning with Mike Malloy' s
Awards presentation at Zoo Atlanta on Saturday night April
Electronic Town Hall on WSB radio (750 AM) on Wednes23.
day, April 20 at 7 p.m. Then it's on to Charis Books at 7:30
What's next for our intrepid writer? Another "Sister
p.m on April 21 for a signing and reading, and then again at
Shelly
Explains It All for You" installment, this one enOutwrite Bookstore on April 23 from 4-5 p.m.
titled
"Who
Throws the Bouquet," the hilarious official
"I'll be reading from my favorite columns as well [as
guide
to
gay
and
lesbian weddings.
the books]," she said. "My books are really bathroom
"And then maybe a book on the columns," she adds. "I
books—they're a 20-minute read. I wave it and say 'This is
think that may be the next trend."
fun, buy it and I'll sign it.' And then I'll read from the
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them. Through it all, they don't grow much, but they do
survive—the most you can ask for in many contemporary
novels.
"Pagan Babies" is written in the unnecessarily-pretentious present tense—"Janice gets in, apologizes, and then
chatters profusely all the way to the Ramada Inn"—but
there's no denying that author Greg Johnson has a way with
words. From Clifford's awkward adolescent fumblings with
neighborhood jock Ted Vernon in the backyard tent, to
Janice and Clifford's own one-sided relationship, Johnson
writes about sex with the ring of truth. His subtle, but
vicious, skewering of childhood Catholicism will make those
who went through it laugh out loud. And his feeling for the
quirks and petty annoyances of all relationships is keen
indeed.
Similarly, in Clifford and Janice, Johnson has fleshed
out two convincing, believable characters. "Pagan Babies"
is a bold, ambitious novel, spanning 30 years of the lives of
its characters, but it's an intimate novel as well, dwelling on
subtle emotions, not just dramatic turning points. It's an
epic novel with a cast of two.
Problem is, while readers will believe in Clifford and
Janice, they may not particularly like them. Clifford's indifference with life borders on the psychotic, and Janice's
never-dimming fascination with the emotionally and physically unavailable Clifford is just plain pathetic. Frankly,
most people, upon learning that their best friend had been
carrying on a clandestine long-term affair with their mate,
possibly putting them at risk for HIV, would get (a) a new
mate and (b) a new best friend. Janice does neither.
There's no denying "Pagan Babies" is a rich new work
of literature by a talented writer, but there's also no denying
that it's really just the latest in an endless strings of gay
novels in which the main character hates himself, shits on
everyone around him and ignores his few remaining chances
at redemption. Clifford and Janice may very will spend
eternity in the limbo of their own self-imposed misery, but
they are two pagan babies that you may not want to adopteven for the duration of a single novel.
BRENT HART1NGER

PAGAN BABIES

In the Catholic religion, the Immaculate Conception is not—as many people
think—Christ's formation in his mother Mary's virgin womb.
That's the Virgin Birth. The Immaculate Conception is the
term used to describe Mary's having been conceived without sin.
Not many people know this, but Greg Johnson, the Atlanta author who wrote "Pagan Babies," does. His novel,
just out in softcover, is about growing up gay and Catholic.
"Pagan Babies" is the story of the intertwining lives of
two defiant outsiders, rebellious Janice Rungren and indifferent, alienated Clifford Bannon. They meet first as children in the repressed era of the early 1960s, in the even
more repressed environment of a Catholic grade school.
The title refers to the souls of the forgotten dead babies that
Clifford and Janice's class "adopt"—souls that, because
they are unbaptized, can never proceed to heaven and remain forever in "limbo."
But it soon becomes clear that Clifford and Janice are
pagan babies of sorts themselves, doomed to a similar state
of limbo.
Amid the flames of their burgeoning sexual curiosities—Janice's for Clifford, Clifford's for other boys—
Clifford and Janice forge a bond. By turns lovers, fiancees
and acquaintances, Janice and Clifford weather family tragedy, a shocking sex scandal involving the school janitor and
even their own unplanned pregnancy (another pagan baby,
of course). And that's all before they're barely even old
enough to vote.
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Greg Johnson, author of "Pagan Babies"

When we meet them again as adults in the meaningbereft 1980s, Janice and Clifford are choking in the exhaust
of their own passions. Alienated from their families, both of
their social lives are a mess. But if in this era of AIDS and
superficiality some people find strength in their friends,
Janice and Clifford find their turbulent relationship with
each other as much a part of their problems as a refuge from
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Qdax . . .
UH.WtH.CL .

KEY
WEST I
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7 nights

RSVP & OLIVIA CRUISES
ARE BUT TWO OF THE
MANY TRAVEL OPTIONS
BECKONING YOU TO
TAKE THE PLUNGE!

5370 Hwy. 78

1831 Peachtree Rd.

Stone Mountain Square

Buckhead

872-8747
(USA-TRIP)

498-8077

352-8000

1004 Virginia Ave. at N. Highland

in

paradise

Sailing • Scuba • Street Fair • Snorkeling
• Theatre • Seminars • Historic Tours
Volleyball • Dinner & Cocktail Parties
Music & Comedy Performers
For info call Women in Paradise

1-800-705-4376
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Cartoons are a big part of any kid's life. In the '90s,
computer cartoons are still a hit among adult theater
goers. The 24th Tournee of Animation showed last
week at The Screening Room to sellout crowds. Look

0

for "The Best of The International Tournee of
Animation" to appear at Georgia State's Cinefest April
28-May 4. Of the several Tournees I've seen over the years,
this years' collection is by far the most lighthearted. These
are what kids of the future will be scrambling to watch on
Saturday mornings. Bugs Bunny, after all, has already been
relegated to Six Flags.
Thursday, April 21 is the last night to catch the Independent Film Festival going on at the Plaza Theatre.
Call for information and times. (404) 873-1939.
William Shakespeare has received rave reviews at The
Alliance theatre this past week. "The Boys From Syracuse" is a jazzed up version of the playwright's 'The
Comedy of Errors." Another Shakespearean play that opens
this week is "Richard III." The Playground Theatre Company presents the modern adaptation at 7 Stages Back Door
Theatre. Opening night is Friday, April 22 at 8 p.m. "Richard III" is directed by Heidi Cline and runs through May 15.
Give me a chance to see this one, and I'll try to offer more
specific details.
Have you all checked out Backstreet on Sundays lately?
Their latest gimmick is called Vu Ja De, Flashback
Sunday where they'll be featuring music from "last year,
last week and last night." Call for an array of information.
(404) 873-1986. The lengthy recorded message is worth a
listen.
Also at Backstreet this weekend is The Mr. Peach
State Pageant, originally scheduled for the Armory.
Rehearsals start at 4 p.m. if you are planning on. being a
contestant. Show starts at 10 p.m. That's Sunday, April 24.
Dancers Collective brought Jane Comfort and
Company to Atlanta earlier this month and am I glad they
did. The packed-out Saturday night performance I attended
was one of the freshest, innovative blends of dance and
theater I've ever seen. The four member cast captivated the
audience with their graceful and skilled adaptation of Tennessee Williams' "Glass Menagerie." One moment a pirou-
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ette and the next a lip-synched scene with Superman and
Lois Lane flying through the air. Again, a rousing interpretive dance followed by the most poignant scene from "Kiss
of the Spiderwoman" enacted by the two male dancers with
their taught torsos glowing in the candlelight. Jane Comfort
and Company leapt into the dream state appropriate for
Williams' central character, Laura who is preoccupied with
her own imaginary world.
If this performance is any indication of what subscribers
to Dancers Collective have been enjoying all along, then you
won't want to miss their next presentation. Objets-Fax is
a unique dance experience from Switzerland which combines highly technical movement with an innovative multimedia twist. The flyer I read puts it best, "The dynamic
Compangnie Objets-Fax provides the audience with a new
dimension in multimedia: choreography, painting, architecture, soundtracks, video and film projection. Their inventiveness, playful construction and aesthetic reflection centers all other materials around the human body." You won't
see something like this every day. April 27, 8 p.m. at Georgia Tech Theatre for the Arts. (404) 894-9600.
The names that bands give themselves has always been a
fascination of mine. Take Poi dog Pondering. Poi is a
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Grapes, New Potato Caboose, White Buffalo
and Ashley & Mark. I'm not sure where the proceeds go
for this one. Maybe it's just fun in the sun for fun in the
sun's sake. (404) 249-6400 for tickets and info.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL:
CQQ 19Q>I
DOO" I L.OH

©

Transform your hair and
feed your spirit
* OPENING SPECIAL*
$10 HAIRCUT

524-6014

--
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Hawaiian dish. Dog is self-explanatory. And pondering is
what I've been doing over this band since I bought their first
Columbia release, "Wishing Like a Mountain and Thinking
Like the Sea." Poi dog Pondering brings their meditative
lyrics to the Variety Playhouse Saturday, April 23. 8 p.m.
Their sound is fun and unique but just to provide some idea
of what they sometimes sound like to me, how about the B52s at a luau with the Waterboys playing backup.
This weekend there will be no shortage of music to be
heard. In and around Piedmont Park, 150,000 students will
descend from all parts of the Southeast and who knows
where else for Freaknik '94. Promoters are trying to get
the new, more civilized name to stick but Freaknik looks
better on a T-shirt than The Atlanta Black College Spring
Break. I was out of town last year at this time, so I don't
know what I missed. By all accounts I've heard, it sounds
like everything that I ever did to the unsuspecting citizens of
Fort Lauderdale back in the early '80s.
Another outdoor extravaganza this Sunday, April 24 is
Spring Jam '94 at The Masquerade Music Park. Hot
Tuna, the revived psychedelic/blues band will headline the
all day/all night musical event. Also performing will be the

Come
Experience
Mama's Magic...

1085 North Ave.»dg.#B
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Objets-Fax, a Swiss dance experience

with
JO BELL
SANDRA ELLENBURG-DORSEY
HAL BR0DY
W.K.ELLIS
GENE HODGES
MEGAN CHARLTON
RUTH HARTNESS
DAVID PARLIER
BRENDA WILLIAMS
Musical Direction by Todd Skrabanek • Directed and Choreographed by Kimberley Dobbs

Preetstort Body Piercirtg by Dana

/-.
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Book by James Bianchi, Muriel McAuley and Randy Strawderman
Conceived by Randy Strawderman • Musical Concepts & Arrangements by Dougee Zeno
Originally Produced by Barksdale Theatre, Hanover, Virginia.

D0RSEY THEATRE
3593 Clairmont Road, NE
Atlanta

Vf JIM

"V

A Musical Entertainment
Music and Lyrics by COLE PORTER

APRIL 8-May1
Fri. & Sat. at 8pm
Sunday at 3pm
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Mama's Black Ball
Hair Salon & Art Gallery
227 North McDonough Street
Decatur, Georgia 30030
\&
404-373-0484
*
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CONGRATULATIONS

Southern Voice
Community
Awards.
GOOD LUCK
and THANKS
FOR YOUR
COMMUNITY
SPIRIT

OP€N 7 DAYS.
We also Serve lunch, Monday thru Friday • Private Dining Rooms Available

874-7347
1782 Cheshire Bridge Road

Babette's - Country European Informal fine dining.
Cassoulet to Coqauvln.
471 North Highland Ave • 523-9121
Bacchanalia - Country European cuisine served in the
casually elegant atmosphere of an old house.
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410
Blstango - Chef Tom Coohlll and his staff serve creative
Mediterranean cuisine In a cozy, fun decor.
1100 Peachtree St. • 724-0901

Bridgetown Grill - Creative cuisine from hot and splcey
climates
H56SuclidAv9. •653-0110
Cafe Diem - Local International coffee house serving lunch,
dinner and Sunday brunch.
640 N. Highland • 607-7008

=3

€njoy the pleasures of fine dining on
our beautiful neuu deck.

Aroon - A Thai restaurant specializing in dishes from the
alluvial plain surrounding Bangkok known as the "Low
Country."
4825 Buford Hwy Chblee ' 936-9030

Brasserie au Bar - A new. reasonably priced French Bistro
restaurant In the heart of Midtown Atlanta.
1049 Juniper St (comer ot 11th) • 875-5976

INTRODUCING:

Our Own Special Brand of D€CKadence

Restaurant listings
American Roadhouso - From breakfast to blue platea
we've got It all!
$42 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822

TO THIS YEAR'S
NOMINEES FOR THE

MARFVVS
seafood grill

2 1/19 9 4

Mo one works
harder for you
than a peasant

THE PEASANT
restaurant -^s bar

3402 Piedmont Road at the Buckhead Loop.
231-8740
Z PRIVATE DINING ROOMS AVAILABLE. :

Cafe Mythology - An International coffee house serving
desserts, coffees and your favorite cocktails.
1140 Crescent Ave. • 673-0794
Camllle't - The closest Atlanta has to Little Italy. Hearty
platters of pastas, seafood, veal and chicken.
1186 N. Highland Ave • 872-7203
Capo's Care - VA Highlands favorite dinner restaurant since
77. Seafood, pasta, chicken, etc.
992 Virginia Ave. N.E. • 676-5655
Caramba Cafe - Traditional Mexican cuisine. Mla's famous
margaritas a must!
1409-DN. Highland* 874-1343
Chef's Cat* - A San Francisco style bistro In Atlanta's elite
"Top Ten." Serving American cuisine with a California
Influence.
2/15 Piedmont Rd • 672-2284
Chef's Grill - Creative American cuisine. Perfect for pretheatre dining. More Intimate dining after 8:00.
1280 Peachtree SI • 861-0652
Chile Tree - Atlanta's first and only restaurant featuring the
classic cuisine of the Mayans and the Aztecs.
469 N. Highland • 668-0836
Ciboulette - Enjoy a warm dining atmosphere while viewing
the chefs In our open kitchen preparing savary modem
French dishes.
1529 Piedmont Rd. NE- 874-7600

RESTAURANT

Dinner * Lunch
Sunday Brunch • Private Parties

350-6755
1829 PEACHTREE ROAD N.E. BUCKHEAD

Try
E ng
C
Your Complete
guide to
re
rant

Ample Parking or Valet Parking

Hava Havana Break

Coco-Loco - Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean food In
Atlanta for the past 5 years. In a great tropical atmosphere,
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crsg • 364-0212
Cowtippers- Specializing In chargrilled steaks. BBQ. chicken
and seafood. Mldtown's Texas-style roadhouse.
1600 Piedmont Rd • 874-3469
Crab House - Full fresh seafood menu featuring garlic &
steamed crabs & our All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad bar.
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
Dusty's - North Carolina-style pork, brunswlck stew, chicken,
beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days.
1615 BrtarcUt Rd • 320-6264

The Flying Biscuit Cafe - Eclectic, healthy, hearty cuisine,
From virtuous vegan to downright decadent.
1655 Mclendon Ave. • 667-8888
Galletto Espress-ohl - European coffee cafe with cozy
seating and delectables. Coffees from around the world.
985 Monroe Dr. at 10th St. • 724-0204
Gallus - Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the community
since 1974. Will reopen soon.
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983

CHOPSTICKS
874-7373 1529D Piedmont Avenue Atlanta, GA 30324

Chopsticks - This authentic Chinese restaurant has moved
so you can now dine In or pick-up.
1529D Piedmont Ave. • 874-7373

Einstein's - Featuring massfve salads, pastas, sandwiches &
more. Located 1 block from Piedmont Park.
1077 Juniper St '676-7925

Has Moved!!!
Dine In
Free Delivery and Take-Out

We're just a few doors away from our former
location at Monroe and Piedmont...
Now you can enjoy authentic Chinese cuisine
and excellent service while dining in our
wonderful new atmosphere.

Ciboulette To Go Cafe - Now your favorite menu Items are
available to take home or stay In the cafe.
1529 Piedmont Rd. NE- 874-7600

Harry ft Sons - Harry & Sons puts the fun back In dining In
Virginia-Highland. "Good Bites." entrees, desserts and
Atlanta's only Satay Bar.
620 N. Highland • 673-2009
Hot Pepper Thai Cuisine - Outstanding and authentic
flavors, friendly service, casual atmosphere, moderate
prices.
22571enoxM.020.l5J2

Qcojbfo
Cuban & Caribbean Caft

364-0212

2625 Piedmont Rd. Buckhead Crossing f Near Cab FoodsJ

Jalepenos - Authentic Mexican food with a wide variety of
dinner entrees. Great Margaritas. Dally lunch specials.
2520 Piedmont Rd> 237-0500
Luna Si - The magic of Paul Luna. Creating lunch 11:3O-3:00,
dinner 6:00-11 flO. Late night fare.
1931 Peachtree Rd • 3S5-5P93

MORE ON PAGE 38
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HOT PEPPER
A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
There's (mostly) great news in Clear Creek
Center at Ciboulette Cafe (1529 Piedmont Ave. 874-7600). And it appears that almost nobody has discovered it.
Well, there's good news on two fronts.
Ciboulette (the restaurant) is now taking limited reservations. And better still (for my pocketbook) the restaurant now sports a tiny to-go
counter and cafe.
The to-go offerings are limited and meat/
fish/fowl require further preparation, though
prices seem reasonable for the quality offered.
But what appeals to me is the limited and very
reasonably priced "cafe menu." The chance to
chow down on confit of duck on a ragout of
white beans for a paltry $7.95 makes my
tastebuds downright moist.
(Actually the duck and beans and a pate
sandwich are the only two items on the tiny
menu that I haven't sampled. But I'll be back
soon.)
The only bad news (menu wise) that I have
to report from my two visits to Ciboulette's
Cafe is a bowl of disappointingly salty split
pea soup garnished with some tiny pieces of
overcooked seafood. Don't get me wrong, I
crave salt, but I like it in context (read on) and
split peas and this much sodium do not make
for good company.
Salt also (and properly) is in much evidence in an assertively flavored brandade of
cod served atop tiny croutons with a beautiful
field green salad. What's brandade? Garlic,
cream and olive oil all mushed up with something—in this case salt cod. The flavors are
strong and bracing, but the slightly bitter greens
dressed with a simple vinaigrette provide just
enough relief from the salt and garlic.
Also reminiscent (at least in my mind) of
how I might eat myself into a fit of cosmic joy
on the Rivera is a bowl of pristinely fresh and
perfectly cooked shrimp and scallops slathered
in a rich and lively sauce Provencale and
drizzled with just a bit of buerre blanc. Mark
this down as the best $9 you can spend on
seafood in this city.
If you're in search of something a little
lighter, try the plate of thinly sliced marinated
salmon served over a bed of greens and garnished with dill mayo. The salmon is sweet,
moist and incredibly easy on both eye and
tongue. The greens are fresh and liberally
doused with a garlicky dressing. The mayo is
the kind of rich amalgam of flavors that makes
me want to throw caution to the wind, take a
quart of the stuff home and eat it by the spoonful ($6.95).
You can also part with a similar amount of
money and get a nicely dressed plate of field
greens laced with fresh green beans, artichoke
hearts and hearts of palm. Good, but no where
near as much fun as the salmon salad. But two
(hungry) or three or four folks could split it as
a salad course.
Fabulous, chewy little rolls with the slightest taste of sourdough accompanied by equally
wonderful sweet butter come with the food.
But be careful about how many you eat, lest
you not leave room for dessert.
The dessert case in the Cafe offers six or
seven cakes that are all most appealing to the
eye. Try the chocolate royale if you want something (relatively) light or the chocolate marquise if you want overkill. The Calvados
bavaroise is an ultra-sweet airy apple and pastry
cream confection that I was loathe to share
with my friends. But a simple apple tart presented on the thinnest of crusts and underlaid
with an equally light dose of marzipan sent me
straight to heaven. Oh, I almost forgot the
little scoop of glorious vanilla ice cream and
prefect creme Anglaise that also adorn the
plate. Swoon.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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A Different
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Experience
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Chef Tom Coohill Invites You To.

bist^0°

...where casual is in.

Creative Mediterranean cuisine from the
Cote d'Azur, the Riviera and the Costa Brava.
I TOO Peachtree Street Atlanta, GA 30309
404/724-0901

Weekly
Chef
Specials
Hot c£ Spicy
Thai Cuisine

Watch us prepare
Atlanta's finest modern French dishes
in our warm dining atmosphere.
1529 Piedmont Road, NE Atlanta, GA 30324
404/874-7600

Dime 9^7
or
Take Oat
o#-r0w°

WOODLAND

CHESHIRE BRIDGE

Take home your favorite
menu item or eat here in our new cafe.

Open lues-Sun, Closed Mem

1529 Piedmont Road, NE Atlanta, GA 30324 • 404/874-7600

320-1532

Available for Private Parties • Reservations Accepted

Capo's
Cafe
Chicken Diable
Creamy Crab Cakes
Seafood Medusa
(no snakes here)
Vegetarian Lasagne
Dinner Tu-Th & Sun 5:30-10:45
Fri&Sa 5:30-11:00
Brunch Sun. 11-2:30

876-5655
992 Virginia Ave., NE

Specializing in
Massive Salads,
Pastas, Sandwiches
& More!
Featuring Atlanta's
Largest Patio
1077 JUNIPER • ATLANTA, GA
876-7925

SPECIALIZING IN
FABULOUS DESSERTS
COCKTAILS & COFFEES
LIVE JAZZ!
FRI. & SAT. NITES
1140 CRESCENT AVE • ATLANTA, GA

873-0794

1600 PIEDMONT RD • ATLANTA, GA
874-3751
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Restaurant Listings
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36
Mahjong- Enjoy gourmet Hong Kong style Chinese cuisine
with a contemporary flair. Not just another Chinese
restaurant.
2140 Peachtree Rd • 352-8339
Mambo - Specializing in seafood with a Cuban accent.
I402 N. Highland • 876-2626
Marra'» Seafood Grill - This "Best of Atlanta" restaurant
offers the freshest fish and shellfish—grilled to perfection or
prepared with eclectic creativity.
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363

Offering
Authentic Chinese Cuisine

Mary Mac's - Featuring traditional southern cooking.
Atlanta's best fried chicken and fresh vegetables.
224 Pones de Leon Ave • 876-1800
The Melting Pot - Atlanta's one and only fondue restaurant.
Come enjoy a memorable evening of fruity wines and
delectable entrees In a friendly relaxed atmosphere.
857 Collier Rd. •35I-I8II

Mahjong is a gourmet
Chinese restaurant
with contemporary
flair. We are not just
another Chinese restaurant—
for our distinctive
flavors set them apart
from all the rest.
Specializing in Hong
Kong style Chinese
cooking by Chef
Han Wang.

Mick's - Serving our community for 20 years. Check the
hours and menu of the Mick's nearest you. Don't forget
those decadent desserts.
Mid City Fish - Features peel-your-own-shrimp. priced right
crab cakes and a "we shuck 'em - you suck 'em" oyster
bar.
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114
Mllano's Plua ft Subs - Complete menu, salads to desserts.
Common Market Place.
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (22SS)
Palisades - Intimate dining in a European atmosphere. The
finest meats, seafood, pastas and desserts.
1829 Peachtree Rd N.l. B'head' 350-6755
Peasant Restaurant ft Bar - Casually elegant dining In the
heart of Buckhead. The perfect place for a relaxed Sunday
Brunch.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NC • 231-8740
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar - Dining on the patio or in
the cozy dining room. Largest selection of wines by the
glass In Atlanta.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
San Gennaro - The home of award winning fried calamarl
and hearty Italian cooking.
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447

For to go delivery
Call Buckhead Gourmet
261-6325

2140 Peachtree Road
Brookwood Square (behind Houston's)
Atlanta, GA • 352-8339

Surln ot Thailand - Chef Surln brings to VA-Highland the
cuisine for wh|ch his native country Is famous In his own
superb style.
810 N Highland Ave • 892-7789

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37
(At $5-6, the desserts, alas, are almost as
expensive as the entrees, but you could be
frugal and share.)
All this goodness comes on the big beautiful plates used in the main dining room. Drinks
from the bar and wines from the main list are
also available. Ditto small pots of some of the
best coffee and decaf available in a restaurant
in Atlanta.
Sounds like perfection, but there are two
glitches.
One has to do with perception. It's easy to
glance at the menu and think you are about to
spend less than $10 for dinner. But by the time
you add a glass of wine, coffee and dessert,
the tab is more like $20. That's $20 well spent
for food of this quality, but it's still $20.
The other problem here is logistical. Waiters from the main dining room also work the
cafe. The pastry chef going about his labors
behind the counter speaks little English and
shows no interest in helping folks who wander
in. On both of our visits, we had to go in
search of help. And while the service rendered
was decent, it was obvious that our needs were
secondary to the folks spending bigger bucks
just around the corner. All this, combined with
the fact that we were the only people eating in
the cafe, gave the whole experience a slightly
surreal feel. Not strange enough to keep me
away—I'd endure far worse to eat this well—
but certainly in need of attention.
To avoid some of the problems that we
had, enter through the door to the main restaurant and tell the host or the bartender that you
want to eat in the cafe.
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The buds are at RJ?s.
For Springtime dining 7 nights a week, relax on our
expansive patio and sip some of the more than 50
wines by the glass. And don't miss our new spring
menu sprouting in April. Bring your buds.

7WO
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MELTING

Atlanta's most unique
dining experience,
celebrating it's 8th
year as Atlanta's
premiere fondue
restaurant.
v"

A Fondue Restaurant
UPTOWnKfKHeN*

870 North Highland Avenue, Virginia Highlands. 875-7775

Reservations requested
351-1811 • 857 Collier Road
(1 mile west of Piedmont Hospital)

^ Oh my j
* Piggy Sue../

r*r\ \gxperiencely)

Atlanta's only Saloy Bar
Lunch - Dinner - Late Nice
Delicious Meals
Cappuccino
Full Bar
Good Bites

320-6264
1815 Briarcliff Road

820 N. Highland
Virginia Highlands 873-2009
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BREAKFAST ALL DAY! <?
HEARTY, HEALTHY LUNCH &
PINNER SPECIALS!

@
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TUES-SUN 9AM-9PM

®

1655 MCLENDON AVE.

®
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IN THE HEART OF CANDLER PARK

CO

687-8888

©
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PAUL HAN
Age: 29
How Long in Atlanta: 5 years
Relationship: Single

Last Book Read: "The Secrets of
Supersellers" by Lynea Corson
Pet Peeve: Blaming externals for
internally created problems

Paul Han believes that his Korean heritage
may have been behind his success as an attorney and a management consultant.
"My understanding of Korean culture is
how they value the sons over the daughters,"
he says. "I think that's why [my parents]
wanted to push me and see me do well."
Of course, it could have been something
else. His older sisters are no slouches—one is
a surgeon, another a radiologist and the third
also an attorney. But then, Paul says, it's important not to focus on the apparent success of
the members of his family.
"The outcome [of my family] is that we
have been successful," he says. "But a lot of
the time people look at the outcome and not
the process the person had to go through to get
there."
Han was bom in Pennsylvania and raised
in La Porte, Indiana, a small town near Lake
Michigan.
"It was very middle America," he says.
"Very Midwestern, and very white. We were
one of two Asian families. As I recall being in
school, we were the first ones."
Growing up the son of a Korean Holiness
Church minister and college professor, Han
says the community was generally accepting
of his family.
"I did what a normal kid did," he remembers, "play in the neighborhood, ride bikes."
And play tennis. He picked up a racket
early and found he had talent. But it wasn't
easy, particularly when he got no encouragement from his academically-minded parents.
"I had to basically beg to get a tennis
racket," he says. "But once I started bringing
home trophies, my parents realized this was
important to me. My social life revolved around
it. But that was mine. The tennis thing. It was
mine."
Han had no trouble following his older
sisters footsteps in school—with tennis and a
host of other extracurricular activities bolstering his social life, he graduated high school at
age 16 and went on to Indiana University in
Bloomington.
And things started happening. His always
high grades slipped a little as he tried to find a
major, going from chemistry to biology to astrophysics to psychology. At one point, he
planned to finish at Indiana and then return to
a music school for a performance degree in
piano.
"I finally got a degree in sociology," he
says. "I like people, and it was fascinating
studying groups."
After graduating—at 19—Han decided to
go to law school.
"I decided to go to California," he says.
"Whittier College. Remember Whittier College? Richard Nixon?".
But at 19, he was the youngest person there,
and he quickly found that he "just didn't fit
in," and withdrew, staying on in California for

a while, teaching tennis, working at the UCLA
law school and "finding myself."
"I even said at the time I wanted that time
to focus and catch up with myself," he says.
"And I was learning about sexuality, something I was ambivalent about. Am I gay? Am I
bisexual? What is morally right? What is morally wrong?"
It was a difficult time. "I was going out
and having sex and then feeling guilty," he
recalls. "But guilt is a learned thing. You don't
have to feel guilty after you feel good."
Gradually he came to accept his sexual
orientation.
"I'd say I really came out just before I was
coining back [to Indiana in 1986] to law
school," he remembers. "Now if someone asks
if I'm gay I'd say 'yes.' Before it would depend on who asked."
"It was a rollercoaster ride," he continues.
"But ever since I was, I can't remember what
age, I've always had feelings for other men. I
went to the library and read about it. I educated myself."
Han's parents were, and are, another matter. Han was living in Atlanta at the time he
came out to them.
"They came down unannounced," he says.
"My dad asked me if I was a homosexual, and
I said 'yes.' He started losing it and getting
upset. He called my mom and she got upset."
For a while, his parents looked for a house
in Atlanta and planned on having Han live
with them.
"They would camp out at my door on Sunday mornings," he says. '"Go to church, go to
church.' I learned not to be there on Sunday
mornings."
Finally, his parents bought a house and
retired to Chicago, where they still live.
"I've visited a couple of times," he says.
"The relationship is OK now. 1 chose not to be
around them a lot because I know how they
feel and how they'll start preaching at me. But
I have the relationship based on my conditions. I know they love me. They don't like
what I do, but they love me."
Han still plays tennis, and he helped with
Atlanta's bid for the Gay Games last summer.
He's been named to the City Council's Public
Safety Task Force for lesbian/gay issues, and
he volunteers for Project Open Hand.
He worked in the DeKalb County solicitor's
office after passing the bar exam, and now he
works for a management consultant firm, where
he does diversity development training. It's all
a part of his lifelong process, one he approaches
with a positive attitude that would make Dale
Carnegie blush.
"I know there's a lot more I can learn," he
says. "I see myself just as human as the next
person. I would love to be perfect, but I can't.
But one thing I can strive for is excellence. I
will make mistakes. But the secret is how I
deal with those mistakes."

PANACHE HAIR
SALE of:
Aveda • Paul Mitchell • Nexxus • Matrix
All Natural Hair Color
■
1
Full Service Salon
Perm • Haircut • Style
Only $49
Reg. $69
(First Visit Only)

Off Any Full Service
(First Visit Only)

PANACHE HAIR

1799 Briarcliff Road Clifton & Briarcliff • 873-1849
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ORGANIZATIONS
AIDS Organizations

Spiritual

AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Svcs for Minorities—POB 87277, All, 30337, 753-2900
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400, #76
AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA)—874-7926
Atlanta Buyers Club—874-4845, or POB 77003, All, 30357
Atlanta Inlerfaith AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
Fust MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728
Good Samaritan Project—873-4589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce de Leon
Ave., Atl. 30308, (404) 616-2440
Homefront Housing—872-6584
Jerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620
Sister Love—753-7733

All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Atlanta Church of Religious Science—636-4567
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—409-0203
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim (Jewish)—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
First Existentialist Congregation of Atlanta— 378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of All—325-4143
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—292-8567
Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays—434-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Redefined Faith Worship Center—388-1624
Unitarian Universalists—6345134, George at 688-2242

Arts/Entertalnment/Culture
Atlanta Diversity Chorale—607-1146
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—138-5823
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atl 30357,876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135
"Funny.. .That Way"—875-2275
Gay 4 Lesbian Marching Band—872-9763
Gay Musician's Meeting Post—SASE to GMMP, PO Box 250336, All
30318
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Silver Fingers Productions—388-4624
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Make the move to Atlanta's most
progressive apartment community...

Bars

Sutton Place
More Than A Home/A Progressive Attitude
3580 Buford Highway NE • 32 1-1255

The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet^-845 Peachtree St 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd 634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square 8724403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave-577-8178
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loretta's—708 Spring SL 874-8125
The Metro-48 6th Street, 874-9869
Moreland Tavern—1196 Moreland Ave. S.E. 622-4650
New Order—1544 Piedmont 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St 634-6478
The Olherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St 6594055
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon 892-7871
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712

Direct Action/Political

Hondo

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A
CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN
ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS!
2140 Peachtree Road, NW * Brookwood Square
Suite 325 • Atlanta, Georgia 30309

[404] 26-CONDO Fax: [404] 355 5341

&

ACLU of Georgia—523-5398
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP-44 12th St NE, Atlanta 30309-3979, 874-6782 (O)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404)776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066,256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—POB 14531, Atl 30324, voice mail 908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian Task Force—
524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, Atl. 30312
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —(404) 662-4199
or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 231-5751
LEGAL—605-7476
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Org. for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—636-7435
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition—POB 77341 Atlanta, GA 30357-1341—
798-7822
Out Front—PO Box 12369, Atlanta 30355
Queer Nation—605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, Atl, GA 30324,239-1679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

National

MISS A SINGLE ISS
Name —
Address
City
Amount Enclosed $
I—.
J $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
]] $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)

Zip

Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
po. Box 18215
Mail to:
Atlanta, GA 30316

□PWA-Free
Credit Card #

Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14th St NW, Suite 607, Washington,
D.C. 20005, (202) 6284160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway, 12th floor, New York, NY
10012,(212)995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, Houston,
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/Intematl March—662-6753

Professional
State

exp.
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Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—6624353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397,
Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)—634-0672
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc. (Employees of AT&T>-404/351-8322
NatT Gay Pilots Asscc.—PO Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038-7542,
(703>660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc—634-7429
Nat'I Federation of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Voices Out Front (Media Networking Assoc)—2103 N. Decatur Rd. Sic
185, Decatur 30033
Young Women's Brunch Network—Carolyn, 2944233.

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—2424899
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160, 888-6738
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/ Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851 -2882 (voice mail)
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372
Hollanta Softball League—POB 14582, All 30324,873-4061
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—432-5236
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest GA 30535
OUT in Nature—619-9185
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POi 7881, AIL, 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—6243418
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet 6243770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Gender Exploration—875-9846
Atlanta Lambda Community Or—POB 15180, Atl 30333.662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atl 30307. 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—2944558
Atlanta Prime Timers—APT, POB 29487, Atlanta 30359-0487
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
BiAtlanta—256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—8741109 or 875-6109
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in Politics and
Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emergence International—876-3997
Emotions Anonymous—9254825
First Women—G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, Atl. 30339,612-9473.
Friends Atlanta—662-4501
Gainesville, Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—Gary 404535-5445
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA& Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Teen Group—378-5570
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—623-4099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City Council
—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, Atl. 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lwrnc'viUe 30246,871-GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-1630,708-6866
Interact of Atlanta—9849875
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En Accion—621-5743
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-767-6173
Lesbians Over 50— 908-6119
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta31107,523-5804
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline-688-9436
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays— 296-0830 or 875-9440
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga—
(615) 875-5750, (615) 622-3813
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)—298-9614
Prime Timers—633-3955
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS-404266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur, GA 30031; 239-8018
Tnk one-South Asian Gay and Lesbian Org.—607-1766
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—289-8819
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—370-1392

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students of GA State—605-7681
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga. College—706-8343569
Delta Lambda Phi—All Campuses, 365-5357
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays A Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta., Atl 30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of Ihe Univ. of Ga—404/549-9368
S.E Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Spehnan College Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance—681-2161
Univ. of Ala Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc—2843479

atch Out Gainesville: After the debacle in
Cobb about Theatre in the Square's production of
"Lips Together Teeth Apart," which dared to mention
the very existence of homosexuality, we wonder if a
similar brouha might be in the offing up Gainesville way,
where the Gainesville Theatre Alliance is presenting "Marvin's
Room" a touching comedy that was 1992's best off-Broadway
play. Not that the play actually mentions gays or AIDS, you
understand—it's about an old man who is dying and his seriously dysfunctional family. But its author, Scott McPherson,
was gay and died of AIDS the year the play premiered. Probably not reason enough to shut the show down, but given the
number of right-wing loonies in Hall County, we wouldn't be
surprised if there were at least letters to the editor and demands for the theater's staff to get their butts to vacation Bible
school this summer.
Olympic Traffic Jam: Dish doesn't want to stir up any
shit, but we seem to remember a group called Queer the
Olympics that a couple of years ago was talking about all sorts
of actions related to the Olympics and designed to draw attention to Georgia's sodomy law. One of the endeavors proposed
was an organized traffic slowdown on 1-285 during morning
rush hour. Nothing illegal, mind you, just a group of three or
four or six folks (one or two per lane) driving side by side at
the legal speed limit of 55 miles per hour. It shouldn't take
more than five minutes of this to create a major mess and draw
much attention to the cause. Phone calls to all the metro area
radio stations make the folks in the back of the mess aware of
its cause. Now that the brouhaha about volleyball in Cobb has
come up, we think that some (brave) folks might want to
consider this tactic again.
Pro-Life Queers: A quick perusal of the pages of this
paper for the past month or so should go a long way towards
APRIL 21 - APRIL 27, 1994
The sun is now in the wonderfully sensual earth sign of
Taurus, bringing us into a greater appreciation of the aliveness and beauty of the natural world. Earth Day is on April 22
and the full moon arrives on Monday, April 25. It's a perfect
week for gardening and other earthly pleasures.
ARIE8, even though your birthday month is over, keep right on
celebrating life and doing the things that are fun and fulfilling
for you. If you are setting new patterns for a healthier lifestyle,
then stay with it until the habits are firm. Happy birthday,
TAURUS, are you ready for a month of celebrating your life
and having fun with folks you love and care for? Clean the
worries out of your emotional closets and start preparing for a
whole new way of life, without fear or worry. GEMINI, with
the sun moving into your 12th house of dreams and visions,
your dreamtime could be very active and alive. A dream
journal could be very useful for you, even if it is only notes
taken down every day.
CANCER, are you feeling so energized that you can hardly sit
still or so lethargic that you can't seem to get moving? It's just
different points on your energy curve, so you might want to
ask your body what it is trying to tell you about itself. LEO,
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THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH AND

Dish thinks hets wearing these shirts may cause confusion.

disabusing you of the notion that all queers are liberal or
bearers of the standards of politically correctitude. But aside
from groups like Republicans for Individual Freedoms or the
Log Cabin Clubs, we've never been aware of any organized,
conservative homos. Then along came a tiny care pack from
the Pro-Life Alliance of Gays and Lesbians in Washington,
D.C. Along with the newsletter was a brochure which suggests that abortions cause breast cancer. In the interests of
diversity, we think Atlanta needs a chapter of PLAGAL. If
you're interested in more info write them at P.O. Box 33292,
MM
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this is an excellent time to explore new possibilities and new
challenges, especially with your career. Are you expressing
the real you in your work? Do you feel challenged and excited? If not, then take a personal inventory and do what turns
you on. VIRGO, it's an earth sign delight with the sun in
Taurus, so you can really be at your creative best, exploring,
inventing, expressing and generally enjoying the Earth. Your
talents are definitely needed to make this a better place for
everyone.
LIBRA, this is an excellent month for exploring new avenues of
creative expression or developing skills that will enhance
your career portfolio. It is also a good time to talk to your
mentor or find one, if you want the support of someone wiser.
SCORPIO, whoopee. The sun is illuminating your seventh house
of close personal relationships and partnerships. Look around
for wonderful and fun people you would like to spend more

"^* ~ ^^^H

Washington DC 20033. Or call (202) 223-6697.
Art Lust: Aficionados of (homoerotic) art may remember
the buzz back in '87 or '88 about the very large Italianate (but
modern) oil painting that hung in the lobby of the 999 Peachtree
building for a while. It was well nigh impossible to tell if the
two nearly naked subjects with curly blond(e) locks and prominent breasts were men or women or some intermediate gender. But the positions of their bodies and the lust in their eyes
made it obvious that they had the major hots for each other.
The owners of the building eventually decided that the painting was too outre (too many homos standing in the lobby
giggling?) and it disappeared—we assumed into the private
collection of some wealthy queer in Ansley Park. Well maybe
not. The April 8 Atlanta Journal-Constitution shows a photo
of what looks suspiciously like the same piece of work hanging in the parlor of software magnate Larry Dean's monster
mansion out in north Fulton County. We may be wrong, but
we suspect that Mr. D is a mighty conservative kinda guy,
which makes us wonder how this particular piece of art found
its way to his foyer.
Marketing Mess: We were eagerly perusing our new
"Wireless" catalog (from National Public Radio) the other
night and nearly dropped our dentures when we ran across Tand sweatshirts emblazoned with the words "I can't even think
straight." (Dish has one of these that says "I can't even march
straight" from D.C. last year.) It's not that "Wireless" isn't
pretty hip and wouldn't offer a queer product, but this one is
being promoted to straight folks whose "kids missed the bus"
and whose "water heater sprung a leak." Which is cool we
suppose, but it makes us wonder how many married couples
are going to buy matching sets, wear them to the mall and
confuse the hell out of their slightly more conscious contemporaries.
time with, doing fun things. A good week to be a social
butterfly. SAGITTARIUS, are you feeling a bit overwhelmed by
the world and all its difficulties? Do you sometimes wish you
could be Peter Pan and live in Never Land? If life has put a
dent in your optimism, then bounce back with even more
determination.
CAPRICORN, use this full moon to release any part of your past
that you are not fond of or that hasn't healed yet. Bring those
hurts out of hiding and into the light, so you can get on with
your life. Talking to someone you trust can often help,
AQUARIUS, as a fixed air sign, it isn't always easy for you to
change your mind, even when you are presented with the
facts. Just remember that situations and people can change
rapidly, so do your best to be flexible and open in your own
thought processes. PISCES, if you are feeling a little bit down
or low on energy, then you need to be very selective about
your choice of movies, books and people. Choose good news
and enlightened people or programs. Fill your fertile imagination with beauty.
Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes
in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as
crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505)
982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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ACCOUNTING
Do you know the difference between
cash flow and a P&L?

636-8800

371-0398

gene cloud
Free Estimates

FULL Service & Repair
ALL Models ...
Foreign & Domestic

c

(404) 371-9912

Insuring Your Comfort While Providing Quality Care"

1618DeKalbAve.
(Little 5 Points)

(

CLEANING ~)

(

ANN
DUCKWORTH

Tax preparation for
Individuals and business.

ACCOUNTING

Directory Advertising (404) 876-1819

(

MIDTOWN

Cheshire Bridge
876-0002

c

Call today and let us show you how
to be smooth...forever!

Call: Mark & Mark
(404) 873-6144
Pager: 839-6891

r%2 electric manscapes
L

3-Methods
Male Technician

MACKINSON & KATZ
Attorneys at Law
Barbara E. Katz

Law in the Service of Human Needs
Dl.HCrimin.il ▼ Divorce /Custody ▼ Bankruptcy
Wills ▼ Employment Discrimination ▼ Mediation
371 "1 255 Voice/TDD

i

Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

JOANNA M.
PATRICIA A
CAMPBELLAttorneys At Law
HOIN
Family Law
Debt Relief

1

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS?

businesses
overcome

• WILLS S PROBATE
• BANKRUPTCY
• CRIMINAL LAW

• PERSONAL INJURY
• CONTRACT DISPUTES
• DOMESTIC RELATIONS

The difference is one woman with 21 years
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of
Hallam Construction Services. Inc.
Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair,
honest, and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call Rosie personally at 325-5771.
We have the best references in the community. Let Rosie help you with your design and
renovation...big or small.
4/
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C.J. Clark

Best Roof Expert
From New Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Dependable
Remodeling
Specializing in
Quality Work

622-4922

TRADE MASTER
L

478-5561

(HOME MROVEMENT)
.

>

^REYNOLDS®
MGM & Co.
Custom
Vinyl/Siding
Replacement
Windows
Shutters
Office

Call today for
Directory rates
876-1819

CONSTRUCTION

350-9656

Y

• Affordable
• All Areas Treated

Specializing in

3 ( CONTRACTOR ) ( CONTRACTOR-^) £

BARBARA Jo CALL

O

PLANNER
-

We can
help small

394-6353

LAW OFFICES OF

R

Waddell & Reed • 996-2241

D I

liiyVI. PKOPIAi • RKAI. SOLUTIONS

T

Henriette Huybregts, CFP

Bonded ■ Insured
Call Dakin 986-8612

607-7523

ATTORNEY

C

_.,,
Q. .
01 6-5050

District Manager

Workman's Compensation • Durable Power of Attorney
Personal Injury • Debt Relief • Mediation • Wills

A quality service at a reasonable price.

*

c

CLEANING ~~)

Serving Our Community

Child Custody
DUI
Wills
Personal Injury

3

ELECTROLYSIS
HAIR REMOVAL CAN BE PERMANENT

Residential & Commercial

ATTORNEY

404«233»9510
y375 PHARR RD., NE * SUITE 303

When you think about your financial future...

Attorney at Law

Gail A. Mackinson

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC

Atlanta's Largest Gay
Operated & Managed

HERMAN R. TUNSIL

ATTORNEY

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

& 14 Other Locations

Springfeveri
Spring Cleaning...
Well do it!

298-1409
3

ATTORNEY

J ( ELECTROLYSIS j

State Licensed

references
on request

THE SOUTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

DUI

873-2957

Classes, Assessments
& Defensive Driving

\

USA

• residential
commercial
• Hardwood
Floor Waxing

A

MAID

f

IN THE

Since 1986

404-414-1188

In the Heart of Virginia Highland
1187 Virginia Ave NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30306

CLEANING ~)
/

• cleaning sen/ices •

BRODIE

G

J

DENTIST

Comprehensive Denial Services
Phobia Reduction • Flexible Scheduling • Insurance Filing

Experienced
professional accountant
takes the bite out of taxes.

c

Licensed/Insured

Dr. Richard Hooker, DDS

Who's
Afraid
Of The
IRS.

&

Home Additions
&Remodeling

Quality is
our specialty!

ACCOUNTING)

TAX

CONTRACTOR

Emmett Construction

Accounting & Business Advisory Services

(

/"

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
IS ^FAMILY"

Financial JJynamicJp
Hazel Edlinger

~N

AUTOMOTIVE

21/1994

v

(404)329-1984
Home

(404) 373-6332

D

HOME IMPROVEMENT
Odd Jobs:
• Painting
• Cleaning

• Yardwork

• Pressure washing

ftte£
^^
Zan's Productions

voice/TTY

289-0260

SOUTHERN

c

APRIL

VOICE

I C

HOME IMPROVEMENT
W.D.

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

General Construction and Renovation
Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Restorations • Additions • Decks/General Repairs

c

J

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

D E C K !T

D
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I

D

1
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Service & Sales

M. S. W. , C. A. C.

Don Foster

DOORS & WINDOWS

Addictive Diseases

SIDING

Birth Regression

VACATION RENTALS
PLAY ON THE BEACH
Two cozy cottages at Seagrove
Beach, Florida. Near quiet,
sugarsand beach; fishing dock,
wonderful restaurants and shps
in nearby, colorful Seaside.
RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS
Secluded chalet in Franklin,
North Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere and reasonable rates. Fireplace, deck and beautiful view.
Pets Welcome.

Commercial/Residential

3 (

SIGNS
1

CALL (205) 263-5970

423-0514

c

Survivors of Abuse

BATHS

ROOFING

J

SERVICES

Heating and Air Conditioning
• Cooling Inspection
Now $39.95 (most systems)

Traditional/Experiential

ADDITIONS

1-800-648-5333

Fresh Air Inc.
r

KITCHENS

ft It Hire

C

^UN CLOSURES^
QE5IGNER

FREE

LESBIAN MAIL ORDER
BOOK CATALOG

1-75 at Windy Hill » 955-9417 » 955-9411

SPRING IS HERE !

SCREENED PORCHES_>

TRAVEL

Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

659-9004
pager 708-2600

HOME IMPROVEMENT

( PUBLICATIONS'") (

Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW
MWomen's Therapy Groups
WmSm Individual Psychotherapy

REED COMPANY

Donaldo Reed

)

n^lDVANIA^r

. A Sign of Intelligence!

<3~T 6

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS

541 Edgewood Avenue S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30312

Banners • Magnetics • 3-D Letters • Typesetting
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering

404.S24.S00S

0 2 11

325-5302

FAX

325-9917

2064 Briarclifl Rd. #103 • Atlanta, GA • 30329

C

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

r

\

68%

Rev. Allyson K. Day
Certified Massage Therapist

National Certified Addiction Counselor

• Deep Tissue
• Stress Reduction
• Sports Massage

;

■>

I

fireplace, dec£
andzuaterfaft.
'Beautifullyfurnished.

A Campground for Womyn

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
803-862-7833

237-7130
v

Mou^mi9i
WErnxmr

TRAVEL ~~)
'

of Southern Voice
readers live in the

Addiction • Intervention
Stage II Recovery

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

(

J

TRAVEL ~~Q

011%
TLACE

SIGN MART

Inner Child/Imagery

REMODELING

21/1994

(404) 297-9825

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
MIKE the MOVER

MOVING!!!

WOEID) GAYMIEs

ll years experience

AS LOW AS

Julia Strong,

$7Q.oo

TWO

Packing Available
FAST SERVICE
352-1189
JAMES

c

/5
Individual • Couples

mmL

2

MSW

458-6886

4<KI-876-fl<l73

Psychotherapy

■ 15

20

J

Dr. Alan Hymowitz

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

Locations In Stone
Mountain, Atlanta, & Duluth

299-2813

Conveniently located at Lenox Square Mall.

Stella Eller, M.ED.,

John Barrow, LCSW
Psychotherapy

M.A.

Counseling
• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
• 12 step focus

453-7445
Individual - Couples
HIV issues
Sliding Scale

874-2373
sliding scale

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
Susan J. Geddes, M.Ed.

CARRIE JAFFE. M.A.

Counselor

• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Battering Issues
•Codependency
• Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road

• Individual
• Couples
• Gay & Lesbian Issues
• Abuse Survivor Issues

679-2645
MARIETTA AREA

.

953-6*101, 952-0893
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ACROSS

ACROSS (Confd)

1.
4.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
18.
19.
20.
22.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
37.
38.
39.

26.
27.
28.
29.

Lily Toml in film,
of Me
Hitchhike
Van Winkle
Pass away
Greeting
Play roles
Lesbian S&M magazine
Real baby dykes
Letters before F
Hurts
Literature stimulating sexual
desire
Guevara, and namesakes
In the Life anthologist Joseph,
and family
Units of work (abbr)
Aural sex organ

40.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.
50.

DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.

17

21

44

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

7

Janice Canon, LCSW
Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy

239-0292

6

16

OPTOMETRIST

See the difference
in personalized care!

5

Hl3

Lie. Clin. Social Worker

Call for estimate.

OPTOMETRIST

■■<

3

MOLP TME VAMLLA

They'll curl your hair!
Baby food
B&O.e.g.
Sexologist Havelock
Cry
Rope tricks?
River in Gay Paree
"One," to Austrian gays
The Black Marble Pool
author Levanthal
Yellow hanky fun
Dominant partner
Tropical American ungulate
Words of hesitation
Approves
Use a paddle
Kiss ass

1

One way to find a lover
Gay
S&M garb
Movie movie,
Entertainment
5. Straight people
6. Last in a progression
(abbr)
7. 1,051 in ancient Rome
8. Submissive ones
9. Armbones
10. Vanilla
11. Kennedy's 109, e.g.
16. Forest femmes
17. Urgent telegrams (abbr)
20. Sharp
21. Cootchie-cootchie girl
22. Spooky
23. L.A. football team
24. Whip adjunct
25. Tempting fruit
27. Eur. nation
30. Venus, et al.
31. Da Vinci, e.g.
33. Ready for publication
34. Wash and
36. Certain tides
37. Marabou
39. Gyrate
40. Stir-fry pot
41. Sharp blow
42. Health club
43. Indian gentleman
44. Gale Wilhelm's
Torchlight _ Valhalla
47. Rough sex

Answers to last week's puzzle are printed in the Classifieds

"Stonewall 25" on the history of NYC Stonewall and plans for this year's 25 year memorial celebration in NYC in June. (7.12)

AIDS Services
& Education
SEEKING PARTICIPANTS FOR A STUDY
- "Understanding How Homosexual Men with
HIV Infection Cope with the Stigma of AIDS."
Some gay men with HIV believe that AIDS is
a stigmatizing disease. Little research has been
done to examine how gay men with HIV cope
with the stigma of AIDS in their everyday
lives. The purpose of this study is to generate
knowledge to provide a beginning from which
to develop intervention into the AIDS experience. Registered Nurses and other health care
providers need to learn from your experiences
so that we can assist other gay men with HIV
in coping with AIDS as a stigmatizing disease. Your participation would involve two,
one-hour confidential audiotaped interviews
in which you will be asked to talk with me, a
gay man, about how you cope with the stigma
of AIDS in your life. I may contact you by
telephone after the interviews to clarify any
questions I have. You will have an opportunity to review my analysis of your interview
and your feedback will be used to make any
needed revisions. If you are: 1) a male homosexual, 2) over the age of 18, 3) diagnosed as
seropositive for HIV, and 4) believe that AIDS
is a stigmatizing disease, I would like to talk
with you. Confidentiality and Anonymity Assured. Contact: Bruce Kennedy, RN 458-6864.
(7-10)

SEEKING TO RENT

Services

Health

NEED IN JULY

INSIDE INSIGHT

New Product Information Line specializing
in non-toxic and natural herbal products
proven to treat HTV infection. Our courteous
staff will take your calls M-Fri 10-3pm, (404)
892-0744 or 892-6644. (7.12)

Young professional GWM is patiently looking for the perfect I BR, or garage apt. in the
Midtown, Va-Highland or Morningside area.
Would love to rent from gay or lesbian. I own
1 adorable, spoiled cat and he's part of the
move-in package. Excellent references. Pis
call Shane 266-9933 or 876-1819.

We know where the Ottoman goes. Redecorate inexpensively using things you already
own. Contact Jaymy - 881-9774. (7.9)

Autos fop Sale
1990 VW Corrado WT w/black/grey, interior
great. Town and Country car, 33 mpg highway. $9,289.876-8218. Leave message. (7.10)
1987 Olds Cutlass Sierra 70K miles. Good
mechanical & appearance. Dependable. Call
881-1827 eve. 6-10pra. Day 896-4180
(beeper). Ask for Karl $3,500. (7.10)

Strengthen immunity & physical energy with
the most nutrient rich food available. Guaranteed or your money back. Call Pritpal Khalsa
640-1972 or 587-6195 for message. (7.9)

Elegant towohome walking distance to Va-Hi
shops & restaurants. 2 BR, 1 1/2 BA. offstreet parking. $89,850. Michelle Andress 333-7143. RE/MAX intown. (7.10)

Employment
PART TIME
Part time telephone work several hrs 1 or 2
evenings a week. 57.00per hr. 622-5823. (7.9)
Secretary/Receptionist needed maximum of
25 hours/week to work in small law office.
Hands-on training/experience. Good people
and phone skills a musL Call 607-7523. (7.10)
Cleaning Service has part time work available 15-25 hrs a week daytime. $5.25mr. Must
have a clean-cut appearance. Call 351-3931
between 4pm-7pm. (7.12)

AIDS Survival Project offers free services for
people living with HIV, by people living with
HIV. Peer counseling (by HTV+ volunteers),
advocacy, HIV education, the best HIV treatment library in the South. Mon-Fri, 874-7926.
For 24hr. recorded info 874-0384.

Cortex has positions for a licensed hair dresser,
an assistant, and a receptionist Impeccable
customer service required, enthusiasm and
willingness to learn a must To schedule an
interview, call 874-6913. (7.13)

RECEPTIONIST/ADMIN

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 888-9991
- a project of the Feminist Women's Health
Ctr.5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured

PERSONAL GROWTH
SERVING PROFESSIONALLY 27 YEARS
- Natural Psychic, Certified Medium, Humanistic Parapsychologist. Psychic Readings,
Past Life Regressions, Reiki, Ro-Hun
Therapy. lack Bernard Moon, 404-333-0166.
(7.12)

COMING OUT

FULL TIME

AID Atlanta Services include education, case
management, transportation, housing, buddy
program, practical support, homeless services,
pediatric services, support groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 872-0600 for more information.

Group for Women. Six weeks. Monday evenings. Begins May 2nd, 7:30pm. $30 per session. Call Lynne Magner, Ph.D. 320-3355.
(7.9)

d i mii

Experienced Landscape help crew leader/
members, detail oriented, FT year round.
Small company, excellent opportunity. 6217929. (7.9)

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC provides access to optional treatments for the
HIV community in the Southeast Hours are
12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We are
located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with parking in
the rear. For more information phone (404)
874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or write P.O.
Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.

Emroidery company needs quality-conscious
machine operators and trimmers. Experience
not necessary. Call 296-1356. (7.9)
Restaurant delivery drivers needed. Emory/
Toco Hilf area. FT/PT days or evenings. Will
work with your schedule. Good pay. Call 4589618, lvmssg. (7-H)

AIDS Information Line / GA Toil-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information
and referral services. In Atlanta: 876-9944;
Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/TTY)

PRODUCTION MANAGER sought for small
Midtown office to oversee mail and fax distribution. Must be able to manage several
projects at once, always on deadline. Should
be computer literate, have own car. Send resume/salary history to MDS, 1100 Spring St.,
#150, Atlanta, GA 30309. (7.9)

Announcements
Don'l let the parade pass you by this year!
Join the Atlanta Freedom Marching Band now
in rehearsal for debut at 1994 Gay Pride Parade. All instruments needed. All interested
persons call/leave message at 404-872-9763.
(7.11)

SEEKING
GENERAL OFFICE - A/P, A/R, Bank St.
Rec, computer exp., filing, payroll. Avail. 95 M/W/F. $9 per hr. Call Ken at 590-1961.
09)

Atlanta Unity AIDS Outreach is a group of
people willing to share unconditional love
and support, with confidentiality and respect,
with anyone who has been affected by HIV/
AIDS. For more information contact the
church on Chamblee-Dunwoody Road at 4558920. (7.9)

GF seeks full time, permanent employment
(incl. benefits) in gay owned/friendly organization or company. Excellent organization
skills, background in communications, variety of office skills. Spent too much on therapy
to stay in the closet at work! K.T. 968-3652 leave message. (7.11)

PRIME TIMERS - Monthly meetings held at
the Public Library, 980 Ponce de Leon Ave.,
2 prn. MAY 7 - speaker Tony Leonard of

..:":■:■■:■:■:■:■.':'.':■:.
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Merchandise

RUSSIAN ICON
Beautiful, 15" x 13", handcrafted, "Christ-onCross" enamel-on-metal. Appraised $2000.
Sacrifice: $900. 873-1972 (10am-6pm). 2946308 (after 7pm). (7.9)
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GWINNETT LAMBDA is having a yard sale
April 23 & 24, 1994, from 9am-3pm. The
yard sale will be held on Cruse Road in
Lawrenceville, between Club Drive & Pleasant Hill Rd. Take I-85N to exit 40 (Pleasant
Hill Rd). Turn right onto Pleasant Hill; turn
left onto Club Drive (3rd traffic light). Club
Drive will dead-end at Cruse Rd; turn left on
Cruse Rd. Look for sale 1/2 mile down on
left. All proceeds will be donated to Project
Open Hand. For more info call 871-GAYS.
(7.9)

SEEKING
Mid-size station wagon, any year. Also grand
piano good condition. Electronic keyboard.
876-8218.(7.9)
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ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent sex
magazine just happens to be lesbian. Offers
you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy
pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews,
and thought provoking features. $34.95/yr. (6
issues). SASE Catalog. On Our Backs, 526
Castro Street, Suite SV, San Francisco, CA
94114. Send ck, MO, or VI/MC. 1-800-8454617.(7.45)
National Gay Pilot's Assoc, Newsletter, chapters' events, P.O. Box 27542, Washington,
D.C. 20038. (703) 660-3852. Totally Discreet.
(7.19)
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Real Estate
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EVE'S GARDEN

Lake Burton 3.64 acres - Total Privacy. Beautiful Lake Overlook. Possible owner financing. $64,500. Call Shea Embry/Owner-Agent
378-9069.
SHEA EMBRY, RE/MAX METRO ATL.
representing our community will donate 10%
of her commission from each closing, when
this ad is mentioned, to a charitable organization for AIDS research or support. Call today
321-3123.

Roommates
ANSLEY FOREST, GWM seeks responsible
GWM; great 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 305 plus 1/2
utilities, no pets, smoker OK. 873-1216. (7.10)
GF for 3 BR, 1 BA beautiful renovated home
with swimming pool, W/D, 1/2 mile from
Emory. $350/mo. + 1/3 utilities. 377-1349,
320-7605. (7.10)
GWF: early 50's seeks same for "Roommates"
for sincere buddy system weight loss (natural
foods-fruits & walking) plus fun socializing
(theatre - concerts). Strickly Golden Girl roommates. I'll be relocating to Georgia in early
May '94. Write to (please be discreet): J.P.
Hunt, General Delivery, Hardyville, KY
42746. Smoke & chemical free only. (7.10)
3rd Roommate wanted - GWM to share furnished apt. $275/mo. + 1/3 mil. Gay complex. Call John, 321-5791. (7.9)
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1880s CHARM - Victorian reproduction
homes in Dickens-like village, NE DeKalb.
Adjoins Olympic Bike Trail, walk to MARTA.
In-town charm, great prices. Resales low
$100s. Ben Garrett, Coldwell Banker, 2945851.(7.9)

YARDSALES

21

1T

Great starter home near L5Poinls already renovated with new roof, kitchen, bath, plumbing,
etc. CH/A & fplc. 3 BR. $50,000, $1,500
down. Call 622-5823. (7.9)

Candler Park renovated bungalow, 4 BR, 1626
sq.ft., high ceilings, lots of sunlight, central
air, low mils. Open Sundays 2-5, 1258
Mansfield Ave. $155,000.524-8108. (7.11)

Publications
ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S WORD GAYME

INTOWN - Custom built home 3 yrs old.
Spacious & sunny rooms, hdwd firs, fenced
yard, off sL pkg, great location. 2 master suites,
formal LR, DR, gourmet kitchen. Private terrace w/herb garden & morel Open Sunday 35pm. $126,000. Kevin or Teri 522-6815/3553577. (7.12)

Yes, her 125 year Victorian house and acre of
garden can be yours. 4 fireplaces, 11 foot
ceilings, 3 BR, 2 BA, 10 minutes from downtown, nursery can be benight seperately. For
details George Ann Boh I nig. REMAX Metro
Atlanta. 377-8334 & 321-3123. (7.9)

Southern Voice is seeking a skilled individual
to be a receptionist / administrative assistant.
Must have excellent phone, interpersonal, typing and clerical skills. Southern Voice is an
equal opportunity employer. Resume to Personnel, 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta,
Georgia 30306.

HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS,
counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call OUTREACH,
INC. 346-3922.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT
Grant Park studio apt renovated Victorian.
Hardwoods, large closet, ceiling fan, ideal for
responsible individual. S 385/month + deposit,
includes utilities. Don, evening 688-3514, day
321-5688.(7.10)
Midtown - Ourming 2 BR. 1 BA condo,
hardwood floors, high ceilings, large rooms,
washer & dryer, $725 references required.
(404) 351-2540 early evenings. (7.9)

Decatur/Emory - GWM to share 2 BR, 1 BA
house. No pets, smokers, or drugs! $325 + 1/
2. Call for details, 633-2958. (7.10)
GWM with dog seeks GWM to share 2 BR
house Lindberg/Cheshire Bridge area. Nonsmoker. $400/mo. includes utilities. 266-1807.
(7-11)
Decatur/Clarkston: Lesbian housemate wanted
to share home. No smoking/drugs. Must love
pets. $300 includes all. Susan 299-7881 (H),
727-0696 (W). (7.10)
Quiet M/F non-smoker, no drugs, to share 3/2
house in Alphareua. Convenient to North Point
Mall. GWM with dogs & cats. 667-9708. (7.9)
Jonesboro-GF, LRG BDR/Pri Bath, walk-in
closets, pool, W/D. Must love animals. $270
+ util. Contact Cactus, 907-4932. (7.11)
Grant Park - Share spacious 4 BR. 2 BA
home w/3. W/D. $300/mo. includes utilities
except phone + $100 dep. 622-0384. (7.10)
GWM to share 2 bedroom flat, w/screened
porch, private bath, $260/mo. + 1/2 utilities.
Cafl 315-6342. (7.10)

BUNKBUDDIES
Thanks, Atlanta for making Bunk Buddies
your #1 call when finding that perfect roommate. 636-0069.

Travel
Lesbian Get-A-Way on the beach in Mexico
Beach, Fla. Efficiency apt. and/or bedroom
with private baths. Wkly or daily rates. Call
Weepy 904-648-8764. (7.14)
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 rooms, 100 acres,
pool, hot tub, hiking trails. HIGHLANDS
INN, Box 118SV, Bethlehem, NH 03574,
(603) 869-3978. (7.22)

WOMANSPACE
SWIFTWATERS River Front Camping - Bed
& Breakfast with in-room hot tub. In scenic
mountain forest - one hour north. Now building cabins. (706) 864-3229. (7.11)

Volunteers
AIDS Survival Project is a volunteer-driven
agency for people living with HIV/AIDS, and
we need YOU as a driver. Office/clerical,
special events, peer counselors are special
needs. No experience needed - just come
ready to make a difference! Find out how to
offer your time and talents by calling 8747926.
Volunteers needed for the Atlanta Lesbian
and Gay Pride Committee. Come to the general meetings, 3rd Thursday of every month
at 7 p.m. at the Colony Square Hotel. Hotel
parking validated.

Voice Connection

escaping to the mountains/beach), reading,
music (Renaissance to Rock, especially Baroque) and cooking. Seeking musical or artistic GWF 25-40. No smokers or drugs. Cat
lovers only need respond. IT 1366
GWF, 42, trim, feminine, enjoys skating,
walking my dogs, cultural activities, etc Seeks
mature, introspective, self-aware GWF. Prefer butch, tf 1282
GWF, 23, 5T, cute seeks attractive GWF
20's. Enjoys laughing, good conversation, romantic evenings and much more. Let's meet!
IT 1301
Attractive GWF, 42, with Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, feminist, kind, loves women, animals, birds, books, women's festivals, laughs.
Seeks patient friends for community functions and talks. IT 1341
Me Jane - you Tarzana. Hear the drum beat
of life and dance with me in the moonlight.
GWF, 33, fern, tall blond, green eyes. C
1340
GWF -40*s feminine, attractive professional,
secure, sensitive, passionate, loves laughing,
movies and dining out, looking for same friendship first relationship. **ff 1342
GWF, 27, a kid at heart, passionate, adventuresome seeks same for friendship and love.
Can you come out and play? "IT 1313
GWF, 32, heavy semi-butch seeks feminine
to semi-butch woman, fun loving, adventurous for friendship, more. Non-smoker, no
drugs, tt 1314
GWF, 40, eclectic approach to life. Passionate about mountains, music and fiction. Seeking energetic womyn with centered psyche
and adventurous spirit. © 1310
I watched you in your tragic beauty walk
beneath my window eyes aimed high, but
unfocused...you never noticed me. U 1317
BPF Artist moving to Atlanta in August seeks
lover, friends, and Gal Friday. Lover must be
able to deal with artistic life style & temperament. I know no one in Atlanta so let's be pen
pals until I get there. All replies answered.
Box 1402, 1189 Virginia Ave. NE, Atlanta,
GA 30306. (7.9)

WOMEN

GWF dark, piercing eyes, mysterious, sensual. V m sweet and gentle, or rough and cruel.
Will make you come back for more... 'S
1321

SoVo Pick of the Week

GWF 30's, attractive professional, 5'4" blondish, blue-eyed, feminine Scorpio. Works out,
participates in sports. Loves humor, music,
travel, spontaneity & living life to its fullest!
No bi's or smokers, instead feminine, active,
mature & sexy professional. ?T 1635

REALITY BITES
...but that's not all: GBF |
29,5'9", attractive, natural, romantic, sensitive, |
sensual, health-conscious, focused, spiritually-centered, humorous, I
honest, positive, & |
MORE — All conveniendy packaged for your I
perusal. If you believe
that you are a woman
who can handle the real-1
ity, callS 1381

Single Black Female seeks fern Single Black
Female for conversation, friendship. TT 1300
GWF, 39,5*7", 140 pounds, feminine, attractive, professional, interested in same. No
smokers, "ff 1283
GWF, 27, seeks an alternative to smokey bars
in the form of lesbian(s) yearning for fun and
frolic while seeking to avoid the usual games.
Unafraid to be yourself? Call me! Tt 1285
Lesbian, no experience, seeking mentor - high
quality minded, sensitive personality for partnership. U 1297
GBF, mother of 2, in committed relationship,
is seeking other gay mothers for outing with
children. Interested? Please call B" 1267
GWF, 24, seeking 30-up, very attractive, petite, classy, romantic GF, any race, for lasting
relationship, no games, bi's, butches.?? 1264

GWF seeks company of GWF , very feminine 40-55, multi-dimensional, professionally
successful, mentally^)hysically healthy and
active, non-smoking, intellectual and hedonistic, balanced spiritualism / materialism,
humorous, sociable. **ff 1389
GWF, 43, professional, candid, humorous,
gentle, adventuresome, romantic enjoys music, outdoor, laughing, people, animals, diversity. Seeks professional GWF 37-50 emotional / sexually secure who enjoys life and
wants to share some fun. No drugs/smoking.
V 1390
GWF, 44, professional, well educated, feminine, no drugs/smoking, little drinking, iso
similar lady, financially stable, kindly humorous, reflective. Within 1/2 hour of me. Sarah,
POB 14163, Augusta, GA 30919. (7.11)
GWF, 45, professional, intelligent, accomplished, attractive, athletic, adventuresome,
idealistic, passionate, assertive, affectionate,
tender, horse-lover/owner, scuba diver,
outdoorsy, cultural and humbly spiritual, seeking non-smoking, non-drinking Renaissance
adventurer, with abundant humor and kindness, to share the dream. V 1272
Chivalry isn't dead. GWF, 23, chivalrous with
Southern charm and quick wits seeks GWF to
shower with affection. Age unimportant. 9
1367

GWF, 25, looking for friends and a lover who
are honest, loving, passionate, adventurous
and funny. Likes: movies, laughter, music,
the arts, conversation, candlelight. No smokers, no drugs. IT 1263
BiWF, 25, feminine, college student, cute,
seeks feminine G/BiF, 21-30, into dancing,
movies, conversation, for friendship, maybe
more. Please no smokers, drugs, heavy drinkers. IT 1250
Attractive White lesbian, 40's. Seeking school
teacher who is honest, sincere. Do you like
camping, fishing? Nature lover? No drugs.
W1644
GWF, 36, wants to meet others to go 2-stepping. Enthusiasm more important than experience. W 1646
Marriage Minded? Handsome French GWM,
38, seeks GF for non-sexual marriage. You
get French Citizenship, he gets the right to
live here. Some fluency in French desirable.
7T 1632
GWF, 30, 5*10", 130 lbs, fit & healthy. I'm
looking for a playmate, best friend and partner. I enjoy life, the outdoors, traveling, sports,
animals, movies, dining out, reading and
people with a positive attitude. Call me, it'll
befunltr 1591

GBF seeks intelligent feminine female who
loves: life, outdoors, animals, travel, romance.
Non-smokers, race unimportant, novice O.K.!
** 1365

GWF, very attractive, fun, seeks F 18-30,
preferably petite, for friendship, fun, and more.
IT 1598

GWF, 38, enjoy life &. laugh, snorkel, cycling, fishing, c'lping, golf, music &
travel...etc! V lit*'.

Spring on the beach? GWF, seeking attractive fun-loving female, 40-55, for quality
friendship. Active, intelligent, stable, adventurous, gentle please. H 1602

GWF, 30, Musician, intellectual and fun! Interests include: nature (zoo, pets, plants and
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Free Appraisal (on any purchase)

MAKE YOUR DREAMS

21/1994

THE C0ND0 COLLECTION

REAL..ESTATE
' Guaranteed Best Rales
' Fast Closing
• Wide Variety of Programs
• GA Residential Mortgage licensee

9 COM, aMUt tf&U,
pleaAe- call:

BRIAN SWIFT
843-2500

Cindy Denny
6 Awry Drive, NE Atlanta, GA 30309
404/881-1053 • Fax 404/724-9181

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
Residential Real Estate Services
Renovation in Kirkwood—
hardwood floors, four
fireplaces, deck, and more!
$74,900
Call Paula for details.

321-3123
2205 LaVista Rd. Atlanta, GA 30329

STOP
MOVE

Paying
Rent!!
To Grant
Park!

(404) 673-6099

CHARLENE COTHRAN
™™
ASSOCIATE BROKER
& co. H U III C OALCO
W.T. ADAMS

ORMEWOOD
PARK CHARMER!
This pretty home
features a bright, open
floor plan and sunroom
with a view. Master
suite, updated systems
—on a quiet street in a
popular neighborhood.
$84,500.

CHRIS
CARROLL

PROPERTY SERVICES

• Property Management
• Leasing

• Maintenance
• Residential/Commercial
Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.

Decatur-Swanton Hill
Three levels, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, two 1/2 baths. Garage,
beautiful deck and great yard
make this single townhome a
steal! Swim and Tennis
Community. Only $ 129,900

y' rd '

tondo

2140 Peachtree Rd., NW Atlanta, GA 30309 262-6636 Fax: 355-5341

(404) 607-RENT

Go with the
Winning
Team!

From uptown to downtown...
I've got you covered!

Quality homes
for any price range.
ANDYPHILHOWER
Re/Max of Buckhead

233-4633
DIXIE CARD SALLYE PARSONS

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?

377-1166

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Service

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123

Variety & Convenience

kMERICAN

p M

ORTGAGE.CORP.

EXPERIENCED.

FNANCIAI

JEFFREY HALEY
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office:

404/394-1264 ex. 134

404/394-2830

• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation
Mary Swinford, President

233-9901
GA Res. Mortgage Licensee

LEE
SMITH

848-0001

Call JEFFREY HALEY

321-3123
933-4707

If You're Not
Dealing With

If you're looking to buy or
sell a condo, town home
or cluster home in intown
Atlanta... Call the experts.

26-CONDO £v

DEPENDABLE.
EFFECTIVE.

Serving the Community
for 10 Years

RJ#MBK metro atlanta

COLDWeU.
BANKjSRD

Rremier

Historic Druid Hills
Fabulous Townhome with
three sides of light in soughtafter Lion's Gate. Only six
years young! 3 BDR. 2.5 BA.
Huge kitchen & break area.
Lovely garden. $ 179,500

RAINBOW
FINANCIAL SERVICES
260S Apple VaUey Drive, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30319

STEVE BLAND
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808
Each office Is independently owned and operated

coLOUieu.
BANIVeRQ

The Best Southern Living Can Provide!
In Historical Grant Park.

You're only getting
'h the attention you
deserve!

BUYERS & SELLERS
Now I can fully represent
YOU in a transaction.
No more working for
the other guy. Let me
show you how!

LEE SMITH
Associate Broker. GRI
(office phone) 874-2262
NOTE NEW 24 HOUR
PHONE #453-1945

Fabulous 2 story. 3 bedroom 2 bath fully renovated Victorian home w/
elegant entry foyer. Home has spacious rooms. 4 fireplaces. 14 ft. ceilings.
new roof and kitchen, custom paint and bookshelves, home warranty and
security system. Upstairs has a wonderful master suite w/ fireplace and
bonus room. Sunroom overlooks private fenced yard w/ pool.
One of the most gracious homes in Grant Park!

JIM HILUARD
622-2127

RE/MAX in TOWN
Each office independently owned and operated.

Chuck Daily

W//VM.
of Buckhead

(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

Carey Lokey

the Best!
Office: 874-2262
Home: 892-8692
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Depth, integrity. Intel ligence, compassion, independence, sensitivity, humor, humor and
more humor! GWF, 38, seeks same. Dog lovers encouraged to respond. V 1604

155, blue/brown, moustache. Enjoy baseball,
camping, dancing, movies, travel. Seek 3245, masculine, in shape moustached guy for
monogamous relationship. 9 1385

GBF, 29, feminine, attractive, reliable, hardworking - theatre, walking, travel and housebroken seeks GBF feminine 30-35 for friendship and possible relationship. IT 1223

GWM, 32, 5'10", 185 lbs, professional, into
tennis, music, reading, travel, cooking. Looking for mature GWM 28-45 with similar interests for dating, possible relationship. No
smokers / drugs / barflies one nighters. V
1384

Women are wonderful and friendship of any
kind is hard to find. Would like to meet kind,
smart, gentle women for lunch. Tf 1219
GWF Professional seeks feminine companion, 35-45 who loves the arts, outdoors; honest, non-smoker; no butch; no bis. 9 1198
GWF, 37, int. opera, dining, animal lover,
hugger, emotionally and financially stable are
just a few of my features. If you have same
features, I would like to talk to you. W 1211
GWF, 31, cute, athletic, non-smoker, professional desires fun-loving relationship. Loves
tennis, movies, the beach, cats, and sports.
ff 1207

MEN

GAM intelligent, attractive, tasteful, cultured.
25,5' 11", 145#, interested in romantic affairs
with educated attractive GWM, 20's, nonsmokers. V 1392
GT FRAT BOY sought by big brother. WM,
27, 5' 10", 170* seeks strong body and mind
for fun, dating, etc. W 1391
Boyfriend Material: romantic, attractive, late
30's likes; kissing, screwing, cuddling. Safe
sex. Seeks cute passive boyfriend PO Box
13162, Atlanta 30324. (7.12)
GWM, 29, seeks huskey, preppy, boyish
GWM between 25 and 33. Must be masculine, discreet and HIV negative. Dimples*!
IT 1393

GREAT ORAL SVC
SoVo Pick of the Week
Yankee Mixed-Breed 30's - Handsome,
hung, masculine solid
compact top in midtown seeks discreet
humpy macho Latin /
Mediterranean bottom |
buddy. B1 1382
OREOS? Masc, vers, W/M ISO muse, vers
BM(s) for "cookie" type "sandwich." 3's or
more. HOT, DISCREET. Homy!! Curious??
01380

Southside GWM 38,5'V, 145#, brn/blu seeking masc HIV- BiWM, BiHisp, GWM, 1850. Hairy a + but not required. Picture if
possible. No strings, metro travel no problem.
PO Box 876, Riverdale Main Post Office,
Riverdale, GA 30274-9993. (7.9)
White Collar Asian/Latino man, 29. Romantic, physically fit, intelligent. Seeks nonsmoker GWM 20-35 for honest relationship.
W1364
GWM, 31, brn/blu, 150 lbs, attractive, easy
going and sincere, enjoy outdoors, movies,
quiet times, seek similar. PO Box' 365,
Armuchee, GA 30105. (7.9)
BM, 28, 5*8", athletic build, verbal aggressive seeks WM passive, discreet, french active experienced. Must be serious submissive, tf 1363

GWM, 30, 6'3", 200, blond/blue, conservative, nice guy, dinner, movies, outdoors. Seeks
GWM masculine guy, 30-45, for friendship,
maybe more. V 1383

Italian, 42, male wants a Black male, 18-28.
Come to Italy for a vacation! Ticket and
accomodation in exchange for English lessons. Write explicit letter with nude photo, if
possible. N. Guglielmi, Casella Postale I,
37010 Calmesino/Venia ITALIA. (7.10)

Sharp GWM 56 into writing music, movies,
psychology, gardening, self growth, slight
kinks seeks partner any age. "S 1387

Ansley Cleaners March 31, a.m., you salt pepper hair, beard, mustache. I came back for sun
glasses and your smile! W 1360

Attractive, masculine, HIV-, GWM, 31,5'11",

VGL GWM 33, 5*8" 145, tight gym body

desires masc. muse dominant top any race for
discreet, safe fun. IT 1359
Playful GWM, 37, 155, 5*11". moustache,
braJbrn, non-smoker, seeks same. Wanna play
drop-the-soap? Let's frolic. fT 1358
GWM, 33, 5'9", 180, masculine, attractive
seeks GWM 21-39 for giving and receiving
massages and/or playing tennis. "B 1357
Just someone to enjoy movies, dinner, walks
and conversation with. Simple things are the
best! Top, GWM, br/br, beard, 5'T. C 1354
GBM - Creative, sensual Gemini seeking
young black brother for coffee house talks
with a mellow vibe, considerate of others,
ff 1355

(404) 876-1819
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VOICE CONNECTION
TO RESPOND

TO PLACE FREE AD

Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
Check each week's paper for ads
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
$10.00 per week or you may use your own PO Box
symbol <B and call 1-900-370-4099. The
system will guide you to the recorded message of
for $5.00 per week. Mail or drop off your
completed order for with payment. A simple
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
instruction sheet will be mailed to you which
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
charged to your phone bill.
will enable you to record your spoken
message AT NO COST.

CALL NOW

GWM, attractive, masculine, monogamous,
sane, fun, 36,5*9", 175, bld/blu, hairy, seeks
stable sane G/W/As/Lat/M slim, smooth,
younger a plus. ff 1356

1-900-370-4099

Visiting Atlanta in May for 3 days from New
York City for job interview. GWM, 32, 5.6,
130, dirty blonde, hazel, mustache. Would
like a guy/guys to show me anything of "Gay"
Atlanta, bars, music, restaurants, men, Latin,
soccer, skeet and more or less. No escorts,
country/western stuff, theatre, operas, room,
board or transportation required. Must be under 35. Send picture, stats & letter to: J.B.,
POB 20070, New York, NY 10025. (7.11)

$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, P0 Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

GWM, 36, HIV-, looking for hairy GWM 51
& over for companionship. TT 1362
I'll show you mine, if... GWM, 33, seeks
masculine jock with tan line for discreet encounter. Into physical contact, sweat Tt1224
Butch GWM, 38,6'3", 210 lbs., brn/bl, handsome, cigar smoker, seeks BM 30-45, endowed top for no strings daytime fun. IT
1353
GBM, medium complexion in late twenties
with doctorate level education, and athletically inclined seeks light skinned black,
hispanic, educated man. IT 1352
GWM, 32, W/bl, 5'9", 170, looking for "true
love" not "tricks" or "flings." Must be friends
first. tT 1351
Big, beautiful, thick, 10" dick, sexy stud 2
hours north, loves safe, handsome, anal action, top, bottom, hairy a plus. 1? 1350
GWM, mature, stable, successful, well-educated professional. Seeks personal assistant/
companion: intelligent, ambitious, clean-cut,
attractive WM 18-25 who wants future. Send
letter/photo/resume. Excellent long term opportunity. POB 55006, Atlanta 30308. (7.12)

CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM
TAKIN G PRIDE IN OUR CULTURE

LH^^HB&^^^H

2 1/19 9 4

D I R ECTIO
Slender, masculine, blond, moustache, attractive, 5'8", 43, versatile. Seeks slender, white,
tall, moustache, masculine 40-45 (Buddy, NoStrings). V 1349
Attractive BM, Sharp, ambitious, intelligent,
well-educated, fun-loving and financially secure professional, with many interests. Seeks
masculine WM. Friendship, possible relationship. It 1348

Seeking built, endowed white male needing
oral service. Call soon - let's play! "B 1343

OVERLYATTRACTIVE

Romantic Hardworking, relationship oriented
GWM 28, reoVbl looking for similar GBM or
GLM 21-35. V 1312

Br/Br, 5'6", 135 lbs., 30, muscular. Seeking
attractive partner for friendship or other.
Workout, outdoors, rollerblade. Series Reply.
HIV. W 1318

THREE WAY ACTION - single top seeks
couple for hot, safe, discreet, fun. I'm attractive, cleancut, 30's, mustache, HIV neg. Call

1T1323
Big Bold Bear, Bearded GWM, 38 yr, 5'10",
290 lb, seeks in shape GWM into art, animals, books, for adventurous safe sex. Q
1347
GWM, 31, HTV+, very healthy and fit I'm
nice looking and interested in meeting another sane guy. IT 1346
Horny, hot, aggressive, totally versatile very
experienced GWM is seeking slim/medium
build GWM 18-35 for hot fun times nights &
weekends. V 1345
GWM, bear, 39, 5'11", stocky, brown/balding, blue, beard, healthy HIV+, successful,
stable, versatile, seeking someone to share
life's ups and downs. *S 1344

GWM 30, handsome, bl/bl, beard, dark body
hair, versatile, sensual, lean. Vt 1322
GWM, successful professional, 40s, great
mentor, seeks slim, wholesome, ambitious,
quality WM college student. Personal assistant/companion. Excellent future. Box I40l,
1189 Virginia Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA 30306.
(7.ll)

Daddy/Husband requested (WM under 50)
by an intelligent, extremely curious, inexperienced BM, 24, for life-long love, support, and
enlightenment. I can be shaped and molded.
Serious only please. V 1316
Hairy, attractive, GWM, very athletic, 31,
looking for a masc. beefy, stable WM for
friendship, fun or 7? IT 1315
GWM, 41,6 ft., 175 lbs., fit masculine, HIV
negative, good looking, seeks friendship leading to monogamous relationship. V 1311

GWM, amatuer photographer. Seeks very
attrative GWM/GAM under 24 for fun. IT
1320

GWM, 39, 5'7", 140, versatile leather playmate willing to try almost anything once as
long as it's safe. Looking for morning/daytime action. O 1209

GWM 31, moustache, non-smoker, healthy
HIV+, romantic, enjoying life, seeking GWM
to share life and enjoy it to the fullest 9
1319 (7.9)

Versatile GWM 39 seeks daytime f
buddy
for all types of kinky hot sessions. Expand
myUmit.tr 1208

GWM tall, dark, very handsome, 30, built.

TO PLACE AN AD:
In PERSON: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta.
By MAIL: Mail completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.
By PHONE: Call in with completed order form to (404) 876-1819.
By FAX: Fax completed order form and credit card information to
Classifieds (404) 876-2709.

Into wrestling, body building, physical con-

AD POLICY: Southern Voice reserves
the right to edit, reclassify or reject ads
not meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
MISPRINTS: Southern Voice is not
responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED by Tuesday, 5pm to appear in the following week's issue.

PICK YOUR
CATEGORY
INDIVIDUAL
AIDS Services
Announcements
Employment-Seeking
Pets-Free or Lost & Found
Roommates
Volunteers

E

WRITE YOUR AD

Category

# of Issues

Giant Headline (optional)-not to exceed 14 characters/spaces

Text

BUSINESS
Autos
Employment-Part Time
Employment-Full Time
Finance
Health-Fitness
Health-Massage
Health-Personal Growth
Insurance
Legal
Merchandise
Pets (For Sale/Training)
Publications
Real Estate-Financing
Real Estate-For Rent
Real Estate-For Sale
Services
Travel

VOICE CONNECTION
VOICEbox
Written Response

r

~

EJ

TOTAL YOUR COST

pfg] g|

INDIVIDUAL RATES

Up to 20 words for $3.00 per week. Additional words at 500 each per week.
Up to 20 words
$3.00
additional words x 500
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL =

BUSINESS RATES
Up to 20 words for $12.00 per week. Additional words at $1.00 each per week.
Up to 20 words
$12.00
additional words x $ 1.00
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
x
# issues
TOTAL =

VOICE CONNECTION

Name
Address
City/State
Phone

Zip

Up to 20 words & VOICEbox
additional words x 500
Giant headline @ $3.00/wk.
SV forwarding box $10.00/wk.
Other P.O. Box $5.00/wk.
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL=
CHECK ENCLOSED
#

FREE

# issues

CHARGE MY MC/VISA
exp.

o u

HERN

tact, jazz music working out, touching and
feeling. This is me, if it's you too call. I'm
GWM 5*8", 165, br/br. © 1307

Not into bar scene or casual sex seeks masculine, sincere versatile GBM for companionship, possible relationship, © 1277

companionship with romantic possibilities.
Interests should include movies, dining, 104.1,
cuddling and passion. © 1246

passionate and versatile. You enjoy travel,
stimulation and companionship. We deserve
bliss. © 1592

Seeking lunchtime encounter. I'll bring sandwiches and drinks to your place. © 1308

Handsome, caring, professional GWM, HTV, seeking Asian-American friend, 25-35. Enjoy the arts, theatre, music, tennis,
roUerblading and making friends. © 1276

VGLGWM 35,6* 1", 190, br/br, smooth, masculine, work-out, swim/gym body, prof, romantic, healthy, non-smoke, seeks same for
dating/relationship. © 1260

VGL, GWM 5' 11", 170, sincere seeks same
25-40, prefer slender, smooth, clean shaven
college type far friendship, safe/hot fun. ©
1590

HIV+ SEEKS GBM-GWM, 34, 5'7", 155,
very healthy seeks GBM, masculine, top for
friendship, sensual experience and possibly
more. I'm an honest, sincere person, reasonably good-looking seeking similar. Please respond. © 1275

GWM, 26, br/br, 170 lbs, handsome
swimmer's build type. Seeking discreet encounters with someone who needs their back
scratched...If you'll scratch mine! © 1650

GWM Professional would like to meet a gorgeous young (20's) gentleman to share "•honeymoon" in Hawaii. © 1630

HORNY TOP, cleancut, boyish, 38, brown
hair, blue eyes, attractive, discreet, safe. Seeks
hot bottom for exciting fun! © 1306
BM, 32, nice physique, gdlkg, bottom, seeks
sexy BM top with nice assets. No strings, just
fun. Darker men preferred. © 1305
GWM, 39, attractive, muscular, masculine,
trim, hairy, healthy, bottom, long "married".
Needs regular attention lunchtimes, occasional
evenings. No strings, © 1302
Goodlooking BM, student, 21, 5'8", with
smooth body and great personality. Seeks
WM, 21-35 for friendship/relationship. ©
1303
33, GWM bottom wanting to meet fun loving
30-45 GM tops for fun/friendship/possible relationship, hairy+. © 1309
Brushstrokes Magazine Rack Wed. 3/1.
Laughed at Playgirl. Both bought Feb. 94
Freshmen. You Br/Bl nice smile. Me Bl/Bl
smiled back. © 1280
GWM, single, soon-to-be dad, 52,5'9", 180,
caring, affectionate, genuine, healthy, kind,
(Jewish), seeks similarly unattached warm,
lovely Southern home-oriented GWM (to 45)
with deep nurturing instincts and lifetime mate
possibilities with no substance addictions.
You're deeply desirous of sharing in parenting,
yearn for family and stability and truly want
an older fellow. Write POB 194, NY, NY
10272-0194. (I'm also open to eventually relocating). (7.11)
GWM COUPLE; 31,5*9", 155 and 40,5'10",
190 seek other couples, singles for fun, safe,
no strings sex. © 1281
WM, 5' 10", 185, masc, vers, horny; sks BM,
muse, masc, vers, for hot sessions. Mil, jox,
face sitters, big feet, A+. © 1299

Cautiously ISO GM who enjoys travel, music, exercise, cozy evenings and morel Dating possibly more with attractive healthy
HIV+ GBM. © 1274
Tall, slim WM, 37 spiritual, laid-back, seeks
handsome, tall, slim, intelligent, educated BM.
30-38 into jeans and alternative music. ©
1269
Goodlooking 29, 6, 175 BM, athletic build,
searching for my healthy, masuline, sexy WM
companion 25 to 40. No fats/fems. © 1268
Bald & Beautiful GWM 40+, 5' 10", 175. Tennis nut. Enjoys exercise and outdoors. Likes
to cuddle. Seeking monogamous relationship.
©1266
Model, 22, blonde, 6', new to East Tennessee.
Looking to meet friends, possibly Mr. Right.
Interested? © 1265
GWM, 30, 5'8", 160 lbs. Top who knows
how to take control. Call, let's connect. ©
1262
GWM, 6'2", 180 lbs, bl/br, extremely handsome. A sweetheart outside the bedroom. Demands 18-25 yo blond muscular slave. I'll
make you love it. Leave message. © 1261
GBM, 42 - Professional, varied interests, versatile, healthy HIV+, seeks stable masculine
GM over 35, race unimportanL I enjoy a sense
of humor, sincerity and versatility. © 1259

Blake's Gospel Hour 2/6. You: tall, blond,
Savannah, New England, water. Me: blond,
seated, California, Heiniken. Let's talk some
more. © 1638
Hot NY Latino GM, 31, seeks GBM 25-40
for friendship plus. Non drinker preferred.
©1641
GBM, HIV+, seeks totally masculine GBM
male 25-40. Versatility a plus. Must be ready
for whatever happens. No fats or ferns. ©
1642
Surprise!!! Didn't expect me here. GWM, tall,
dark, handsome, muscular, 32 yr. old Italian
professional seeks healthy professional allAmerica n jock. © 1633
Asheville Teddy, 5'7 1/2", 137 lbs, dk hair,
moustache looking for hibernation or springtime playmates. Hairy & cuddly. © 1660
Wanted: muscular All-Amercian type who is
very oral & submissive for good-looking muscular, healthy safe & sane GWM. © 1634
GWM, 25, 6*1", 180 lbs. bottom seeks sexy
top GWM for hot oral service - no age requirement - all answered. © 1647
GWM couple, hot, handsome, muscular, endowed 5'10", 155,6*2", 185 seek same in bad
boy(s) for fun, safe, no-strings sex-capades.
© 1648
GWM, 24, 6 ft. 180 lbs needs GBM, 25-40,
for hot french service. Me: bottom, You: hot
top man. © 1649

Attractive, healthy, horny WM, football physique, 30s, 6*1", 190. Seeks a hot, regular
sexual relationship, no strings. Just fun. ©
1258

Is there a GWM in this city, 25-40, hairy,
good body seeking love? I'm 39, 6'2, 200,
smooth, UC. © 1637

WM, 39, seeks WM 35+. Let's have dinner,
see a movie, ride through the mountains. ©
1257

LATINOS WANTED: Me; WM, 35, blond,
moustache, 150, 5'8". You; moustache, not
fat, masculine. For friendship, fun. © 1643

2 many H's - Handsome, Hung, Horny, HIV, Hardbody. GWM, 32, ready to settle down
with same. RU? Military A+. © 1256

Attention!!! Real Men 30-45, Tops seeking a
fun loving Bottom 33 for a hot fun time,
Fuzzy +. © 1645

WM senior seeks a healthy attractive daytime
friend 25-40 to pamper. © 1295

Horny Midtown Professional involved GWM,
42, 5'10", 160, HIV- with place seeks discreet, adventurous, creative safe fun after 5pm.
©1255

HIV+ ONLY-Handsome GWM seeks same
for dating and possible relationship. I am a
healthy 40,6 ft, Hrv+, 178 lbs., blonde, blue,
many interests, Financially Secure. Take a
chance and call. No games please. © 1109

Attractive GWM, 30, blk/bl, 5'10", 155#.
healthy HIV+, seeks friendship (not relationship) for hiking, scuba diving, motocych'ng,
movies, etc. ©1296

GWM, 43, 5'10", 155, attractive, midtown
professional, HIV-, smoker, seeks relationship oriented, non-barfly, HIV- GWM for
movies, dining in/out, more. © 1254

*DSS-N (*Desperately Seeking Susan—
NOT!) Me: GWM, 34, attractive, 6', br/br,
135#, HIV-, educated, (unloving, caring, Midtown, Mozart to John Waters. You: same. ©
1298

GWM, 38,6'2", 165#, smooth. Professional,
non-smoker, avoids bars, seeks hairy professional 30-45 to enjoy movies, theater, dining
out, travel, each other. © 1253

I want you to hurt me. WM, 20s, good looking, needs bare butt spankings from same.
©1284
GWM Couple looking for 3rd guy for hot fun
and games. Us: 40 and 33, both 5'9", 185,
brown/green, blue/blonde. Contact Stephen
©1293
Huggable Hairy Chested Short Stocky Teddy
Bear, professional, 40 something, "oral
friendly," seeking 30 something weekend
masculine companion, playmate. © 1294

I need it bad. Desperately seeking sex with
muscular WM stud under 35 who isn't too
picky. © 1601

Avg.WM - HIV+ seeking horny top men 30+
for monthly date - me 47, 150 lbs, Bln/Blu,
mustache, uncomplicated. © 1271

PAGAN w/m, 35, 5'8", 150, blond moustache, average looks, shy wants to meet other
PAGAN good-folk. © 1251

Sexy, handsome, 24, nice body, endowment,
and butt, HIV negative, seeks real massage
therapy with complete oral service. Leave
message. © 1279

GWM, good looking, intelligent, HTV-, welltravelled ISO same 30-42, in-shape, who've
lived with lover and understand compromise.
Object: relationship. © 1249

Handsome, intelligent professional, young 40.
Blond, 6', 165. Seeks lean, masculine, outgoing man, 32-46, with sharp mind and warm
heart. © 1278

Northern Alabama GWM, 24, attractive, honest, sincere, relationship oriented ISO similar
GWM 24-30 to explore life with. Let's talk.
©1247

GWM, 32,5*8", 145, goodlooking, muscular,
safe, wants to be manhandled by hunky man.
Make me serve. Leave message © 1594

GWM, 46, romantic, warm, loving nature.

GWM seeks masculine companion 30-45 for

Like me you're 30+, tall, fit, handsome, bright,

Watersports enthusiast seeking other GWM
into sessions of giving and receiving golden
showers. Let's get wet together! © 1222
True country fag seeks other urbanized males.
Come play in the dirt again. © 1597
Horny, attractive, GWM, 35, 5* 11", 175, br/
br, mustache, seeks other masculine, versatile
men or couples for fun, frolic, hot times, kissing and cuddling. © 1596

Boyish GWM 30 still believes in fairytales
and happy endings, seeks GAM prince. Must
be masculine, honest and caring. © 1216
America's #1 GAY DATELINE. All
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333
S150/minute. CO BOCA, Florida. 18+.

GWM Leather Daddy seeks leather boy. Attractive young man to share life & the leather
experience. No drugs, non-smoker. © 1629

SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-284-2739.
S3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line $2.00/
minute or 1-900-745-0833. 18+.

Models, GWM, 18 to 25 y.o., nude to formal
wear. I'll help develop your portfolio. Expense paid travel, no experience necessary.
©1627

TV/TS

Master seeks attractive young GWM slave
boy for light S&M, piercing?, B&D. personal
services, must be a serious bottom. © 1626

Pretty TV, 41, single, size 11, 36A, seeks
permanent position as maid or houseservant
to dominant female. © 1212

BISEXUAL
WM, 46, very attractive, inexperienced, enjoys frank correspondence, possible light contact with younger Bi/ST male, couple. Box
7704, Marietta, GA 30065
BiWM, attractive, sharp, fit & trim, educated,
early 30s, seeks attractive BiM or BiF for
friendship - maybe more. Let's talk! © 1386
BM, married, 55, in great shape. Seeks mature Bi female for safe discreet encounters.
©1304
Attractive, trim, white, professional couple
seeking BiWF for safe, creative encounter of
fun and fantasy. © 1593

Amateur photographer, WM, seeks built, exhibitionist BM for fun nude/semi-nude photo
sessions. Discretion assured. No strings. ©
1204
GWM, 30, 6'2", 180, blonde/blue, HIV-, attractive, Episcopalian, native Atlantan seeks
quality GWM 25-35 for romantic relationship. © 1202
Tired of being alone. Handsome, romantic,
well-groomed BGM 30ish, 5*10" seeks BM
30-40 with varied interests to share quality
time. © 1201
Light-skinned GBM 34, with stocky build
seeks GWM 25-40 masculine with stocky
build for friendship/relationship. © 1200
Good-looking, masculine GWM, 32,6'2", 185
lbs, br/gr, bodybuilder, bottom, HIV+, healthy.
ENJOYS movies, working out, quiet time and
being in good company. ISO similar gdlkg,
masculine, relationship-oriented top guy between ages 28-38. No heavy drinkers, drug
users, bar flies. Serious replies only. © 1199
Horny, hairy cowboy/bearcub, 34, 5'8", affectionate, intelligent, sexy, seeks hairy nonsmoking dominant cowboy/bear w/brains, libido, facial hair. © 1197

GET
YOUR
MOTOR

ROLLIN'
Gentlemen... Start your engines.
Fasten your seat belts.
Sit back and enjoy the ride.
Simply call and talk privately
one-on-one with others who share your
lifestyle and interests.
Exclusive rematching capabilities.
No credit cards are needed.

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

LIVE ONE-ON-ONE

1-900-287-MEET

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

6 3 3 8
Only 990 per minute
Free Access # (404) 524-6338

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

VOICE PERSONALS

365-8127
THE
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 303:

CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete
information resource. Wonderful Fantasies,
InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs, True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Maid to Order!" Hear full details (recorded, 24 Hours).
Call 333-6455.

GWM mature professional seeks goodlooking
young man for dining out, travel, shopping,
relationship. Not into drugs/smoking. ©
1625

GWM38,5'10,160#,HIV+, into swimming,
philosophy, nature, politics. Seek similar 2540 yo. Se habla Espaflol. No fumar. © 1623

WM, 44,6L/185, good looking, professional,
muscular, quality, closeted, conservative lifestyle. Seeks quality (non drugs/bar) WM/AM
bottom, (18-28), small frame/smooth. ©
1252

Versatile young working, slim preppie WM
wanted by GWM as exclusive live-in companion with home duties. Must have car. ©
1205

Mature business owner seeks attractive, sincere, mature GWM early to mid-20' s to spoil,
possible relationship, no drugs, non-smoker.
© 1631

GWM, 40 plus - professional artists. Into
Victorian houses, antiques, and old world
charm. Looking for mature GBM with same
interests for long term one on one. © 1221

ISO Muscular build, non-clockable, masculine, attractive, witty, honest, altruistic, GAY
MAN. Me: Tall, slim, GBM. Workouts in
Romance and Gym. © 1270

Curious BM, 29,6', 175#, laid back, runner's
build, seeks tall masculine aggressive WM,
25-35, for relationship. No fats or ferns. Serious only. © 1206

<JA¥

CONNECTION

1 900 370 9393
Only $2 per minute

Must be 18 years or older. ©Jartel 1993
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